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DIACHRONIC VS. SYNCHROMIC

The distinction between the diachronic and synchronic approaches to the study of language

was first made by Ferdinand d;;;;;;;h; is considered as the father of modern linguistics'

The two other important contribr'ri;;; h;;;;; ;|." 1) the distinction he made between language

il ;;il ;;J rj the view that lansuage is a svstem of svstems

"synchronic" which is often referred to as descriptive studv of lanquage is concerned with

tanguage as it exists at a part,cutai Jiint oit-. (For'example.'the study of Englisn as existed

durino Shakespeare's time)' f n"-O-"Jnroni" ot historical study.of a language is concerned with the

;il#;iffifi;."^t "7, 
r"ng'*s" iii.1"iv "r 

tne Enstisn lansuase mav be cited as an

example).

synchronic description is not restricted to the analysis of modern spoken language synchronic

analysis can be carried o,t 
'n 'ltplJ oio""J r"nguis"t also Diachronic study of a language

always presuppo."" 
" 

.yn"nr.onil.Juov "t " 
languigel saussure makes an analogy of chess to

make this point clear. oo"u tJ"il'uiiJ il"-J;;;;; other factors also which determine the

O"uutop"rnt" ttom one synchronic 'state" to another'

To put it briefly, the synchronic linguistics describes a state whereas diachronic linguistics

describes relation between """""""-irf 
i"ir" tn jenerat the study of static linguistics is much

more Jifticutt tnan the study oi historical linguistics'

PRESCRIPTIVE VS. DESCRIPTIVE

Modern linguistics makes certain assumptions of which the important ones are the following'

1) Speech is primary, writing secondary 2) ll"1: ":l-o 
backward languages 3) Change is

natural for languages a1 rnere are'no pure tormsot tanguages and 5) Linguistics is descriptive' not

prescriPtive.

The prescriptive grammarian tells the speakers what forms thev should use and what they

shouldnot.Theyblindlytottoweownateverconventionswerefollowedbythosewhowentbefore
them.

The descriptive approach to language is differ?nt I11.lI" oth"t approach in the sense that it

betieved in the theory tnat tneiaJr orineiinguist is to describe how languages function

Both prescriptive and descriptive linguists make use of rules But the prescriptivist rules are

rire rur-e-s'oigovernment and Jesciipti'isti rules are like rules of physics

PrescriptivistapproachdoeSbecomeimportantwhenaunifieSliteraryStandardiscalledfor.
But even literary standards are subiect to change'

SPEECH VS, WRITING

Speech and writing are two modes of communication The traditional grammarians never

gave any importance to .p"";;:;h"y ;;lieved that speech is corrupt version of writing'

The modern linguists on the other hand believe-that soeech is more important for more

reasons than one. For example 
"r,irjr"" 

.t"rt 
"p"aking 

first and only at a later stage do they start

writing.

However, writing also is important in its own way' Sometimes spoken language does make

use of certain items which ;J'liffii;'il;;riii"n roir. Both the modes are to be siven equal

importance because in communication both play complementary roles'

1. DIACHRONIC AND SYNCHRONIC APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF LANGUAGE

Ferdinand de saussure a Swiss scholar is-usually reffered to as the father of modern

tinguistics. His seminat work'ffi;;;; Liil;iiti" O"n"t"i (A course in General Linguistics) was

published in 1915. (lt *";;;ih;;;'! *o*l lt-is a-collection and expansion of notes

taken by Saussure's "t'o"ni"i"ing 
various lectur courses that he gave' Though it is rather
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twohavecorrelativetermsofwhichneithercanbeStudiedwithouttakingtheotherintoaccount-
The third one is not 

"o, "yn"nro,iy "rn 
in fact be studied quite separately from diachrony 

^ln 
a

sense saussure turned the traditio#l view of historical linguistics upside town. (see Lepschy (1972\ '

thenineteenth.centurylinguisticswasprimarilyconcernedwiththediachronicwhereasthetwen-
tieth _ century linguistics gives focus io syncnronic oescriptions. lt implies that historical consider-

ations are irrelevant to tne inresiigaiion ot particutar temporal. "states" of a language. The applica-

tion of this principle may be illustrlted by means of a famous analogy used by de Saussure' where

he compared languages to games of chess'

ln the course of a game of chess the state of the board is constantly changing But at a point

oftimethestateofthegamecanbefullydescribedintermsofthepositionsoccupiedbythe
several pieces. lt does not mattei trow tne ptayers arrived at the particular state of the game. This

Stateisdescribablesynchronouslywithoutreferencetothepreviousmoves.Similarly,languages,
according to Saussure, are con-jantly changing Just as the state of the chess board at some

particular point of time can Oe oesciifeO witnoirt reterence to the earlier moves which contributed to

that particular state, tne successive states of a languages can be described independently of one

another. (See de Saussure (1964) for more details)'

The distinction between synchronic and diachronic description must not be understood to

imply that time is itself the deteiiiining factor in language - change There are many factors both

within and outside tne tanguage wiicn"may oetermine its development from one synchronic 'state"

to another. The prssag" or tim" m"reiv Jtws tor ttre complex interaction of these factors. Also, it

should be noted that the notion of diacironic development is applied in the comparison of "states"

of a language relativety rar rernoveJ from one another in time The temporal sequence in which the

beginingandtheendofasentencearearrangedis,fromtheviewoflinguisticstudy'ofadifferent
kind from the temporal sequence along with language changes The possibility thatwe might begin

a sentence in one language and finish it in a difterent one need not worry us because our language

is changing all the time 
"ven 

tnough *e 
"'" 

not "*"'" 
of it Of course language takes more time to

change than we take to utter a;entence The language we use is an essentially synchronic

system, even though it involves the use of strings of elements which may manifest themselves' in

the spoken utterance, along a time sequence

lnshort,theaimofgeneralsynchroniclinguisticsistosetupthefundamentalprinciplesof
any idiosyncratic systems, the conitituents of any language - state Diachronic linguistics studies

relationsbetweensuccessivetermsthataresubstitutedforeachotherintime.Thestudyofstatic
tinguistics is generalty much m;r; difficult than the study of historical linguistics. That is because

evolutionaryfactsaremoreconcreteandstriking.ltiseasytofollowaseriesofchanges'Butthe
linguisticsthatpenetratesValueSandcoexistingrelationspresentsmuchgreaterdifficulties.

Unit ll

PRESCRIPTIVE VERSUS DESCRIPTIVE

APPROACHES TO LANGUAGES STUDY

There are cerain important features which make modern linguistics stand apart from the

linguistics of previous perioos. ioi example, whereas in the traditional approaches written form of a

language got prominence, speech is primary in the new approach The modern linguistics takes the

view that there are no backward languages and there are no forms of language which are pure lt

also takes the position that change is natural for languages'

The traditional grammarians not only assumed that written language was more fundamental

than the spoken, but atso tnai a particuiar form of the writtenn language, namely the literary

language was "more correct'i than all other forms of the language' written and spoken. They even

thought that it was their mission as grammarians to "preserve' this form of the language from

,,corruption,,. But tne mooeii grarn-marians believe _that 
linguistics is descriptive and not

prescriptive, contrary to the view taken by the traditionalists'
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use and perhaps incompatible with established and approved constructions To put in a nutshell

linguistics is a descriptive' not a prescriptive science'

THE TWO MODES OF COMMUNICATION
SPEECH AND WRITING

Language is generally defined as a means of communication ln communication both spoken

and written mode assume "lg"iii""''* 
ii their own way ln fact' there was a time when written

language receiveo more attentionlttan tne 
"pot "n 

torm. The traditional grammarians held that the

spoken form of language was i"i"'i"t t" tnJ *titten form They considered the spoken form as a

corrupt version of the written r'"g;";" n" a result' their descriptions were based on the written

language and they tended to iinoie tne spoken language altogether' When the traditional

grammarian maintained 
"" 

pt"i"'pi" ot tfre priority oi,the written language' he has thinking

primarily of the language of liter;tu;e and he would tend to say that the literary language was the

lnoblest" or most "correct" form of the language'

The modern linguists, on the other hand' believe thatthe spoken form is primary and that the

system of writing is Uaea on tl,re si"*"" t"t' |""n".T tp"^u"h is primary because in our daily life

we make use of speecn more tn-a-riw" rare us" of *riting. secondly, there are many languages for

which no writing system has ueen evolved as yet At the same time there is no language only with

the written form and no.po*"nlo-. ojso, nistoricatry tne written form appeared much later than

the spoken form. Tne retative antlquiiy oi"p"utn 
"no 

*riting' is however' ofsecondary importance'

Far more relevant to understanding the relation between speech and writing is the fact that all

systems of writins uru o"r.n"irloii ;;;;il; unus of spoken lansuage. (see Lvons (1969 ) to

cap it all, children learn ,o 
'p""x 

tnlit ti"t language and learn to write only later'

ln fact, speech and writing are two basic manifestations of a language Each has its own

function. ln some areas the'" "-y 
b" 

" 
on" - to - one correspondance between speech and wriing

But in a number of ur""t tn"'t it-io one - to - one conespondance between the units of speech and

the units of writing. ln other words' the relationship between soeech and writing is not so simple or

easy, for they are by no rn""nliO"nti"al For example' no writing - system represents all the

significant variation" ot pitcn Inl siress wtricn are present in spoken utterances The conventions

ofpunctuationtodistinguishdifferentkindsofSentencesandthepracticeofitalicizingwordsfor
emphasis is constitute an inOirect anO imperfect means of supplying this deficiency'

Mostlinguistsnowprefertostudythespokenformsof.thelanguage'theyarguethattheoral
approach is iustified, t'"uririi" l'""i that nistoricatty it is evident that speech must have

preceded writing. fne eaaiesiiorrn of writing dates from about 3300 B C' but the spoken form of

language must have been uJ mucn eartierllf one wishes to study language, one should go to the

primary source, tnat ls spor-ei ia"ngu"g"' 
'attter 

than to the derived' secondary source' that is

written ranguage. ,nr, ,. 0""]rr" *"rittJn ianguage is a,'ranguage" only to a minority of the word's

polulation. The question ot now to represent spoken language e-xactly has been a problem though

ihe phonetic transcription might come nearer to it'

ln this context, it is to be remembered that in the.more advanced civilizations a highly

developed written r'ng"g"LI;'o;'irv u"e Lv mirrions reading of the newspapers can betaken as

an examPle. Literaturt, tcitntific ano tegal writing etc are llso to be taken into consideration'

Some of them are based on oral languages and others are not Sometimes developments in written

language do trave an inttueiil on t"porin language for example' the words "chortls" 
' 
"galumph'

etc. from rhe writing 
"f 

L"*i"';;;;it;;; *oro" iir" uHrsco derived from written initials have found

a place in the spofen fangu"g'"' nlso' chitdren sometimes refer to words they have come across in

comics. This might even "il"' ii" "o'n 
language (see Wallwork 1976) Exceptionally a written

language become" 
"o.pf"t"iy-inJp"ni"n, 

oitt'" rpoken language from which it originally derived'

This happened notaoty in tnl lase ;latin, wtricn was used for centuries in Europe as the language

of religion, administration and scholarship'
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The earriest form of wrrting is probabry that of the sumerian civirization about 3300 B.c. Theforerunners of our written signs werenearry a, pictoriar o, pnotog,."pni", where a picture conveyeda message' Primitive picture conveyed messages in the s"r" *"a 
"a 

modern cartoons. Later thepictures were simprified and conventionarised.-some times tie s,,muors even represented ideas.
,i,3::ff:t"llff;TJ:,t"r."**'ated not with 

"" 
it 

'.g'",. 
,"" *hich they represented, but w*h

(e.9.'sun,)

At another stage symbols represented, not individuar sounds, but sy[abres. This is true of
liiffi::::::f.,fy. the deveropmert 

"r,n" 
,"1"i.1ffi", *n"," 

"rrbors 
represent sounds is

. The system ofwriting thus.may be categorized into pictographic or ideographic (where each
: ffi1$ffifliffiil'!3;ii:]l::1"n io""-"oiogJffinic 

1wr'e,.e e""i"",g1 
""i""0".1. ,"

sponds to a .",,0 ,"', i* ,.'i33 xI',i""ff.x0"',j"^i"'.liiiril;i'ill:ffi [H: :::l *l lII:-sponds to a sound). Word symbols nave aAvantales-or""r,.lrroo,a ,ot. smaller units: many morecan be packed on a pase, and the s".o" , n" trJliri"'lrrir", ,",, 
"nough, 

can go faster than ifhe must write sy,abte by 
"vrr"or", 

,nJlri"i ilffi;;first so tefter by tetter.
ln the description of a sp_oken language, the linguist generally finds that he must recoqnizeunits of three different kinds {a.s wett as man-y o,rersl'"d*ril, syrabres and words. the syiemsof writing take one or other oi t 

""".rnit" 
,"'r;;;;:;iilil; systems being based on ,sounds,,syllabic on, "syllables" and ideogrephic on "words,.

To sum up' ret us admit that there are two major incrependent forms ofthe "same, language- the written and the spoken - which are simitar in serili"i'LTp"""t" 
"no 

independent in certain otherrespects rn Engrish for examore, intonation 
" 

,n"* , ,0"*J, form and not in the written form. onthe contrary, rhere are certain it"r" *tri.i 
"pp";;;ffi;ft". form and not in the spoken form.For exampre the structure "passengers are requested to refrain from smoking, wi, not find a pracein the spoken variety.rn short, speech and writing 

"r" 
io i" ."", as two basic manifestations oflanguage, which are to be given irpo.t"n"" *rn"n"rnl iul,i"=,"ngr.g" 

"s 
a tool of communication.
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MODEL QUESTIONS

. I Write an essay on each of the following

1) Diachronic and synchronic approaches to languages

, 2) How does prescriptive approach to the study of language differ from the descriptive

aPProach?

3) Consider speech and writing as two important modes of communication'

ll Write short answers (in a paragraph) on the following:

1) The basic assumptions of modern linguistics

2) Writings as a mode of communication

3) Study of a "state" of language

4) The importance of descriptive approach in the study of grammar

PrePared bY

Dr. K.V. SURENDRAN

lnstitute of English and Foreign Languages

Kannur University

Thalassery - 670 661



SPEECH:
PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY

INTRODUCTORY

speech is as ord as man and speech in one sense, is civirisation itserf. The way we tark tersmore about us than any other activity of our rife. How do we tark? what is the mechanism behindthe production and recepron ofspeech soundswhict enauLsl soci"r group to communicate witheach other? We communicate through language wtricn is lscientifi;,",r,i;;;;; 
";il; ",arbitrary vocarsymbors by means of which human beings communicate (co-operate). onry humanbeings are abre to communicate using symbors which 

-have 
meaning dependant on conventions,and they are functional only with a padicular group.

symbor is a speciarised sign. The difference between the symbor and sign is onry up to adegree sign is a denotation whire symbor is a connotati;;. al"r" 
"r" 

vocar symbors and visuarsymbols; the ranguage of gestures is non-vocar. visuar symbors are secondari to uo""r ,frior.and we usually use it in writing and reading.

"Arbitrary" means a signifier is "serected by a signified without any rhyme. There is nothingintrinsic in composing sounds in a word.

The speech community is defined by the criterion of mutuar interigibirity. rf the code used bythe encoder (speaker) is intelligible to the decoder (listener), it is assumed that he belongs to thesame speech community. The thoughts or parts of the thoughts of encoder are put into th-e mindsof the decoder by means of this system i.e., the language.

A speech event can be analysed into following components

6出 H臆判。H
Encoder serects the sounds flom the whore ofthe ranguage. once the message is utteredthe speaker has no control over it. The decoder interprets tnJ message.

Linguistics is concerned mainly with the message or code.

spoken ranguage consists of succession of sounds (phones or rinear/segmentar feature ofsounds) emitted by the organs of speech, together with certain ,,attributes,, (prosodies or suprasegmentar features of speech). These successions of sounds are composed of speech sounds andglides speech sounds are certain acoustic effects voruntariry produced by the organs of speech.They are the result of definits actions performed Oy tnese organs. n ,,glide,, 
is the transitory soundproduced when the organs of speech are passing from the po-sition for one speech sound to that ofanother by the most direct route. Grides occur as that naturar and inevitabre resurt of pronouncingtwo speech - sound one after the other. Most of the grides acquiring in Engrish require no speciarconsideration in the practical teaching of language.

Phonetics and phonology

charres F Hockrett in his'course in Modern Linguistics" anaryses ranguage into various sub- systems.

decoding

(Hearer)



LANGUAGE

(Peripheral)

Phonetics

(Study of speech sounds)

Phonology

(Description and arrangement)

of phonemes in language)

(Peripheral)

Semantics
(Study of meaning)

Grammar (MorPhologY

A set of morphemes and

their arrangement in words)

MorphoPhonemics

(deals with the phonemic shape of morphemes)

phonetic and semantic sub systems are labelled as peripheral subsystems because sounds

andmeaning(interpretation)havecloserrelationshipwiththeexternalworld.Phonologicaland
gramaticalandmorphemicsubsyStemsareconsideredascentralbecausetheyaremoreconfined
to language itself.

PHONETICS - 'Phone" meanS a 'speech sound" and "phonetics' is the study of speech sounds'

A speech event involves production, transmission and reception of speech sounds' Hence

speechsoundscanbestudiedfromtheseanglesandaccordinglytherearethreedifferentbranches
forphonetics-i.e.,articulatoryphonetics(production);acousticphonetics(transmission);and
auditory phonetics (reception of sounds)

THE SPEECH MECHANISM

The speech mechanism can be described in terms of

l. Respiratory system (source of energy for the procuction of (lungs' traohoa) sounds;

ll. Phonatory system (gives voice to the sounds)

lll.Articulatorysystem(Modulatestheaircolumnenablingustoproducedifferenttypesof
sounds

(pharynx, the oral cavity and the nasal cavity)

The respiratory system of the human body, which includes the lungs and the intercostal

muscles which help the lung - walls to contract and expand and whose primary function is to breath

-intheairfortheexistenceoflife;suppliesthesourceofenergyfortheproductionofspeech
sounds. lt is the air from the tungs pumped out through the windpipe (trachea), passion through the

glottis into the oral cavity which ultimately passes off the lips as speech'

Central

trachea

trachea

muscles
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The air coming out of the lungs gets phonation (voicing) from the LARYNX. Larynx (Voicebox) is a prismatic (three - sided) frame work of 

"artirag;;;;;ected by means of rigaments. (fi-brous strings - very strong but sofi joints).

rt is visibre on the throat of men and is commonry cared ,Adam,s 
appre,,. rt can move up anddown' In the Larybx is two rip - rike organ made of rigamenis ano erastic tissue, cared vocar cords(vocal chords, vocat bands, ,":1f"tg-.) anO ttre pionatof quarity of tfre sound depends on theposition of these vocal cords. GLorrls is the aperture oetween the vocal cords. lf the vocal cordsare wide apart and the glotts is open and allows free flow of air, vocal cords not vibrating, the soundwill naturaly be voiceress. rf the vocarcords vibrate when the air passes through the grottis thesound will be voiced.

Different Stastes of Glottis

l. Position for gtottal stop.

Eg. ln Danish hun (hun) "she,'

ll. Position for breath or voicelessness (glottis open, vocal cords not vibrating)

lll. Position for voiced sounds

(vocal cords vibrating)

lv For whisper state' glottal area will be equal to that of but tension wi be different (Avoiced sound will become voiceless or less voiced in whisper state.l
v For Murmer grottar area wil be greater than that of u but ress than that of .

Human vocar apparatus is the articuratory system for the speech mechanism. .Articuration,,
is the bringing together (or near each other) of two organs in the production of speech. rt is in thevocal tract the air coming out from the rungs through th-e rarynx gets modurated producing differenttypes of sounds. A rook at the sagittar section ofthe numan volat tract wifl herp us to understandthe process of speech.

ORGANS USED IN SPEECH

NP Nasal passage

L. Lips
T Teeth
AR. Alveolar ridge
TT. Tip ot tongu€
J. Jew
FI Front of toungue

Middle of tonguE
Oral Passage
Palate
Hard Palate
Soft Palate
Vocal Cord
Back of tongue

ＭＴ

”

Ｐ

Ｈ

Ｓ

ＶＣ

町
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VOWEL CHART!N THE MOuTH

ThevariationinthemodulationoftheaircolumnintheVocalcavityresultsinthevariationin
theq0alityoftheSoundsproduced.SuchVariationisetfectedwiththehelpofthearticulators(the
supra - glottal speech organs) active (movable) and passive (static) in the oral cavity' Tongue and

thelowerliparetheactivearticulatorswhiletheentireroofofthemouthandteethformthepassive
articulators.Thevariouspossiblepositionsoftheactivearticulatorsinrelationtothepassive
articulators (i.e. Strictures) result in different types of sounds' Speech sounds are classified ac-

cording to the place (point) of articulation (i e where the two articulators meet) and manner of

articulation (i.e. how the air is pushed out)'

We have already noted that Air - Stream Mechanism is the basis of all sounds There are

threetypesofair-streammechanisms(1)pulmonicairstreammechanismwherethe..initiator,
(i.e. it sets the air stream in motion ) is itre walts of the lungs An air - stream can be either

"ingressive" (sucking - in the air) or egiessive (puffing out of aio Pulmonic egressive air stream is

the basis of almost all the speech sounds in all the languages. Pulmonic ingressive air stream

mechanism might occur in non-linguistic situation but very rarely in linguistic situation

2)Glottalicair-streammechanism.Heretheinitiatoristhelarynxwithclosedglottis.ln
Glottalic ingressive air stream larynx will be put down and the sounds produced are termed as

"implosiveJ' (i.e. Plosives with a suction of air) (noted as b' d' g)'

While plottalic eggressive air stream produces "ejectives"

(lp'l , ll' I , lk'l) lmplosive are usually voiced Some African languages like Swahili Hansa' and

Xhosa lgbo have implosives. Ejectives are marginal lmplosive are available in Sindh' an lndian

language.

3) ln Velaric air - stream mechanism the initiator is the back of the tongue set against the

Velum.Velaricegressivesoundsarepracticallyimpossible.While.velaric.ingressive.airstreamwill
result in "clicks'i (dental click - retroflex click C - lateral click - b) Clicks are common ln some

African languages like "Zulu" and also in non - linguistic contexts'

Tosumup,thetheorybehindtheproductionofplosiveconsonantsareasshowninthetable
below.
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Air Stream-mechanism lngressive Egressive

1) Pulmonic
Plosives (or pulmonic pressure stops)
eg. p,t,k

2)Glotta‖ c lmplosive glottalic
Suction stops
eg. b, d, g

Ejectives or
glottalic pressure
stops Eg. p', t', k,

3) Velaric Clicks or Velaric suction
Stops eg. t, b, C Nit

Stricture

Sounds are classified according to tnu

IT^T:l-r: Ie two articulators meet and the manner in which air passes through the stricture.Different types of strictures will result in different types of sounds:

Closure

tt
Complete lntermittent
Closure Closer

Aproximatlon

Stops/Plosives

Trill (rolled)

es [r]

one - tap trill (ftap)

eg. (r) in "very'

I (d) freely varies with (r)
gg: cLorcmoc.)oi. eo"scrnoraoS

Close
approximation

Open

approximation

ln addition to these classifications sounds are classified into two major divisions - oral andnasar - depending on the passage through which the air escapes whire uttering a sound (fig.1) Theair coming out through the grottis can escape either through the orar cavitf - if the ver-um (softpalate) is raised so as to touch the back waI of the prrarynx, crosing the nasar passage lveticpassage/nasopharynx) or through the nasal passage by lowering the velum, thereby op;in; ahevelic passage. rn the former case we hear orar sounds whire in the ratter the sounds are nasars.There can be a third position where the verum wi be srighfly raised alowing the air to pass throughboth the passages - oral and nasal. ln this case sounds will be nasalised.
when the air passes through the glottis ifthe vocal cords vibrate the sound will be voiced andif not, voiceress. The number of vibrations of the vocar cord in unit time (per second) determines thefrequency ofthe sound. The more the number ofvibrations the higher the frequency. Among ,"n,women and chirdren, chirdren's voice has the highest frequency whire men,s voice has the rowest.
ln short, sounds are defined based on the following factors:
'1. The Air Stream mechanism (initiator)

2. Nature of the air stream (ingressive/egressive)

3. State of glotus (voiced/voiceless)

4. State of the velum (oral/nasal/nasalized)
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5. Active articulator (lower lip. apex, centre, back uvula)

6. Passive articulator (Upper lip, alveolum, palate, velum, back wall of pharynx

7. Nature of stricture (closure, approximation etc )

8. Degree of closure / approximation.

Note the following terms:

velum or soft palate is the rear end of the root of the mouth (a point of articulation)

velic - is the nasal passage in the trachea, when the velum is lowered air from the lungs

passes through the velic passage in the pharynx.

Velar - is the sou nd produced when the active articulator (back of the toungue) touches the

velum (passive articulator) et. lKl, lgl, lhl , lxl elc.

velaric - is the name of the air stream mechanism where the back of the tongue sets air in

the pharyngeal region into motion.

velarized - is used to refer to the "secondary articulations" where the back of the tongue is

raised against the velum while a primary articulation is carried out. eg. The second /l/ in the English

word "tittle" is a velarized alveolar lateral. marked by a diacritic [-]
(i)Alveolar lateral l

(ii) Velarized alveolar lateral Ir]

Unit ll

THE DESCRIPTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF VOWELS AND
CONSONANTS

1. VOWELS

speech sounds are broadly classified into two groups: vowels "(vocoids) and consonants'

(contoids). The terms vocoids and contoids are in the phonetic level while vowels and consonants

are used at the phonemic level.

A vocoid / vowel is a voiced sound during the production of which air excapes through the

mouth over the centre of the tongue freely and continuously, unaccompanied by any audible

frictional noise. Eg. The medial sound in the words pit, pet, pat, pot, put. vowels are the carriers of

chest pulse and hence they form the nucleus of a syllable. Vowels are articulated with a stricture of
,,open approximation" i.e. the active articulator, the tongue, is raised towards the passive

articulator, the roof of the mouth, so as to leave sufficient space between them for the air to escape

freely and continuously. The highest level to which the tongue can be raised thus to produce a

sound without any frictional noise is called the "vowel limit".

Vowels are classified on the basis of (1) the position of the lips (rounded / unrounded). (2) the

part of the tongue that is raised (front, centre, back) and (3) the height to which it is raised (high,

mid, low). lf the lips are drawn together so that the opening between them is more or less round

during the utierence of the vowel, it iS called a rcunded vowels. Lip rounding can be either "close" or

"open". Fully rounded vowel like (u) as in "pull", "pool" have "close liprounding" where as the (o) in
,caught,' has ,,open lip - rounding" unrounded vowets are those during the articulation of which the

lips are "spread" or neutral. Eg. The vowels in the words, lip, leaf, left. lf the spreading ofthe lips is

very marked, the vowels may be termed as'spread' eg. The vowel (ae) in "pat"'

Based on the part of the tongue that is raised vowels are classified into front, central and

back vowels. Front vowels are those in the production of which the front of the tongue is raised

towards the hard palate. There will be sifficient space between the tongue the tongue and the palate

for the air to escape without any audible friction. Eg. The vowels /i:l,lll or and (e) in the words "seed"
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'sing' and 'said". Back vowers are produced by raising the back of the tongue towards the softpalate allowing the air to pass through them without antifriction. Eg. (a:) in cai (u:) in ,,cool,. Those
vow-els which are produced by raising the centrar region of the tongue against the middle part of theroof of the mouth are called central vowels. Eg. // in ,,cup,,, ,,but,, /3:/ in ;heard" "bird,.

. onthe basis of the height-to which the tongue is raised, vowers can be crassified into high/close; high - mid:/ half - closehalf open / low - mid; and open / low. On" t"rr" .f"", ;;]i"i;;:;n- open, are used by British linguistics and by those who follow the British tradition. American
linguists use the term high, - mid, row - mid, and row, corresponding to the British terms referred to
above). High / crose vowels are those which are produced by raising the tongue crose to the roof of
the mouth. Eg. (i) "teap,'(u:) "poot".

Low / open vowels are produced by keeping the tongue very low (lowering the tongue) in themouth (ie. away from the roor of the mouth). Eg. /a:/ in "iarm' (a e) in ,,cat,. 
T-here arJtwo more

major positions in between high and row hatf - 
-rose 

(high - mid) and harf - open (row - mid. ) Arlthese four positions are at more or less equal distance fr-om each other.
The state of tension of the tongue is also considered as a factor affecting vowel qualities.

Based on the state of tension of the tongue, vowels are classified as ,,tense,, (fortiJ) and ,1r", (r"ni"l
Tense vowers require considerabre muscurar tension on the part of the tongue: rax vowels are those
in which the tongue is supposed to be herd roosery Eg (i:) in "feet,, or ,,reap,, is more tense than (i)"fit" or "lip".

. Vowels are generally described by a three - term label indicating the above three criteria viz.the position of the rips (rounded / unrounded) the part of the tongue raised (front, back or centrar)
and the height to which it is raised (close, open, half - close, hatf - open).
CARDINALVOWELS

Linguistic enquiries to identify the vowel area in the vocal tract and to fix the place of each of
the possible vocoid articulations have led to the concept ofcardinal vowels. The term CARDINAL
(important) was introduced by A.M. Bell, but later on the concept of cardinal vowels came to be
associated with Danier Jones. cardinar vowers are fixed and unchanging reference points
estabrished within the total range ofvower quarity to which any other voweisouno can direcfly berelated. Eight primary cardinar vowers form the core of tne syitem. cardinar vowers 1 and 5 1i.e. i
and o ) have been established first and are called,hinge vowels,,the three vowels.

!

O
/
0ε``

a`、、ヽ 。
/

e, e, and a have been inserted on auditory basis. simirarry the three back vowers o, o and uhave been added. The cardinar vowers are arso iaIed "peripherar vowers, because they occupy theperiphery of the vowel area. Cardinal vowels are, thereiore, eight arbitrarily selected, exacly
determined, qualitatively invariable, auditorily equidistant and peripherally situaied refer"n"" point,
in the human vocal area.

cardinal vowels are nDt the vowers of any particurar ranguage but points of referencde with
which.the vowers ofany ranguage can be compared and oescribld.ln the other words they serve as
a yard - stick to understand and describe the vowels ofspecific languages.

Practical phonetics shows that consonants can be acquired by direct attention to tactile andmuscular sensation, whereas in leaming vowels it is necessary to direct attention more particularly
to the acoustic qualities of the sounds. Away of making written descriptions of vowels interrigible to
a large circle of readers of different nationalities is to d;scribe the sounds with reference to a scateof'cardinal vowers" i.e., a set offixed vower - sounds having known acoustic quarities and known
tongue and lip - positions. The widely used cardinal vowe-l diagram given by
Danie Jones.

|
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8u
closo il

tlaf clo6a

halt open

孤   {

16Ш

解  1■

∝ 11

:、

酵`4」
ε
3

お

7o

60

a4

Cardinal vowel No. 1 is produced with the greatest degree of closeness and the greatest

degree of frontness. lt tne tongue is raised any highe' o' any lurthel forward from this position'

a frictional noise will ,""rrt unoii"-"oiii pti'"Jo *irr not Le a vowel' but a consonant' There

cannot be a closer or a tronter'iJi"i't"'Ai"a vowel No-' 5 is produced with the greatest

degree of backness. rn" totigu"-"";not U" to*"'"a lurther' nor retracted further without

oroducins a frictional no,." ,n'Jn''"i'";;; ;t; ;;il produced will be a consonant cardinal

vowel Np. 4 is articulated witt' t'tt"'itnt Jthe tongu€ as low as possible' ie" as far away lrom

the tongue as low as pot'iur" ii'"oniio"i "^i "pJ"*O' 
No' 8 ii uttered with the closest and

backest vowel position : No z Ind 3 are at equal distance lrom no' 1 and 4: these four ie"

1,2,3, and 4 are vowels of tn" tio.t 
"rii"". 

Similarly No 6 and 7 are at equal distance from No'

5 and No. 8; these four are 
"r 

tn" i""rt 
""'i"s' 

Cardinal vowels 1 to 5 are unrounded' articulated

with various degr""" ot tip - 
"p'J"lal"s' 

d;'di""L'"*els 6 to I are rounded' with various degree

of lip - rounding.

The cardinal vowels are described below with three - term labels and with their phonetic

symbols

Cardinal Vowel No. 1 front close unrounded / i /

Cardinal Vowel No. 2 lront hall-close unrounded (e)

Cardinal Vowel No. 3 lront hall-open unrounded (e)

Cardindl Vowel No. 4 lront half-close unrounded /ctl

Cardinal Vowel No' 5 back open unrounded (a)

Cardinal Vowel No. 6 back half - open rounded (c)

Cardinal Vowel No. 7 back half ' close rounded /o/

Cardinal Vowel No' 8 back close rounded /u/

An X - ray photograph of the tongue positions olthe cardinal vowels Nos' 1'4'5 and 8 will

give us the following ai"g"n1, wh"n ie ioin these extreme positions viz" that of No'1 (closest

and frontest), No.4 lopenest anJiiontotil' No'5 (openest and backest') And No' 8 (closest and

backest). The tongue po"itio;'f;, it," prpir"ti"" biallvowel sounds willbe within this boundary'

SECONDARY CAEDINAL VOWELS

There are ten secondary cla-Jinal vowels derived lrom the above eight primary ones. lt is

oossible to produce 
"urain"t 

vow"is No. 1 to 5 with lips rounded (they are called secondary

cardinalvower Nos. 9_13) 
""0 

ur. i'i"i *iinil. ,nrorna"a (they are calred secondary, cardinal

vowels No. 14-16). No. 17."d i; il;;;ngue positions intermeiiate between lhose of 1 and 8'

We should taks care to remember that the cardinal vowels are not actual vowels existing
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in any particurar ranguage. They are just reference points which may be used as a yard stick todescribe the actuat vowets in ,irngurge. W;;r;;;, ;;r;xaipre, *rat the Engtish vowet /i/ isvery near to cardinar vower No. 1: it is a ritfle more'open and srightry more toivards the bacxcompared to No. 1

THE VOWELS OF ENGLISH RP

English RP has twentv vowel sounds, twelve of which are pure vowels or monophthongs ofthe type we have a lready diicussed and the other eigni ar; ,orr"r g tides or diphthongs.

. The Twelve pure vowels is English and their positions can be marked on the cardinal vowelchart as shown below.

ヽ

N 0

le

N
だ ai

6

Tongue position of the pure vowels of Rr.

.. The vowers in Engrish are described berow with three term tabers. Their symbors and wordsillustrating them are also given.

7 SHORT VOWELS

nl Unrounded, front (Slighfly retracted
Half - ctose (Stighfly raised) hit, pit, sitlel Unrounded, front, between half_ close
and half - open

/ael Unrounded, front, open
(closer to half open)

/b/ rounder, back,open
lul rounded, back, slighfly fronted

Half - ctose (Stighfly raised
l^/ Unround, central, half - open
lel Unrounded, central, between

half - close and half - open
5 LONG VOWELS

li:l Unrounded, front, close
/u:/ rounded, back, close
lql Unrounded, back, open
/c:/ rounded, back, half _ open
/3:/ unrounded, central, between

half - close and half _ open

met, pet, set

hat, cat, pat

hot, pot, dot

full, put, push

hut, cut, but

father, clever
lfa:a I )klev a

heat, meet, seat
fool, cool, pool

calm, harm, car
all, short

bird, girl
ln the Engrish pronouncing dictionary, Danier Jones has distinguished the rong vowers fromthe short by the addition of a sign l :l tor teniiir rrrus tne rong ano short vowers are represented as
li:l lil9.t ot tu:1, t3:t tet
A.G Gimson in the English pronouncing Dictionary, on the other hand, has treated the long

、

、

３

、
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and short vowels as separate phonemes, representing them with different symbols

til lil, '.talPt,lu:l lul,l31 lel

ThisisbecausethereisaslightqualitativedifferencealsobetweenthelongandshortVowels
in each set, in addition to the difference in length'

DIPHTTIONGS

Diphthongs are sounds during the articulation of which the tongue starts in the position oJ a

pareticular vowel and moves i; th; direction of the position of another vowel' within a singte

syllable. ln other words, diphtnongs are vowet gtioes oi vowels with a changing quality; the glides

shourd take place within 
"n" 

,vi[ia. rnrs, ii tne proauction of the Engrish diphthong/ ei/ the

tonguemovesfromthepositionofieltotnepositionof/i/.lfthetwoVowelsbelongtotwodifferent
syllables, the glide will not oe considered a diphthong but a sequence of two vowels For example'

the monosy abic word, eyes ir.in" lipntt""g /al/ since it is in single syllable. But in being

/bii (D/ the two vowels o"tong to t o Jitr"rent syilables and hence this glide does not constitute

diphthong, but a sequence of two vowels'

Diphthongs are represented by sequence of two symbols' the first indicating the starting

point and the second tne direction ot-riovement. rne starting point is referred to as the first element

of the diphthong anO tne point towards which the glide is made as its second element For

exampfe, in leit,letis tne tirst etement and /i/ the seiond Since vowels of changing quality are

called diphthongs, vowets tnat do not change their quality are called monophthongs or pure vowels'

Th 12 pure vowets of Engtish i"r" 
"ii""av 

been ies"ribed. The eight diphthongs of English are

described below.

THE DIPHTHONGS OF ENGLISH RP

The diphthongs of RP may be classified into closing diphthongs and centring diphthongs

Closing diPhthongs - 5

Diphthongs in which the glide is from one vowel position to that of a close or high vowel may

be called closing diphthongt 
"C[ti"g oipf'thongs in English arc leil' oil' ail and /au/ of these

diphthongs, three glide in tt'e oii"ctio"n oi tt'" fto-nt 
'o*" 

1 lil ' uiz ' leil ' loil a^d lail They may be

called fronting diphthongs. ThJotno t*o 'it /eu/ and /au/ glide in the direction of the back vowel

/u/. They may be carrea retractini Ji-pnirtongt rn" 
"rotlng 

diphthongs of RP are represented below

illustrated in words.

Closing diPhthongs

/ei/ make, Pale, cake

/oi/boy, coy, toy

/ail high, sky, why

Centring DiPhthongs - 3

TherearethreediphthongsinRPwhichglideinthedirectionofthecentralvowe|lalvlzliAl
e0/ and u0/. These may be called centring diphthongs

The centring diphthongs of RP are represented below illustrated in words:

Centring DiPhthongs

/e/ here, mere, tear, sheer

/eA/ Pair, there, hair, where

/ua/ Poor, sure

Diphthongs in which the first element has greater "prominence" than the second element'

which is only highly sounded, "'" ""rLJ 
f"rrl"g diphthongs' The prominence of the sound under

goes a diminution as tne arhcutaiion pro.""Oi Rtt the closing diphthongs and the centring diph-

it",rS;; English are falling, the second element being less prominent'

a/du/no,boar

/au/how, cow
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ln unaccented syllable, as in the second syllable of period , lpi ari adl,the first element ofthe diphthongs may be the weaker.of.the t*";"-".it" i"., th" prorin"n"e increases as thearticutation proceeds. Thus rhe tir"t 
"r"."niii.i'1i,"'ijpiir,",,g lral in rhe second syrable ofthe exampre is weaker rhan rhe second erement /at. sriiiiipnih""d'*ili 

" ",r""#'lt*oelement are called rising diohthongs. fn" 
""riri"g' aip'iti otngs lial and tuatare alio ,falting,,

with greater stress on the first ereirent, uut fir"':ri.rni; ,"'ri"ti"" of these arso occur in Rp inweakry stressed sy'abres as. i-l th: 
"""""o1vrrlo[ oi'*," 

"r"rpt" given. rn the word'experience' / ikspiarians/ the tirst/ial is taiiil;;;" second one rising.

unit l
2. DESCRIPTION AND CLASSIFICATION

- consonants are crassified 
"l.n:t""t"t"ltirt"?T*Illn,"r,u,,on und prace of articuration.consonants are either voiced o-r voiceles-s 0;;;th;;;;;.. During the production sf voicedsounds vocal cords will be vibrating. con"onuni"'"* iiooucea with a stricture of close

ili.lii;l[ff'l?;,li#,T3ff '' an oblstruction i, ii,1 ,.,iti','or by na,owing ,i.'" 
"ir 

p"*"g"
Based on the place of articulation consonants are classified as ,ollows:

: articulated by two lips eg:lpt, tbl, tmt

: :1i::11f9 by the tower tip against the upper teeth. es: ttt, tvt
: antcutated by the tip of the tongue against the upper-teeth.
/g/ in 'three., ,,think,,

(t) in "this"
:3rli:uJalgd by rhe tip or btade ot rhe tongue against rhe teeth - ridge /

U ,/dl,lnl ,lll ,lst ,tz/
: articulated by the tip of the tongue against the back of the adveorarridge (ie. rhe part of rhe roof of. flie ."rtt tf,"iiL. irrIai","ty u"ninuthe teeth ridse). The active articutator, i.;. iir; ii[-Jir,"?ngr. i" n"ruclose to, but not touchino the rear part of the t""tt - ,iat". eg: trt in'right' 'record'.
: articulated by the blade of the tongue against the teeth -ridge withraisins of rhe main body of rhe toniue ;;;rJ; i;; p-ui"i". t". 

"ronswith alveolar articulation the tongue is raised towarjs'tiJirara paAte.
eg: IJ ] "ship"

[3]in"pleasure.
ffi in 'chair", .church.

[dr] in ludge', "jam,
ln this case the active articurarors. are lhe tip, brade, and front of the tongue, and thepassive articulators the teeth -rdige and the hard ;lai;. 

--'

1 . Bilabiai
2. Labio-dental
3. Dental

4. Alveolar

5. Post - alveolar

6. Palato - alveolar

7. Palatal
Eg: / j/ in "you,

8. Velar

: articulated by raising the front of tho tongue against the hard palate.

: Articulated by raising the back of the tongue towards th6 soft palate orvelum.
Eg: / kl in ,,pack,,, ,,cat,,

/g/ in ,,get,

(5) in 'king"
9. Glottal or laryngal : Articulated in the glottis.

active)
Eg: / h/ in "he,,

Two vocal cords are the artlculators (both

The sound commonry known as"the 'grottar stop,, or .grottar catch., but more accuraterytermed the 'glottal plosive consonant', rep[sented a's, i. n& un essential sound of the English
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The tongue ddesnttleave the rOOf Ofthe month in passing from the/k/tO the/t/Or/t∫
/・

Nasai ploSiOn: ln sequences conSiStin(

eg:/tn/in/mノ tヽn/・ mutton・ /bノ t`n/・ button・ ,ti

T淵瓶鷺Ⅷ 獅
璽胤朧 T讐器:撚nf市“For conVenienCe of analysis the artiCulati.

Shutting Phase
ie, approximation

Closure Phase
ie, closure

Opening Phase ie release

BursV Plosion/imPlosion



Unreleased plosive

Eg: /p/ in cup

Nasal plosion

Oral closure

eg. /b^tn/,,button,,

/pm/ in ,,top 
most,,

Lateral plosion

゛
　
　
　
　
　
　
　
一

nasal release

Oral closure

Eg /tl/in

" butler" /pU in "apt,,

Doubre consonants invorves more muscurar energy. Duration may not be exacry doubre butmore than that of single consonants
Affricates

鋼器iど

堺,7‖
ng

Oral releasd

Shuting
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It is devided in to three Phases

(1) Aspirated plosive: Aspiration is defined as : p.el:! of voicelessness that follows the

voiceless closure phase of a pro.iir". in"r" *i be a puff of air coming out when aspirated sounds

are produced.

(2) Affricates: ln the production of affricates also there is complete closure The oral and

nasal passage of air being 
"o'pr"t"iy 

blocked But here the oral closure is removed slowly and

instead of the explosive sound i;the production of plosive.consonants, an audible friction is heard'

The release of air is graouat ln affricaiJ" 
"io "uJo"nln 

plosives. The affricate consonants in English

,r" itfi 
"" 

tn" first iound in chair and /d3/ as the first sound in 'iam'

(3)Affricates:lntheproductionofaffricateSalsoarticulatorsarebroughtSoCtosetogether
that the air in escaping tnrougniie na'ro* spa"e bet*een them produces an audible friction on a

hissing sound. The fricatives in i"griJ t" d' 
''q' 

f' f' v' r' s' z/ and /h/ The fricatives and affricates

are also known as sibilants.

(4)Trillorrolled:lntherpoductionofatrillorrolledthearticulatorsarebroughtintocontact
with each other a number of ti*;;;;;"iil a series of rapid intermittent taps lf we sav rrrr (the

tongue tip tapping against tne teeln I ridge) t-ne sound produced is a trill lt is considered typical of

Scottish English.

lnstead of a series ot taps, if a single tap is made' by the. articulatoo.'-'l:*.ll::I'ng

togetnei;no going away, we have a tap or ailap For example' when /r/ occurs between vowels' as

i.'""iy, ."iw, 
".ihurry, 

or after /0/, as in thrive and thrift lt is pronounced as a tap

(5) Lateral: A lateral consonant is produced with the oral passage blocked at the.centre' but

open at the sides. English nu" oi" iui"t'f 
"onsonant' 

viz '/l/ as in lake For its production' the tip

of the tongue is raised to the alr"or iiog", blocking the oral.passage atthe centre The sides of

ii" iongul ur" lowered allowing ait to escape freely through the sides'

(6) Nasals: ln the production of nasal consonants the soft palate is kept lowered so that the

nasal passage of air is open, *nir" tn" o'ut passage is completely blocked at some poinl The lung

air, as a result, escapes throug; ;; ;";; ihu" ri"sals are 
'rticulated 

with a stricture of complete

oral closure. For instance, in ine proouction of /m, the lips are in firm contacts blocking the oral

passage and the soft palate is low, opening the nasal passage through which air escapes English

has three nasal sounds, /m/ /n/ and /[c0 ]

(7) Frictionless continuants (Approximates): These are consonants which can be

prolonged for a long time witno'iuny auiiltu f ittion rhe soft palate is raised' closing the nasal

passage and the articurators aie Lrought near each other but not close enough to produce friction

in" Itiin red, right etc. is articulated as a frictionless continuant'

(8) Semi -vowels (Approximates): Semi-vowels are gliding sounds in which the speech

organs glide from one vowel position to another' The semi- vowels in English are /W as in west and

/j/ as in yard. ln the productioi-nof /*l tn" glide is from the tongue position of approximately /u:/

and for /i/ form the position of /i:/ to somJother position They function like consonants in the

structure of a syllable despite their vocalic quality'

The frictionless continuants and semi - vowels may together be called approximates' ie''

sound articulated witn a strtciure or open approximation, the gap between the articulators being

wide enough for the air to escape without any friction'

We have examined the important criteria based on which consonants can be classified and

described, viz., voice (ie. rnl states of the glottis), place of articulation (ie. the articulaiors

involved), and manner of arti"ulti* ti" tn" 
"tric:ture 

involved) Thus' consonants can be described

usingthree.termrau"rs.rn"c.onsonantsotengtishRParedescribedbelowinthisway,Witheach
of them illustrated in words.

THE CONSONANTS OF ENGLISH RP

/p/voiceless bilabial Plosive
at. pin. Pig
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VOWEL SYSTEM

24
lbl voiced bilabial plosive
/V voiceless alveolar plosive
/d/ voiced alveolar plosive
/U voiceless velar plosive
lgl voiced velar plosive

/f/ voiceless labio . dental fricative
lvl voiced labio - dental fricative
/e/ voiceless dental fricative
y'tl voiced dental fricative
/s/ voiceless alveolar fricative
lzl voiced alveolar fricatlve
/J/ voiceless palato - alveolar fricative
l3l voiced palato - alveolar fricative
/h/ voiceless glottal fricative
/ U/ voiceless palato - alveolar affricate
ldt voiced palato - alveolar affricate
/m/ voiced bi-labial nasal
/n/ voiced alveolar nasal

lol voiced velar nasal
ljl voiced palatal semi-vowet
lw/ voice bi-labial semi - vowel
hl voiced post - alveolar frictionless continuant
lll voiced alveolar lateral

The RP Vowels

●r

:

bag, bult, beg

tap, tip, top

dog, day, do

king, kite, caught

girl, glass, dog

fan, fish, front

van, vase, verb

think, three, thin

this, then, they

sing, say, said

zoo, zinc, Zebra

ship, shape, shop
pleasure, measure, treasure

hot, his, hat
church, chair, chin

jam, judge, jug

man, ham, mat
pin, name, inn

sing, king, wing

young, you, yet

wind, wail, van
' right, record, reap

light, late, love
a table, horizontal rows
with sounds articulated

The G:E Vowels

嘔
u:・

0・

準ヽ
0:●

一　

¨

Ⅶ
、
　
ａ

で

α
　
ｅ

u

0:

0
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Plosive pb td kg

Alricate tl dr

Fricative りヽ ∫ヨ

Lateral |

ｍｍａｎｔｓ
W r l (W)
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THE FP CONSONANTS
(RP - Received Pronounciation of English)
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‘
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ｘ
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一
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」
“
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■
０
一〇

Nasal m n
0

Plosive pb td td kg

Alricate t∫ d'

Fricative : ∫′
h

Lateral I

Approximants u ,

TriaUtap r

t)cnt{l

el l'

THE STANDARD MALAYALAM CONSONANTS

|
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vocotDs AND CONTOTDS

The Engrish consonants /r/, rmr, tnt and r sometimes function as sylabic, ie., as the nucrerof syllables. such consonants are known as sylabic consonants. Eg. The /n/ in mutton /rmtn/ andthe/l/inlittle/litl/-SyllabicconsonantSarerepresentedastlt,lmt,lnlelc.

The frictionress Engrish sounds /w and /j/ which are phoneticaly of a vower - rike quarity arefunctionally consonants. They are marginal in iyllable structure and are preceded by the iqdefinitearticle a and not an. Thus certain sounds beloniing to one ciass according tophonetic forri fall intothe other class according to function, ie., conso-naits functioning as vowels and vowel like,soundsfunctioning as consonants. I ,

Attempts have been made to sorve this probrem of confusion between terms. K.L. pike inThe Phonetics (1943) introduced two new terms to refer to forms atone, to replace the termsr.rlowel,,and "consonant" viz., vocoid and contoid. The term syflabic is used for the sylabic or / erembnt ofsyllable structure and non-syflabic for the marginar or c erement. thus we g"t orr;;t6ii".,syllabic vocoid, as the middre sound in bet /bev,-non- syflabic vocoid, as the first sound in yet /jeu
' syllabic contord as the second sound in the second sy[abre of ritfle /rifl/ and non _ jr,i"u,.
contoid, as the first sound in pet /pev. sylabic vocoid (ie. vowers) and non - syfiabic contoids 1ieconsonants) are the mostcommon ofthese four categories.

Unit lV
SUPRASEGMENTALS (pROSODtC FEATURES): LENGTH, STRESS

AND PITCH
The phonemes that we have so far considered viz, vowers and consonants, and be described,as segmentar phonemes (arso caled primary phonemes) since they produce speech 

""grtnt"There are also certain additional speech feaiures, ,r"i, ," 
"tr""r, 

ptich, length, etc. affectingspeed sounds which may hence be cared sound attributes or supra segmentars. whencontrastive, ie, when they effect a change of meaning, they are described as suprasegmentarphonemes. They are arso cared.seconoary ptroneme 
'or 

prosodic phonemes. supr"seg;ieiiarssignal phonetic phenomena affecting highei units of sound like woros, phrases and sentences andnot single segments, the phonemes.

WORD STRESS

^ All the syllables in a polysyllabic word in English are not articulated with the same force.some are uttered with greater force than the other!. stress may be described as the degree offorce with whrch a sound of sylabre is pronounced. er"ry 
"lrr"or" 

is uttered with a certain degreeof force and the one uttered with the greatest oegree oitoice is called the stressed or accentedsyllable. Thus in cultivation /ka | - ti ,vei_ I n/ tne stressed syllable is the third. ln the wordexamination /3ig'zaelmirneis I n/ a[ the five sylabres are numbered 
"""oroing 

,;"" o"gr"" 
",force of utterance, no. l indrcating the sylabre with the maximum degree offorce, and no.s the onewith the minimum force:Arthough there is a number of degrees of variation in stress, we usualydistinguish onry one or two stresses primary and secondary. ihe stressed syflabre is sa]d to receive

Primary or tonic stress or accent and the iyllable next to itrat in ine oegree of force of,utterance issaid to receive secondary stress or accent. we mark the stressed syrabre or primary accent witha. short verticar stroke on top at the begining of the sylaote. lecondary stress is marked with ashort vertical bar below and at the begining ot tne syltaOte.
SENTENCE STRESS AND RHYTHM 1

rn connected speech in Engrish a, the words are not uttered with the same 
"tr".". 

sor"words are stressed and some are not. For example, in tne sentence.
The 'leaves' rusfle in the ,gen e,A breeze the words leages, res ess, genfle, andbreeze are stressed and the rest unstressed. tt is generatty the rerative importance of thewords that decide the stress. The most important woids are usuafly content *oro" uL, ,orn"verbs adjectives, adverbs, demonstratives and question words, and they are usua[y stressed
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(DemonstrativeinEnglisharethis,theSe,thatandthosequestionwordsarewhat,why,whoetc.)
Function class words viz prepositions, conjunctions, artisles' personal pronouns' auxiliaries'

relative pronouns etc are semantically insignificant and are not usually stressed Look at the

examples given below in which content words are stressed and function class words are not'

lf you 'study' well, you will 'get' a 'first' class

This is the "key to the "kingdom of heaven"'

Thg'syllable which is stressed when a Polysyllabic word is pronounced in isolation' will be

Stressedwhenitformspartofconnectedspeechalso.ThUsinthesentence,,.The.book,isbelow
,n".uot":,"thesecondsyllableinthewordbe/owisstressed'Thusnormallyinbothconnected
speech and in utterance of individual words cdertain syllables are prominent while others are notln

connected speech, however, the choice ofthe word receiving primary accent depends on the 'meaning

the speaker wants to convey. For example, in the sentence'

'She laughed,'

if the speaker wants to emphasize that it was she and not any one else who laughted' the

primaryaccentwillbeonshe.Ontheotherhand,iflaughedistobeemphasized'thentheprimary
accent will be on that word. Thus the meaning conveyed by an utterance largely determines the

accentual pattern in connected speech' However, in normal speech' nouns adiectives' adverbs'

mainverbsanddemonstrativeandinterrogativepronounsaremorelikelytoreceiveaccent'than
prepositions,coniuctions,auxiliaryverbs,articlesandpronouns'ie''theutterancespronouncedin
the normal way without any speciat emphasis to any part content words receive accent and

function class words do not.

RHYTHM

One of the important characteristics of English is that it is a language with a stress - time

rhythm.ThismeansthatinEnglishstressedsyllablestendtooccuratregularintervalsoftime.
Thus, in the sentences.

'This is the 'dress I 'like'

Thetimeintervalsbetweentheaccentedsyllablesthis'dressandlikewillberoughlythe
same.lrrespectiveofthenumberofunaccentedSyllableSbetweentwoaccentedsyllables,thetime
interval between them will be roughly the same. lt is this phenomenon that gives English its

characteristic rhythm. Such a phenomenon of certain features occuring at regular intervals of time

is called isochrony. stress in English is isochronous. ln order to achieve this regularity of time

interval, accented syllables may iave to be prolonged and unaccented ones pronounced rapidly.

Thus accent or stress in conne;ted speech depends on the rhythmic balance of the sentence and

therelativeimportanceascribedbythespeakertoitsdifferentparts.Mostlndianlanguagesare
syllable - timed, i,e., the rhythmic movement is based on syllabic quantity and not on stress' as it

is in English which is a stress - timed language'

STRONG AND WEAK - FORMS

Since function class words are not usually stressed' most of them tend to'weaken" Many

common English words have thus two or more forms of pronounciation' one "strong'form and one

or more "weak" forms. This phenomenon is known as gradation' ie 
' 
the existence of two or more

pronounciation for the same word The strong forms are used when these words are accented' or

when pronounced in isolation, and the weak-forms when they are unaccented For example' the

indefinitearticle,a,ispronouncedaS/ei/inisolation,butinconnectedspeechitweakensto/a/
as in

've a Pen /aiv a Pen

Soalsohave/haev/weakensto/ha,lavto(eve^tvl.Formslike/eh/and/haev/arecalled
strong forms and forms like /a/, are called weak forms'
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A.weak form is generaly distinguished from the strong either by (1) difference of a vowersound as in rh@vr and rh avl (2) the dropping of a sound 
"J 

in rrir, 
"na 

izr. or (sD it 
"l"au"tionol thE length ol sounds as in /hi:/and/hi/. -

PITCH AND INTONATION

. ln_ connected spe.ch the pitch of the voice is continuafiy rising and rafling. The pitch of thevoice is determined by the rate at which the vocal cords vibrate, ie, *reir treqriency ot vioration.The more rapidry the vocar cord_s vibrate, the higher wirt oe ttre pirctr. rn" roi""-pitJ tJ"p" onvarying in connected speech. Four.pitch reverl, ranging from'the to*""t,- r"ri"J'tii, ii, ,t"higher marked (4) are generafly used. Most utteran""""in'norm"r 
"peech 

begin at pitch rever (2)and the voice normally rises to level (3) just belore the end of an utterance and the end ischaracterised by a te.minalcontour (Tc). ln retation to inis, ttre term intonation is usdd to coverboth the..pa$erns of changes in the pitctrof the ,oice anJihe terminal contour. lntonation refersto signiilcant changes of pitch and stress narration to utterance, in other words, uri"r"n""bound pitch is caIed intonation..Fafling and risrng are the iwo basic intonation types. v!hen yousing, 'sa ri ga ma pa dha ni sa', the pitch of yo'ur voice moves from row to high ie, the pitchrises' when you sing 'sa ni dha pa ma ga ri .i, tt 
" 

pit rr oiyou voice..r"1 iii, tig;L b*,ie', the pitch fails. rf you utter the word yes wiflr, the;it;;;; your voice rising, pin.h ;ovJmentcan be represented as yes, and also in counting.

.One, two, three.....

such a pitch movement from a row to a high pirch, taking prace within a single syflabre isrefErred to as a rising intonation pattern. two ioie "r"rfi". are given below:
Sita/who passed the test, ./joined thdinstitute/

,Pen, pencil, paper, ink.....

The same word yes can be uftered with the pitch of your voice fafling, the pitch movementbeing represented as,
\Yes

ln listing the items, the last one has a fall,

.One, two and 'three

such a pitch movement from a high to a row pitch is referred to as a faling intonation.
The two can be combined and the word uttered, bringing the pitch down and letting it go upagain. suih a pitch movement is cafled a tatt - rise'inioniiiln and may be represented as
V y""

The term tonic or tone may. be used to refer to fall, rise or fall rise ie., the type of pitchmovement within a single syllable.

ln speech we make pauses at certain points. For instance consider the senlence.
'Dogs are faithfur, but their masters. are not'. when we pronounce this sentence, we pauseafter laithful. such a pause may be cared 

" 
ton" gr;p'L-"Indary. The tone group boundary isindicated with a double bar.//

. Eg: Dogs are faithfur, // but their masters are not//Tone group boundaries divide an utterance
'l,t-: 

trl" groups' Each tone group is a stretch ot utr"run"i L"tween two pauses, ie, two tonegroup boundaries,. Thus in the above exampre, there are iwo tone groups, ,dogs are faithfur,and 'but their masters are not,.

we have to decide three things about an utterance before we mark its intonation, viz.
(1) how many tone groups can it be divided into (ie., the choice of tonality).
(2) Where shall the tonic be (ie. the choice of tonicity-., and
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(3)What kind oftOnic is tO be used Oe the ChoiCe of tonic ortOne)

Let us COnsidertheSe one by one

llⅧilttξ JだH異:ilふ」よ:|:t‰ ::せliYlll僣ふ::|｀議LIm『:‖J∫ζ:‖ぼ‖:遺:re

(ceptiOns.

lt thよ1:躍l階地縄」)R:町11習穏λ駅ナl』

]IIilllil性
II」:葛llif

mま‖:Tよ:li‖↓:艦胎Ⅷ器送話ぎ:慧
」ohn Wentto the party〃 wlh Mary〃

TONIC:TY

sentence.

l wenttO the party wnh Mary

sプhttT猟篇::潔婦:蹴籠濯rR淵』1認ξ悲鰤 lⅧ乳1諧 ::胃::

or dOWn)

ll wentto the′ party wlA Mary

f器群硝鮮Wi難膜僕鵬
“l・ wenttO the mparty with・ Mary.

lf we Wantto Say thatit WaS I WhO Went With Mary and not yOu or sOmeone else,the tOnic

would be on 1/a1/

｀
I wenttO the tparty with'Mary

TON:C

l wenttO the party Wnh′ Mary(tOnic on Mary)

｀
l wenttO the｀ party wkh′ Mary(tOniC On Party)

｀
l wenttO the｀ party with′ Mary(tOniC on l)

brtttl::」 ilまilI譜黒::よ ::llξttinteXt'ie"the mOStimportant wOrd in the tone group
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The choice of a particurar tone or tonic for a particurar type of utterance depends on theemotionar attitude the speaker wishes to convey and arso upon whether he wants to interpret it asa statement' a question, a command, or a request. The terms, decrarative, interrogative and im-perative are formar rabres referring to grammaticar categories, whereas statement, question, re-quest and order are semantic rabres referring to meanrig. Generafly a decrarative sefitence is astatement, an interrogative sentence a question, and an iirperative sentence a request or a com-mand, but this is not always so. Thus the sentence.

They are ready.

rs a decrarative in form. uttered as a statement, but the same sentence may be uttered in adifferent way as follows:

They are ready?

is a declarative in form, used as a question. Likewise,, the sentence
Wilt he come to-day?

is an interrogalive in form, used as a question, but
Would you open the window, please?

is an interrogative in form, used as a request.

Now ret us rook into the intonation patterns of these different types of sentences. rn fact,there are no hard and fast rures regafding the choice of a particurar tonic for a particurar type ofutterance. The following, however, will be useful as general guidelines.
A) FALLING TONE

The falling tone is used in the following contexts:
1) rn decrarative sentences uttered as ordinary statements without any imprcations, andwhen the tone group is final (lf the tone group ,, non-tinrf, *" ,se a rising tone) as in
I went to the party

The water is warm

2) ln wh-questions (ie , questions beginning with a question word like what, why etc.) utteredin the normar way, ie., expecting some information in the repry and sometimes ina cord unfriendryway:

'Why are you, late

'Where do you, live?

3) ln commands as in,

Get'out!

will you ,stop, writing please? (as an order)

4) ln exclamations as in :

What a ,tovely sigh

What a 'fine, dayl

5) rn tag questions which impry that the speaker is certain about what is said and he justexpects the listener to confirm his statement.
`He is`well//`isn'the?〃

We  tdOnt ↓ant to   goA  /′ `dO     we?   〃
On the other hand,if he wants the listenertO answer his question then a rising tone w‖

l be used
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B) RISING TONE

The rising tone is generally used in ihe following context:

1) ln incomplete utterances, often the first of the two clauses in a complex sentences are

indicatessomthingmoretofollowgie.'whenthetonegroupisnon.final),asin

He is late // because he missed the bus

listing items, we use a rise each except the last one' as in

one, //, two, //, three, ll 'four ll

The fall on four indicates that the counting is complete

| 'bought'books,'pencils, 'papers and a'pen

2) ln declarative sentences used as questions as in

We will go for a Picnic?

You are readY for the test?

3) ln Yes/No questions (ie , questions expecting Yes or No answers as in

Are You dreaming?

Has your friend come?

4)lnwh.questionsaskedinawarm,friendlyway,indicatingextrapolitenessandinterest
as in.

WhY are You late?

Where did You go ?

5) ln Polite requests, as in

Please Pass the salt

'Please 'open the door

6) ln tag questions where the speaker wants the listener to answer his question and give

information (lnstead of just confirming or confirming or agreeing to his statement as is generally

done in tag q uestions).

'shehas'donethework//,hasn'tshe?(Thespeakerwantstoknowwhethershehasdoneit
or not)

Mar}/ is coming, isn't she?

C) FALL . RISE TONE

The use of a fall - rise tone indicates that the speaker implies things which are not explicitly

expressed. The listener shoutJ unoerstano more than a literal interpretation of the words. Thus the

....................of saving'the girl is pretty'without any implication would be

The 'girl is 'Pretty

But if it is uttered with a fall - rise

The 'girl isv Pretty

it implies that she is pretty, but she is stupid or something derogatory like that

The houses arevnice (but not the people in them)

l, didn,t see ,you at the concert (you went somewhere else, after getting permission to go to

the concert)

The intonation patterns ofdeclarative, interrogatives, and imperative may be sound up as

follows
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1) DECLARnT]YE

a) Declarative sentences uttered as statements, and if the tone group is final, we use a fall,but i, the tone group is non _final, ie, there is something .or" to tolt*, ir" u"" a ,i"".t
He ,won the prize

He ,won the -prize // as his per,formance was-good //
b) ln listing things we use a rise for every item, except the last which is uttered wirh a fall.
I bought_ganges.,,grapes and apples

c) when lhe speaker implies things which are not explicitly started, a fall - rise is used.
He isVrich (something like ,but not generous,, or ,but stingy, is implied)
d) When dca{aratives are used as questions, we use a rise.
'We slrall-start now?

2)TNTEmOGATIVES
a) Yet - no intenogatives used as questions have a rising intonation.
Nre yorlz ready?

yes ' no internogatives used as requesls, arso have a rise, wourd you crose the,door?
When they arg used as commands or order we use a fall
eg: Wlll you get.out

Generally wfile a rise indicates politeness, respect, and interest, a fall indicates authorityindjfierence, dirgspect etc.

b) Wh _ interrogatives normally take a fall,

'Why are you.late?

. .'. When they indicate extra politeness and interest, we use a rise.
c) ln an alternative interrogative or disjunctive interrogative where you have to mako achoice, of the type.

Do you like tea,// or\coffee?

The first tone group carries a rise, and the second one a fall,
Do you like, tea, or\cotfee?

when there are more than two arternatives, a[ but the rast tone group carry a rise, and thelast one a fall.

Do you like.tea //_ cottee, - milk,tt or. juice?

d) Tag questions generally take a fall, ie, when the speaker is sure that the listener willconfirm what he has stated.

we ar,going oul)aren't we?

lf the speaker is not quite sure about the listener's reaction and wants an answer from him,he would use a rise as in,

we are .going ,out,/ aren,l we?

3) IMPERATIYE SENTENCES
i imperative sentences as commands take a fall and as tequests a rise..Get.out:

please ,pass the, salt.

奎
）
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4) Exclamatory sentence are usually said with a fall'

What a 'sunny 'day:

Thus (a) the lalling tone may be used in,

1) Ordinary statements without any imPlications

2) Wh-questions asked neutrallY

3) Commands, and

4) Exclamations

b) The rising tone may be used in,

1) lncomplete utterances, often the rirst of the two clauses in a complex sentence'

2) Yes / No/ questions

3) Wh-questions asked in a warm friendly way, and

4) Polite requests

c) The fall - rise tone may be used to convey

1) Special implications not explicitly expressed.

As already seen, intonation in English, (as well as in may other languages) serves (1) a

grammatical function and 2) an attitudinal function. ln other words, intonation helps the hearer

io make out whether a particular utterance is a slatement or a question, a command, or a

request. Thus, lhe same sentence, can be uttered as a statement (ie, When pronounced with a

tatiing tone) oias a question (ie. when pronounced with a rising tone). Again, the same sentence

can be uttered as a command with a ralling tone, and as a request with a rising tone' For

example,

'She is 'clever (a statement)

'She is ,ctever (a question)

'Shut the 'door (command)

Shut the -door (request)

Thus intonation serves an important grammatical function'

Moreover'withthehelpofintonationonecanlindouttheattitudeormoodofthespeaker,
whether he is sarcastic, lmpatient, annoyed, concerned, interested in the hearer or in the subject

.t irif., 
"rc. 

ln generai, while a falling tone indicates authoritye unfriendliness, disrespect'

indiffeience, matter - of - lact attitude,-etc., a rising tone indicates politeness, respect, warmth'

friedliness, interest, etc. The lall - rise tone is typically used tor special implication such as

insihuations, veiled insult, sarcasm, unpleasant news etc'

Unit V

TRANSCRIPTION SYSTEM
All the languages ol the world are spoken tongues for language is primarily spoken' Most

of these languiges have alphabetic systems to record the speech. There are languages which

have a one - to -tn" relationship between the sound and the alphabet. English language is one

which shows remarkable dilference between spelling (alphabet) and Pronunciation. ln order to

overcome such difficulty different transcriptional systems have been devised'

iranscription is the method of writing down speech sound in a systematic and consistent

way (also known as 'notation' or 'scriptf . Two main kinds or transcriptions are recognized:
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鮒∬∬i燿]冒静椰[辮笹
y units to be symbo‖ zed are those which have a
,mic transcription looks simplest of a‖

,as in this

腸:柵ml」忠l∬』λⅧ皿1群[il澪冨椰議鮒督筆酷
椰I讐飾i備輝犠葦覺髄即‖l聯僻躍蹴:W糧』世r器
wHciT:1:」胤 :『轟当胤1:」寵響

:[よま糧γ綺理:躙lぶせ■ml:i第1鶴:l

‖世11!J瓶鱒抵‖[縄罷l祠 麟:‖:ま冦
i罫

:∫1]]}illiJ僕
:::l胤 :t:;II:|]l:器1∫lf‖二:も::mparatlv

醐瑞〕瓢 も漸盤 ‖亜島
肥翼講:黒:『尋1認』計闇贈ξ淵
lould be used as far as practicable,butrecourse

must be had to new ietters when those ofthe Roman alphabet are inadequate

xt麗鸞 聰削は鵬i富1棄彗Ⅷ 鷲 信慧
f胤よ誦 Ml蒻TT漱

3 The non_Roman letters Of the lPA shouid harmonise with the Roman ietters E9:
Greekβ ―IPA β

4.The use of diacritical marks shouid be restricted for denoting length,stress,and intonation,

hにpЮsettng副。phOnesdaphOnemaWheti‖
:c鷲,精 :i:潔Ψ場li:1絆雪:11乳

to indicate nasaiization).And also for indi(

investigations.

Phonetic symbOIs are often the same as a letter ofthe alphabet,eg [b]as in tbit1/k/as in

kettlぴ ,but many new symbds have had b b,hvented b cop9 mh he mnges d sounds
heard in speech e.g [∫ ]fortshl sound in lshipヽ .

lelfOrthe most tht sound in thin'

ャ

`d‖

:irttλ 首F糧はTttll:V:lli:龍lettiliniょ 1ざ盤 帖 :FI麗 』首i‖闇 亀TI露 ‖ :
representation of a‖ distinguishable shades of sounds,but also other shades Of sOunds near

品 橋 l猶 :Sf鷺 哩 監 計:日ま 11:Sr著:∬翼 昴 響 冨 ti:‖lL乳 l:器 3根 ∬comparison,and for establishing the best methods of representing them in writing

A convenient system of cardinal vOweis consists of a series of eight basic vowels of knOwn

bmttOn and acOu面c quttrett wHch seⅣ e asぶ
:1讐1::『:群響:他1穏態ξll::::tO which other vowelも can be described.The se

upon the principle that no two Of them are sO near tO each other as to be incapable Of
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distinguishing words. These eight vowels are represented by the symbols [i'e'e'a'o' 'o'u] 
cardinal

titl" ti" 'a*!"t' possiUte 'Ironi vowel, if the tongue were in a higher position the.sound produced

would be a consonant (tricative.i). Cardinal [a) is the'openest'ol the 'back' vowels; if the

tongue were retracted further, a iiicative consonant of the type would result' Cardinal (e' e)

are vowels of the 'front series intermediate between [i] and [a]; they are selected so that the

Jegree fo, acoustic separation between ie, a, e - e, and e3, are approximately equal' Cardinal

u,o: and " 
ur" vo*"i" of the'back'series continuing the same scale of equal degrees of

acoustic separation.

Unit Vl

PHONOLOGY
Since the building blocks of a language are the sounds of which it is eomposed' their

identification and description is the first ioncern of the structural linguist. The individual sounds

ol u Lngu"g" have no meaning'by themselves' They become meaningful only when combined

into ,nii" oigrorps of sounds c'ailed words, the study ol meaningful units is called 'morphology'.

THE CONCEPT OF PHONEME, AND ALLOPHONE

The study of the sound structure of language is divided into two branches, (1) phonetics -

study of the production, transmission and reception ol speech sounds'

2)Phonemics-ltanalysesthefunctionofspeechsounds'andidentiliesthefunctional
units In speech. Functional ,nit" "," 

those by whi"h w" can distinguish one word lrom the

other. E.g. ln English suustitution of the lirst s-ound in the word /piv by another sound ie. ibiu

effects a iemantii difference. ln other wordV\function of a sound is to distinguish one utterance

lrom the other. Such utterances which differ in single sound unit (with corresponding semantic

Jiff"ren""1 is called 'minimal pairs' (eg: bit,pit'{' sit, kit etc')

Suchminimalditterenceofonesoundisconsidered,significant.tolanguageandthesounds
which differ are treated as two significant units ol language or in other words they are treated

. as two separate Phonemes.

AspeechSoundisasoundofdefiniteorganiclormationanddeliniteacousticqualitywhich
isincapableofvariation.Aphonememaybe-describedroughlyasafamilyofsounds.consisting
o1 

"n 
i.port"nt sound of ift" f"ng,"g" (generally the most frequently used member oI that

family) together with other related-sorinds-which 'iake its place' in particular sound sequences

oi under particular conamons oi iength or stress or into.nation' The most frequent sound of a

phoneme may be catteo tne piincipal"member or norm' Phonemes are capable of distinguishing

one word of a language lrom the other words of the same language' The distinction.between

two phonemes is ,slgnilicanr, i". ""puur" 
or ai.tinguishing one word lrom the other; the distinction

between two sound is not necessaiily significant. bifferent sounds which belong to one phoneme

ao norJi"tingri"h one word ot a tangulge from another,-failure on the part of the foreigner to

distinguish such sounds ."y "",., 
f,i'-to speak with a foreign accent' but it will probably not

make his words unintelligiuL. rne ,dislinctive, elements ol language ie, the elements..which

serve to distinguish on" *orJ from another are the phoneme (not the sounds). ldentification

and description of phonemes in a tanguage is called the.phonemics or phonology ol the language'

tn ott,"r *orA. pfiONgUtCS is a teihnique for reducing.language to writing.

Note:somelinguistsusetheterm,phonology.moreorlessequalto.phonemics'i.e.they
discuss the sound system oi. t"ngr"g" undeiiwo labels (1) phonetics and (2).phonology

(phonemics) (ie, phonology - pnoneirics) while some other distinguish use the term 'phonology'

i! ".Ur""" 
pironltics, anJ,phonemics,. ie. phonology - phonetics + phonemics. Strictly speaking

pnon"ti"" l""oncerned with tlte pronunciaiion of a1"nguag" (ie. how each sound is uttered by

[n" natire speakers) while phonemics tries to identily the significant sound units.inespective of

i[e pnonetic v.riation. ln other words phonemics is not both€red about the insignificant variations

in the pronunciation of a sound such as 'allophonic' variations'
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DiSTR:BUT:oN OF PHoNEMES
From amOng the large number of sOunds in a language phonemes are identified based on

their distribution pattern. Distribution is the

lillittfli]|:1職 l:lfiil講]lii‖:

1:1讐誡よ
=ξ
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in the way in which sound are organized in each language' For instance' English permits /sk/

combination word initially, ". 
i.'J"t 

""f 
, Urt in Hindi ihet do not occur word initially without a

vowel in behveen. Ag"in, engii"h ;e#its combinations such as /sp/' /sU and /bl/ but several

lndian language do not, even itt"tlgh ih"i' systems have those sounds' Thus' each language

has its own system of 
"orna.'"nfufto 

its own specific ways of organizing.them into large

units, which together constitute if, pn"rrtf"gy' Phonology or phonemics deals with the distinctive

sound and their specific p"tte'nirig ln a f,articutar language' ie' their functional behaviours'

their combination possiUititieJ or'""yti"Oi" "trr"trr" "nJ 
tn" nature and use of such prosodic

Ieatures as stress, pitch, intonation etc'

DTsTRIBUTION (PHONOTACTICS)

The two kinds o' distribution, already described, contrastive and complementary, reler to

the occurrence of phones, ttrosl wnicn occur in the same contexts' effecting a change of

meaning are contrastive anO fhose wtti"n Ao not o""ur in the same contexts are noncontrastive

and those which do not occur in the same contexts are noncontrastive' Thus' phonemes are

contrastive and allphones are nonconlrastiVe or complementary in distribution'

Here we consider the dlskibution of phonemes in, a particular language' Each language

has its own restrictions ,"g;;;;;;; iistribution of its phonemes and their. combinatorv

possibilities. This area i. ;;;; uv pJonot'"ti"t' whicir can be considered a branch ol

phonology. lt deals with th" *;;';;t;;;"" lornuln' to.form svllable' in other words' it studies

the st ucture of syttabtes in terri's lipt.n"nl"" *a 
"lso 

their context of occurrence. The different

phonemes in a parricutar r"ngrugJ o""rt in specilic "jll9*t" 
or environm€nts'-t:.1T1"'"n'

the term ,distribution, refers tihe"occrnenc" oi phonemes in certain contexts or environments'

ie, the possible co*Uin"tion oipttonemes in a languages' For instance' the phoneme /o/ never

occurs in English word initiatty, ie, there is no Enllish word beginning with /rc/' There fore we

can state the distribution of loi as, /o/ occurs in word final and intervocalic (i.e. between vowels

as in signing /sio io/ positions, but not in initial positions'

THE SYLLABLE STRUCTURE AND TYPES

Wehaveseenthatphonemesaretheunitsolspeechsoundsandthateachphonemeisa
member of family ol ,"tut"o'ior-no" 

"alled 
allophones. At.a level higher than individual sound

segments or phonemes, *" ;;;;id;;''t called syllable' ln every word made up of more than

a single sound, at least one 
"o,nO 

i" n"utO to be lnore 'prominent' (stands,olt more distinctly)

than the neighbouring *""a,liii-t"t" i" only one such 'Prominent' sound' the sequence is said

toconsistofonesyllable.Awordismadeupoloneormoresyllables.Wordsliketee'llli.!lhil]
, /hiV, and bell /bel/ n"u" onfy on" syitabte eacn'.ttr"y "'" ""ll"d 

monosyllabic words' Words

like cafmer /ka:m at,t.tter tleiit indiister /sista/ have two syllables each and they are called

disyllabic words. words *ltt nloi" than two syllables are called polysyllabic. Examples are

'civilization','cultivation"humanity' etc'

Usually syllable division is marked with a hyphen'

Calmer
Traveller
Humidity

karmat (2 syllables)

llre -v a -lal (3 sYllables)

/hiu:-mi-di-ti/ (4sYllables)

It is not always possible to mark syllable division in the orthographic representation since

in English particular letter of tne'aiphabet do not always represent particular sounds' Double

t"tt"rJ ,"pr"""nt singly as in summer /s"m'l and rubber rn b'll'

The syllable is a natural division of speech and there.are no hard and fast rules regarding

the way in which a word shoutoi" airia"i into syllables. Actually each puff of air pushed out oI

the lungs produces one syllable.

ThesyllablecanbeanalysedintermsoftheelementsWhichconstituteit,viz.,vowelsand
consonants. A syllable consists J o't" o'to'" 

"p"ech 
sounds' For example in eagor /l:g'l the

lirst syllable is made up .t o"" ";;;;; "o'nJ' 
a vowet li:/ and the second syllable is made up of

,
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,we1 /g/and/∂ /.The most prominentsound in a

consonant/s rA)orthe code.The nucieus is the

consonant,and/e/the nucleus/

b       e      t         This sy‖ able has the

RC    N    AC     struCture cvc

Some syllables have only the nucleus and hence its structure is just V; eg; I [ai] (firstperson singular); a[ei] (indefinite articre) v. Some syflabres have the nr"r"rs 
"ndin lii".tingconsonant: eg., all / , VCt u.p!,:.p! VC. Certain sytt"bt"s have releasing 

"on"o*ni"nO ,f,"nucleus eg' rie aair cvlhe /hi:r cv some syfiabres n"r" J"."rng 
"onsonant, 

the nucreus, andan arresting consonant.

Eg: Pet /peyCVC; met /meUCVC

Engrish permits more than one consonant to rerease a sylabre and more than one consonantto arrest a syllabre. The folowing sylabres have two rereasing consonants steer /sti:r/. ccvc;sleep /sli:p/ CCVC.

The following syllables have three releasing consonants:
Stream /stri:m/ CCCVC; street /stri:V CCCVC.
The following are syllables with two arresting consonanls:
grasp/gra:sp/CCVCC; plant /pla:nU CCVCC

There are syllables with three arresling consonants.
tempt /tempv CVCCC; plants /pla:nts/CCVCCC

ln Engrish the number of rereasing consonants may be upto three and the number of arrestingconsonants upto four. The study of syflabre structure of this sort comes under phonotactics.

CONSONANT CLUSTERS IN ENGLISH
A consonant cruster is a sequence of two or more consonants occurring within a syrabre.For exampre, the.sequence /pr/ in the word pray lpi"il i" 

" "onronant 
cruster, because both theconsonants forming the sequence belong to the same syllable.

Unit V

MORPHOLOGY
THE CONCEPT OF MORPHEME - TYPES OFMORPHEMES: FHEE AND BOUND AFFIXES INFLEXIONAND DERIVATION:

Morphology is tne aeicripiive anarysis of words. ie. the study of words in terms of itsmorphemes which are the minimal meaningful elements of'lrnguage.
Leonard Broomfierd in his Language (1933) defines a MoRpHEME as,a ringuistic formwhich bears no partiar phonetic 

"",n"nii" L""#uL""" L 
"ny 

other form' Eg. book [buk] is a
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single morpheme as well as a word whereas 'books' is a single word but two morPghem€s' lt

has got a free loxical morphem"luoori 
"na " 

bound grammatical morpheme's' indicating 'plural'

number. Morphemes are gene;ali;&;;e;t the minimum meaningful linguistic elements and

they are isolated by comparing forms in a language'

Morphemes are the minimal distinctive units of grammar and the central concern of

morphotogy.ltsoriginalmotivationwasasanalternativetothenotionoftheword,whichhad
;r;;t";" Jifflcu-lt to work with in comparing languages' Words' moreover' could be quite

comolex in slructure, and tnere was a need lori single concept to inter ' relate such.notiofl as

;""d+fi#ii, c.,ijnrpbrnro etc. The morpheme, accordingly was seen primarilv as the

smallest functioning unit in the comparison of words'

c.F. Hockett defines morphemes as the smallest individually meaningful elements in the

utterance of a language. n" 
"IV", 

in o,a"r to determine a morpheme' pull out any portion of the

utterance and ask the following questions:

1) Does the portion recur in various utterances with approximately the same meaning? lf

the answer is 'Yes' treat it tentatively as a morphine'

2) Can the form be broken into smaller pieces, eachotuhich recur with approximately the

same meaning, in such a *"y'th"t ;;;;;uling oitn" whole lorm is related to the meaning of

the smaller Pieces.

lf 'yes' the lorm is larger than a single morpheme' ie' it is a composite form' lF the answer

is 'No', it is a single morPheme.

Morphemes are not only carriers ol the same meaning but also appear everywhere in the

same or simitar phonemic shape. ln most of th9 9u"": phonemic difterences' if any' is

accountable. Eg. Gs_ is a ptuJ;fih;r; i" English. ltvaries phonetically (ie. in pronu.nciation)

..-1_.i 1_il) i" 
-*ora" 

suc'rr ""-,p"ti fietsl, Hoizl'roses' /r.ruz!2. All the above contexts are

prdictable.

ie, (-s) - occurs after voiceless sounds

(z) - after voiced sound

and (-iz) - occurs after sibilants' ie' s and z'

Here , in spite of their phonetic variation they belong to the same morpheme ie' the plural

morpheme in English. x"n""lt' i and iz are attmorphi (members) ol the plural morpheme'

At the phonemic level lsl,tzt and /l/ are separate phonemes in English because they can

effect a change in words. firi1,,n" pt.""tic level tirey do not have the meaning of 'plural

number' in English.

Similarly'a' in English has got dif{ersnt status at different levels of analysis'

a - is an alphabet in English (The first letter a' A)

a - phonetic quality of this letter is (ei) (diphthong) in isolation (phonological level)

a - is an indefinite article morphologically'

Morphemes are generally short sequences of phonemes' These sequences are recurrent

but not all ,""rrr"n, ""ou"ni;" 
;;tp;;;""' lt is the smallest unit grammatically Pertinent' lt is

the smallest meaningful uniiin'it," 
"rr",ure 

of a language. By smallest meaning{ul unit it is

meant that a unit *nl"n 
""nnoi'u" 

o-ivia"o witt'out aestr-oying or drastically altering the meaning'

M;;;h;;;r. are identilied by comparing various samples of a language'

AnALLoMoRPHisavariantofarnorphemewhichoccursindefinableenvironments.A
morpheme is a grorp or on" o|. ,o'" 

"ito'oipnt 
*hich conform to certain' usually rather clearly

definable, criteria of distrib"*^ ,"0,""^i,s' The distribution of a morpheme is the sum of all

the contexts in whicn it can olcurin contrast io all those in which it cannot occur. A phenomenon

is said to be coNOtrtoruEoliit occurs whenever certain definable conditions occur' There are
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mai!y two types of bonditioninglin the distribution pattern of morphemes.

1)PHONOLOG:CALLY CONDIT10NED MORPHEMES

∞̈画
"7蟹脚

:lC詰
::冦龍1圏糧詰溜電嵩譜∬肥冨:i鼎ま1:1::

iS itl～ d― id～ t

::llillili[]li[li:lilllilill‖ TI欝[|卜
:inil品:lllll総うた1撮:』よЧI習:1福L島:1

,w:ng.

‐t‐occur after voice!ess sOunds

eg,walk〔v":kl waiked[W● kl
‐d‐occures after voiced sounds

beg:begl‐ begged〔begdl

‐id‐ occurs after[tl ld]

Pat〔 paDl_patted ip′ etrd(paSttense)

ねdrせi翼慰蝋翻じTH:11:e躙潔出fmmbld'beca“
e meふ加md"

!n words such as ox(s9)_oxen(pi)

ch‖ d‐ ch"dren(pり

g。 (present tense)_went(pasttense)
put(presentl_put(pastl

l:JlilIぶ‖ii‖|]i∬デ
tiば ::慧‖:認誕「¶:11:'‖ :「∫』1:1試ょ根;:醤ly::1:‖:1:::

{}enC:ose morpheme
∞ denote morph。 !。gica:cOnditioning.

―‐demOte ph。 ぃ。:。gica!●。nditions
' ―indicate glosses,trans!atiOn or Otherindications ofthe meaning ofitems.

g。北黒1:結:懲器鷲糖tlI『:‖P譜脚FtthdttrentphOnemお
shape such a,

Phonologica‖ y conditioned alternants are:

瀕‖橋:1鼈識鰤 l∫

出器3:馳拙 :r:訊熙1や1記鳳摺:甜響lRj詭∬蝋路∬
mutualけ ∝d“市e

phone phoneme
morph morpheme
graph grapheme
ie. minimal unit signiricant unit

allophone phonological level
. allomorph morphological levelallograph graphological level' positional variants linguistic levels of analysis
"--- oIa single member
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Words of different phonemic shapes but ofidenl

燎ボI盟乱∬:∬i#盤 l亀:輩:甫I:喘翼
ca‖ed UNIQUE MORPHEME.eg 'rant in the w
igooseberry'etc.)

も。鷺猟却::隠鷺∫私lW』は翻思ポ眼ぶ躙 ∬轟獄 職総1盟f昴綿:::
occur relative to each otherin utterance.

¨洲 :服 1:∫脳 潔 ぼ bi∫鮮 1器 ∬ L鵠 側 lttξsttteF::柵 ln:

phonology.

哺出鴬紐 :ξf器朧 i薦岬寵
:憮肌朧 棚 i基ぎ酬lWi r
na‖ the other morphemes ofthe langua9o

oF difference in sound Of WhOle utterances tO na

while fOrthe morpheme,the criteria are both meal

r軍男彙博∬誦i椰滋動
ending in/V(voiCeless sOunds).                                                       4

■∬ヽ ふ品朧憮:事:肝 t龍
l.

::11∬:I:F::ill11:男夕l::r]lJ:『:;:朧 iξ

TYPES OF MORPHEMES

tI篤鷲器 咄謂 認l出品開P龍濯Ⅷ 瀾
態
朧曲 ∬鰤慰

'

縁itti割犠事熙 閣淵 謂躙 躙捨鷲獣器讐卦膜』椰 臓
have different canOnialfOrms                                                  .

Eg. a 'delinite article in English'

Canonical lorm V (vowel)

an・ indefinite article

VC(VOWel●。nSOnant)

and(ConiunCtiOn)

VCC etC.

a-v
an-vc
and - vcc

Theoretically there is no restriction as to the shape and size of a morpheme'

3) The parrs ol the morPhemes usually occur in continuous sequence if allof.them are

""grL,-,t"|; 
ihey are superimposed il they include segmental and supra segmental phonemes'

"g. 
1" f " 

e sl'excess' [e k s e s' i v]'excessive'

Formalrelationshipsolmorphemestoeachotherare(1)Structuraland2)positional.The
structural relationshipi ol morpiemes are of three dilferent morphemic types: 1) additive 2)

,il;;; sf suutattive. These represent three basic morphological processes. Addition,
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replacement and subtraction. Additive morphemes include roots, prefixes, infixes, suffixes,suprafixes and redupricatives, Roots constirute *," u""r" core of most words. prefixes are
*:.i1 :1"'""f which precede th" root 

"na "urir""-"i" uornu 
"t"rents 

which foflow the root.rnrxes occur within the root. suprafixes are morphemes which";;"i"i;;;;;;'"r"prl"!gr"n,u,phonemes and which are added to tt," ,*ioilr#.-- '

R'dupflcaflon consists in the repetition of aI or of part of the root or stem. where onry apart of the root or stsm is rep€ated the repeated;;;; may be cared a ,redupricativd,. 
(eg. tut' tut' hush ' hush, wiry - niry).such ,euuptic"tire! m"y o."r, pr"-po.ed, inter-posed and post-posed to the root or stem and they may consist ofju"tit 

" 
,orpn"r"" oi tt," "t", or' ft"r* ,uybe some added elements.

Replactve morphemes are those which reprace pa_rts.of stems. They are stiucturarydi'ferent from the additive morphemes which 
"r" "Ji" . 

to the stems. Repracive morphememay consisr of any phonemic form. ie. They may be row"t., 
"on"on";.,_., 

i;;;, ;-.;rilation orcombinations of such segmental anU suprasegment"fi""tur"". 
.

subtrac,ve morphemes: phonemes may be subtracted from stems as we, as eidded tohem to signity some difference in meaning. ii,"rr rrrtr""tions are, however, much rarer thanadditions. They usualy resurt from a nis-toricai process ot souna change which bbcomesmorphologically meaningful.

Posltlon crasses: positionar rerationship of morphemes to each other are successive,included and simultaneous.

Afflx is a grammatical term which subsumes bound forms of certain kinds. But:parallelterms, prefix, suffix and inlix are not grammaticar. Th"y ;"L, b p;;ii"r"'r 
"i"""j]""r?ni'r"rpnawhich represent bound forms. 

.

Eg: boy - s - noun atfix represented by a morph r-zt whichis suffixed to the stem.
men-e-the noun plural affix represented by a morph
/-e-l which is infixed with in the discontinuous representation /m-n/ of the stem.
Affrx is a corective term for prefix, infix and suffix. i.e. a morpheme added to the base orroot of a word to form a new slem.

ln,lx is an affix which is inserted within a word. rnfixes are used extensivery in cambodian,Sudanese and in some American lndian f"ngr"g"". 
"-'

Preflx is an affix which is added to the front of a root or stem. Arternative term is ,pre-base,.

suffrx is an atfix added to the end of a.word. rt may be infrectionar such as case - endingsor the plurar endings' (-s in boys) or oerivationai 
'suiti", ,-r""., i, ,r,irar"J-["p-prn".".

Alternative term is ,ending,.

superfrx is a t6rm used.to describe the suprasegmentaror prosodic features of a particurarword or utterance. Eg. the stress patrern wtri"n i" ai""ting;isnej lmoairier * nounr ln IrIJpnr"""'green house, from the compound ,green 
house,.

Note the following terms:

Base: A term used in morphorogy as an arternative to root or stem: it refers to any part ofa word seen as a unit to which an operation can u, 
"ppri"i, 

as when one adds an affix to a rootor stem" Eg' in 'unhappv' rh: ba:e.fom is 'hapoy'; ir lness i" tt en aaaea to,nha;;;,'irrl wnote' ol this item wourd be considered rhe basero-Tficn tiT-** affix is attachJirffi'unuty"t",however, restrict the term 'base'to be equiv"r";t i; ir;;t,;';. the part oI a word remaining when ,

all attixes have been removed. rn such an "ilr;; ;;;Uwourd be rhe base form (rhe hiohesrcommon factor) ot all lts derivations happiness, unhffiunnappiness etc.
Root A root is the base form of a wor_d which cannot be further analysed without total lossof identity' lt is that part ot the woru tett wn&mxes 

"r-" 
iror"o. ln the word meaningfulness.for eg' removing-ing-fuI and -oess r""rr"" th";i;; Roots (sometimes referred to as
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,radicals,) may be classified in several different ways. They may be 'free' morphemes such as

,""n o, .uy t" bound such as -ceive Eg. receive, conceive, deceive etc.). From another Point

oiview, roots are sometimes classified al 'simple' (ie compositionally unanalysable in terms of

morphemes or,complex I 'compound'(ie. certain combinations of simple root forms, as in

iiacf Uira. caretut etc. Though for the laiter the term stem is commonly used. From a semantic

point ol view, the root generally carries the main component of meaning in a word' From a

historical view point, the root is the earliest lorm ol a word'

Stem; A term used in linguistics as part of a classilication of the kinds ol elements operating

within the structure ol a word. The stem may consist solely oI a single or a single root morpheme

(ie a'simple stem as in Oatr) or two root morphemes (ie. a compound stem, as in blacKbid' or of

a root morpheme plus a derivational affix ie. a'complex'stem, as in manly. unmanly. manliness).

All have in common the notion that it is to the stem that inflection al affies are attached.

Inllectlonal (indfexion (al), inflect): A term used in mophology to refer to one of the two

main categories or processes for word formation , the other being derivational. These terms

also apply to the two types of affixes involved in word formation. lnflectional affixes signal

grammati;al relationship such as plural, past tense, and possession, and donot change the

lrammatical class of the stems to which they are attached , that is the words constituto a

Jingle paradigm eg. walk. walks walked, a word is said to "inflect for" past tense, plural etc.

Derivatlonal (derived) : Basically the result of a derivational process is a new word. (e.9.

nation- national) whereas the result of an inflectional process is a difrerent form ol the same

word. eg. nations, nationalise distinction is not totally clearcut, however (eg. how best to analyse

ly ln Eiglish). Derivational aflixes change the grammatical class of morphemes to which they

iie attached as in suflixation, eg, -tion is a noun - lorming derivational sulfix); They also usually

occur closer to the root morphJme than do inllections, sg: nation -al - is + ing (s) Often they

hav6 independently statable lexicat meanings (eg. min -, sub-), though they are not always

easy to identify (eg: -e0. The combination of root and derivational atfixes is usually relerred to

as t-he stem oi the word i,e the element to which inllections are attached'

Certain leatures are characteristic ol derivation
inllectional formations

Derlvatlonal f ormations

1. Belonging to substantially the same
external distribution classes as the simplest
member of the class in question

2. Tend to be 'inner' formations.-

3. Tend to be statically more numerous (ie,

statistically more numerous in terms ol
morphological listing, not necessarily in
terms ol any particular context).

4. Have derivational morphemes with more
restricted distribution. (A derivational
morpheme eg. Letin eyelet, armlet, eaglet,
hamlet, tend to have a more restricted
distribution than an inllectional one. eg. -s
plural suffix. Derivational morphemes tend
to be more numerous, but occur in a smaller
number ol combinations.

5. May exhibit changes in maior distribution class

membership. For eg. derivational morphemes

may verbalize adiectives. eg. enable endear,

nominalise verbs eg. dancer, inheritance;
adiectivise nouns, eg. truthful, graciss
nominalize adjectives, eg. truth, fatalism and

adverbalize ad.jectives eg: truthfully.,Areally.

lnllectlonal formatlons

1. Do not belong to substantially the same

external distribution classes as the
simplest member of the class in question.

2. Tend to be 'outer. Iormations.

3. Tend to be statistically less numerous.

4. Have inflectional morphemes with more

extensive distribution.

5. Exhibit no changes in major distribution
class membershiP.
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Unit Vlll

LlNGUlsrlc coNsrRUcrtoNS: ENDo cENTRtc AND Exo cENTR|c, co-oRD|NATE
AND SUBORDINATE

SYNTACTICAL CONSTRUCTION TYPES: ENDO CENTRTC
Construction (Construct): ln its most general sensEs in Linguistics "construction" refers to

the overall process for example, being 'constructed out ol a set of morphemes by the application
of a set of RULES. More specilically it refers to the SYNTAGMATIo result of such a process, a
particular type of construction (a 'constructional type" or "pattern") being defined as asequence
ol units which has a FUNcnoNAL identity in trammar of a language, such as suBJEcr
+VERB+oBJECT (with reference to CLAUSES), or DETERMINER + NouN (with reference to
PHRASE). More spebifically, it reters to a token of a construction type, in the sense of srRlNG.
eg. the + man + is + walking. lt is constructions of this last kind which are analysed into
coNSTlruENTS, as in immediate constituent analysis. 'constructional homonymity refers to
a grammatical string with more than one intorpretation in lerms of patterns of conitruction it
contains.

Hockett discusses constructiori types asJollows: The sentence -the old dog lay in the corner
- contains lwo composite forms, "old/dog' and 'lay/in the corner'built by differLnt constructions
but nevertheless showing ceriain simi[arities..ln terms ol meaning, an old dog is one kind ol
dog, and lying ih the corner is one kinfl 6f lying. ln each case, lhen one of the immediate
constituent (lc's) modifies the meaning of the other. This is not kue of all composite forms.
Men and women, with lcs 'men' and 'women" relers neither to one kiItd of men nor lo one kand
of women; visit Bill" refers neither to one kind of visiling nor to one kind of Bill.

construction types are helpful in comparing languages. They are also helplul in dealing
wilh a single language because there are instances in which it is not easy to tell whether two
constituents have been built by a single construction or only by two similar ones. ln English,
white/ house and little/house illustrate this. That the construction may not be identiCal is
suggested by the lact that we might add little to the first form, giving little white house, but are
not likely to add white to the second - no one says 'white little house'. But the constructions are
certainly of closely similar type.

ln grammatical analysis syntaclic constructions are divided into two - endocentric and
exocentric -based on thoir distributional criteria. Endocentric refers to group of syntactically
related words where one oI the words is functionally, equivalent to the group as a whole. ie.
there is a delinable 'centre' or HEAD inside the group, which has the same distribution as the
whole. lt is opposed to exocentric. Endocentric constructions include noun phrases and verb
phrases (as traditionally defined) where the coNSTlruENT items are sUBoRDINATE to the
head, eg. the big man, the man in black, will be going, and also some types of co-ordination eg.
boys and girls.

Exocentric constructions refer to a group oI syntactically related words where none of the
word is functionally equivalent to the group as a whole. ie there is no definable .centre, or
"head" inside the group; it is opposed to endocentric., The English basic sentence slructure os
"subject + predicate' is exocentric, by the definition (a predicative exocentric construction), as
neither part can substitute for the sentence structure as a whole, eg/ the man fell/ cannot be
replaced by either the man or by tell above.

other types include 'directive constructions' such as /preposition + nouns phrase /
sequences (eg. on the table), where the ADVERBIAL function of the whole is not equivalent to
any oI its parts ; /verb + objecv sequence (eg. kick the ball); and (connective conslructions,
where a connector element is lollowed by an attributive element (eg. seemed angry).

ln other words, Endocentric clnstructions are those in which the unit as a whole belongs to
substantially the same external distribution class (ie. Parts of speech) as the nuclear immejlate
constituenl or both immediat€ constituents (there are rarely more than two). The word black
bid consists r.rf two morphemes blagk and bird and in terms of the syntactic stiucture of Engdish,
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birdconstitutesthenucleusofsuchconstruction.Theunitblackbirdbelongstosubstantially
the same distribution class as bili] i.. iti"r,"" ttr" 

""me 
sutfixes and occurs in the same positions

aSthenounbirdoccurs.w.'n.*tt,o*",er,saythattheclassesare"substantiallythesame,
rather than identical since Uf.ct<UirA obviously ioeq not combine with red in red blackbird as

bird does occur in red bird.

ln some insta'nces the resultant combination belongs to substantially the same class as

both constituents. For eg. tne woia queen mother is a noun and both immediat€ constituents

;;; ^;;;. 
A compound-such as fooi - pound - second is also endocentric'

Certain combinations appear to be endocentric' but are not' For eg' Red coat is a noun'

and the nuclear immeoi.te con"iituent coat, is also a noun. But this nuclear constituent belongs

toaclassforwhichtnepronominatsubstituteisit,whereastheconstructionBedcoat(railway
porter)hasthepronominal"uu"tit,t"he.CoatandRedcoataretothisextentnotmembersof
the same external alstiuutioi cia""""' 

"na 
we treat such forms as red coat as exocentic'

Similarly, butter lingers tf,orgit l" u-no'n, does not belong to the same external distribution

class as the nuclear immeaiaie constituont fingers. For the nuclear lorm butter fingers occurs

with singular agreement. "g' ih; lorn"") thai butter fingers ('a person unable to hold things

well, esp. one unable to catch a ball")'

Exocentric constructions are those in which the unit as a whole belongs to a different

externaldistributionclasslromthenuclearconstituentorformbothoftheimmediateconstituents'
For eg. pick pocket consists oi" 

'"'U 
and a noun' ol which the verb is the nuclear immediate

constiluent.Thenounpickpocketbelongstoadifferentexternaldistributionclassfromthe
verb. nuclear constituent' pl;k ;;J nenJe tne construction pick pocket is exocentric' ln the

word income the immediate 
-coi.titr"no 

are an adverb in and the verb come; the resulting

combination being a noun, i. "*""""iii", 
in that it does not belong to the class of either immediate

constituent.

Both endocentric and exocentric constrictions may consist wholly of roots or.may include

non -roots as immediate 
"on"titu"nt"' 

Foe eg' eyelet is an endocentric root plus non root

constructions. lt belongs to substantially the same external distribution class as the nuclear

constituent eye. Tne aalective iisny is an exo centric root - plus - non root construction. Because

the resultant combination does noibelong lo the same class as the noun nuclear constituent fish.

CO- ORDINATE VS. NON -CO - ORDINATE AND NON ' SUBORDINATE CONSTRUCTIONS:

Co- ordinate constructions ars those in which the immediate constituents are of equal

structural rank and belong to substantially the same external distribution classes' For eg' The

adiectivgbittersweet"on"i"t"ottwoco.ordinatenuclearconstituents.Thesameistrueof
queen - mother and God - man.

ln the constructions eyglgl an fishy the periPheral elemsnts - !g! arrd - y are subordinate lo

the nuclear constituents. rn i="r""r uiiltt 
" 

peripheral black is subordinate to the nuclear bird.

ln the word overall, as in the phrase the overall appoarance, the immediate constituents

over (a preposition) and ati (a pronoun), exhibit a non - coordinate and non - subordinate

relationship. ln the syntax 
"t'Erlgri"h, 

the parallel prepositional phrases constitute exocentric

constructions, since the ,nii" 
"" 

-, 
whole do not belong to the same external distribution class

as either ot the immediate constituent'

Coordinateimmediateconstituentsmustconsistentirelyolnucleiorofnonnuclei.Sub.
ordinate immediate constit;;;is lonsist ot nuclei, combinations of nuclei and non nuclei or

combinations of non nuclei;

ιθssOns prepared bj/
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SYNTAX
Unit - l

, 
FORM CLASSES

It is essentiar that we know something about recurrent patterns in a ranguage beforewe can discuss 'form crasses'..The property of ranguages which makes them such efrectiveand powerful toors of communications is that a sp-eaklr can say something that has neverbeen said earrier by anyone and yet be totafly understood, most often witnorit eitneisleateror hearsr being aware of the noverty. of a new utterance or putring ,.* aut"ri"t". i"rtt 
",lhe raw materiars nor the patterns need be new. yet the utterance-can be compretery new.

, The nine-basic patterns (kernel sentences or atomic sentences) which are the foundationof all sorts of sentences prove this point to the extent oi 10070. we know that the buirdingblocks to utterances are morphemes (minimar meaningrur grammaticar ,"ii"i 
"rJ' r"patterns are.notjust rinear (from reft to right writang and one folowing another in 

"pe"ting;but hierarchical.

Let us take a few sentences from any of the nine basic patterns. For instance, let ushave a lew from pattern No. V-Np l -V tr-rupZ

The (young) man bought a (new) watch (from the shop).
A/An (old) woman saw (lots of (dirty) clothes (in the waste bin).
The (wicked) daughters abandoned their (aged) father (there).
The (sick) men gave away lheir possessions.

The bracketed items are a[ totaly optionar. Except for the determiners. No morphemeis repeated anywhere.

Now for the sake of convenience of representation we shalr take just two sentenceswhich look exactly alike in structure.

The boy saw a new cat.

My son meets an old woman.

Using box diagram we can represent them as follows.
7,t

.lЧ
レ

「
he boy    Saw___a new  cat

The boy
saw 2 n€trtt Cat

saw
a ne\ / .cat .

The boy

a
new cat

see Past ' new cat

My son     meets   an dd  woman

My son
moets an old wornan

meets
an old woman

My SOn

an
old woman

meet pres old

The above
diagrams

can be represented using branching tree
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1.The boy saW a new cat

meets

mf Ъ畠

saw a new cat

oldwoman

old

The sentences show the same hierarchical order. The similarity in meaning (note that it is

not the sameness of meaning) for the structural kind is due to the similarity in order and

hierarchical arrangement.

However, two sentences which have the same constituents may diller in meaning if the

order is diffeient, even though the hierarchical ordering is the same, For instance, (1) Peter is

a bachelor and (2) ls Peter bachelor? or (1) My wife likes coflee hot, and (2) My wife likes hot

coffee. or (1) Mother dear and (2) Dear mother. we are ignoring the suprasegmental phonemes

here i.e. intonation).

I have already mentioned that all English sentences are derivable from the nine basic

palterns. This is to say that a small and linite number oI simple sentences.gives an inlinite

number ol sentences of the compound kind. This can be illustrated using immediate constituents

and immediate constituent analysis. We shall start with words to grasp the idea'

l. De centralization : de-centr-al-iz-ation

B and C are the immediate constituents of A

De centralization

central

D and E

F and G

H andl

´
　

ｅ

Ｂ

Ｄ

‐

ａ‐
ｅ

Ｈ

∞

Ｃ

Ｄ

Ｆ

The boy

⌒

My son

⌒
My    son.

new cal

son rneets an old woman

meels an oldwoman

an oldwoman

centralization

D⌒ E

tion

new
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B'E,G,H and lare the ultimate constitusnts-those which cannot be furthe. cut up intomorphemes. Here centre is the free morpheme and de-, -al, -ize, and -tion are the boundmorphemes. Wb may call them full and empty respectively, too.
Taking a ditferent route we may attempt another l.C analysis.
ll. Docont.auzation

Even though the ultimate constituents are the same in both cases the immediate constituents
are not.

Note: Such different routes are not always possible.
The following is an easier example.
faith +ful = taithful
un +faithful = unfaithful
unlaithlul + ness = Unfaithfulness

unfanhful

Just as- words can be subjected to l.c. analysis, sentences can be too. Taking a sentence
made up of three smaller senteices (clauses) t-his can be illustrated as

S=Sr+Sa+Sa

. . where the + sign stands for the connsctives coordinators or subordinators. This will beelaborated upon in r.c anarysis which is done in some detair in a separate section.
Now we can oot to lorm classes.

A class of lorms which have simirar privireges of occurrences in buirding rarger units is a
form class. Consider the answers to a question like

Can she conquer Mount Everest alone next year?
The answers can be
Yes.

Yes, she can.

Yes, She can conqusr Mount Everest.
Yes, She can conquer Mont Everest alono
Yes, She can conquer Mont Everest alone next year.
or the answers can be
No.

ｃｅｎｔｒａ‐

〈

ｔｒｅ ａｅＣ

Decentralization

dec6ntralize

Unfaithrulness

-lion

しハ ul

/＼
faith               ful
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め
】
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【
卜
Ｑ
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No, She can't etc.

Because all the above serve theame function and carry the same privileges, they are all

interchangeable and so they belong to a single form class. I shall illustrate this with other simpler

examples. Consider the sentences with the blank given below:

The ................................is empty.

Theb,lankcanbefilledusingitemslikehall'roomkitchen'box,safe,pocket'bucket'head'
stomach, etc. All these items belong to the same form class, (We call them nouns)'

Consider the sentence given below with a blank space'

The hall is

Theblankabovecanbefilledusingitemslikeempty,full,spacious,airy'dark'noisy
rectangular, square, large, big, narrow. All these items belong to the same form class (We call

them adjectives). Similarly consider the sentences given below with a blank in it

Carl Lewis.....................

The blank can be filled with items like ran, walked, slept, Snored, fell Said, cried, laughed,

smited, shouted etc. All these items belong to the same form class. (we call them verbs).

Even though there used to be other criteria for the classification of words into "PARTS OF

SPEECH' like semantic, formal and functional characteristics as given below'

Semantic

inflexional

To these can be added a few other features too. Please refer to the subtitle: we are

discussing ,formal' characteristics. To the formal characteristics like inflexions and derivations

(affixes) we can add.

1) the position of the item in relation to the other classes in sentences (syntactic)

2) the suprasegmental features like stress, juncture and intonation (phonological) and the

most important of all

3) the affinity of certain items for certain function words such that they are found close by'

(ln the the above we are using the broad division of words into (1) lexical, formal, content

words of conjunctives and (2) function words called grammatical, structural or functors. For in-

stance, the function words called determiners are found along with and just before nouns; the

modals along with and before verbs; the negators with and as a part of the verbal etc'

The structuralists give word classes as shown below:

FORIi CLASS No.l NOUNS

a)Nounscanbe,generallyspeaking,inflectedtogivethepluralandthepossessiveness.
Eg.

Criteria for classification

Functional

boy........boys; boy's

9ir1.................9ir|s; girl's

child...............children; child's
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b) Words which end with the derivational suffixes like -er, or, -ment, -ness, -tion, -ess, = let,
-ster, -hood, -ship, -dom, -etc., -ery, -age, -ee and the like are almost always nouns.

. c) Stress pattern : ln word pairs like'produce - produce, 'present - pre sent, ,conduct, con
duct,'desert de sert etc. etc. the noun takes the accent on ihe tirst syttlute.

d) Word order : Nouns lill certain characteristic positions in relation to parts of speech in
sentences. lt is easily possible for us to use lest frames using which we can identify nouns. For
instance, let us take.

The............is beautiful. The................are fresh.

The blanks are to be filled with nouns.

e) Relations with functors: Determiners - i.e. articles, demonstratives and possessives-
immediately precede nouns or with the quantifiers and the adjectival phrases between them
and the noun.

e.g.the young boy; this lovely baby; the lirst ten young boys; that first lovely baby; these
last two children etc. etc.

FORM CLASS: [: VERBS
a) lnflexions: Verbs can be inflected in the following way;

verb + s -+ third person singular (or just singular) present tense

e.g. takes, walks, sleeps, cries, eats, cuts, calls, goes, etc.

verb + ed -+ past tense; eg. talked, walked, cried, laughed, etc.

verb- en -+ perfect participle e.g. taken, gone eaten, beaten, written.....

verb+ing -+ imperfect participle e.g. talking, sitting, crying etc..

GJ 2) Derivation : words ending with suffixes rike ise, ize, fy, ate, etc. etc. are arways verbsqt e.g. popurarize, famiriarize, regarize, advise, practise, defy, specify, crucify, separate,
demacrate, sweeten, fatten, darken etc. etc.RI

E 3) Stress pattern: Similar to nouns

4) word order: The test frame given berow may be used to identify verbs
The food ... excellent

The children ..............Ihere

The dog.................

The blanks will be occupied by verbs only.

5) Functors: Auxiliaries are closely attached lo the verbs. ln fact, we cannot use a verb in
a sentence unless the auxiliary is added to the verb. The auxiliary is made up of ,tense modal,
perfective and progressive,.

e.g. The bird is sinoing.

The baby will be hungry.

Will you do me a favour?

FORM CLASS It: ADJECTTVES
a) lnflexions: Adjectives usually take the comparative and superlative degree forms with the

addition of suffixes er and est respectively. l, they cannot be adied, then ttre words more and
ElQsl are used. The latter is called periphrastic inflexion There are a few irregu,ar rorms too.

e.g. rich - richer - richest fast - raster - fastest
beautiful - more beautiful - most beautiful
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good- better-best

bad - worse - worst lrregular forms

little-less-least

b) Derivation: Words which end with markers like - y, ic, ous, - able, ive - less - ian - ite, -ist,
{ul, like, -ish etc. are almost always adiectives.

eg: creamy, electric, pious; valuable, edible, inquisitive, useless, lndian, favourite, Chinese.
Communist, beautiful, childlike, feverish etc.

c) Stress pattern: Though both nouns and adjectives are lexical items and carry accent
on one of their syllables, when compound nouns and sequences of adjectives and nouns
appear, there is a pattern to be observed. As two consecutive primary stresses are
rather unusual, the following pattern is seen.

. black'board &rblackboard (compound)

green 'fly & 'greenf ly ( " )

' a French'teacher (The teacher is French)&

A French teacher (One who teaches French)

d) The following test frame shows the positions where adiectives are found.

The ...............boy is smart. The ...............boy is...............

. A11.................. girls are ambitious. All......girls are.................

The sun is very.................
Diamonds are ...............things
Midas was a ......................kin9

e) Functors lntendifiers and downtoners are always found together with adlectives
e.g. .l:.

very rich, moderately rich, too hot, awfully sorry, certainly wrong, violently sick, ..

somewhat, slimA a little strange, most enth usiastic.......... '..-..

FORM CLASS IV: ADVERBS:
a) lnflexion : ln many cases the adverbs take on comparative and superlative degree fiorms

- the - er and - est suffixes - respectively ,ast - faster - fastest: hard - harder- hardest or the
. periphrastic kind quickly - more quickly - most quickly

The result is adverbs and adlectives are not distinguishable on the basis of inflexions. '

. b) Derivation: Words ending in-ly, ward (s), wise etc, are always, or almost always, adverbs
(exceptions like lovely, kindly etc.) e.g. happily, gladly, firmly, sensltively, backward (s), forward(s),
upwards (s), downward (s), heavenward (s), clockwise, weather-wise, centurywise etc. etc.

c) Stress patterns ol adverbs follow those of verbs and nouns referred to earlier. Affixes do
not affect stress,

d) The test frame of adverbs can- be as follows

We are using the standard sentence - structure o{ English here:

S + NP VP (Adverbials + Prepositionals)

The woman sang beautifully.

The hammer came down heavilv

. The girl ran fast

The cat drank the milk greedily
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e) Adverbs also can be intensified or toned down just like adjectives.

FUNCTION WORDS

The function words are a closed system consisting of a small and finite number of items
without which sentence cannot be built.

(1)Determiners: the articles the demonstratives and the possessives.

(2)Auxiliaries: tense, modal, perfective and progressive.

(3) Propositions: in, on Aabove, anto, up, doen, elc. elc. and compound ones like in addition
to, by the side of, inspite of etc.

(4) conjuctions: (connections, connectives, hooks):

(a) co-ordinators like and, but, or etc. etc.

(b) subordinators like when, if, A because. though, as etc. etc.

(5) lnterrogators: The question words like what, who, when, why where etc.

(6) Modifiers: intensifiers and downtoners

Apart from the above we have inter.iections, sentence initiators, pausers, and the like.

All these items can be subjected to further subdividing. But for our present purpose, this will
do admirably well.

Unilll

l.c. ANALyStS (tMMEDIATE CONSTTTUENT ANALyStS)
l.C. analysis is a powerful tool, though notcompletely dependable and error proof, to repre-

sent structure of sentbnces. we shall try to demonstrate how itworks using a simple example from
algebra, Xx Y+Z We have a sequence of three symbols and two signs here but we are not sure how
they are to be related. That is to say, the relation tends to be ambiguous; we can disambiguate it
by using brackets.

Xx(Y+z) or (XxY)+Z

Brackets help in elucidating which stands with which and reveals the structural organization.
Let us now use a phrase from language.

black cats and dogs

We can have here (1) black (cats and dogs) or (2) (btack cats) and dogs. tn (1) both cats and
dogs are black, whereas in (2) onlycats are black.

The following is not ambiguous, despite the same form classes used as in the above phrase,
dogs and black cats.

Which shows clearly that some words (or items) belong together. Unless what belongs to
what is not clearly stipulated, there is the potential ambiguity calling for more than one structural
organization. This idea can be elucidated using branching tree diagrams, or boxes, or brackets. All
modes of representation mean the same.

Black cats

パ
Blaよ         cats

Black Cats and doqs
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B,ack Cats and d。9S

dogs

WhatwehavedonehereiscalledlmmediateconstituentAnalysis.Nowweshalltakea
simple sentence of the Atomic Type - V NP Vtr NP2'

The children swallowed some Peas.

We proceed step by step as indicated in the branching tree diagram given below'

(plural) (pa st)

swallowed

ln the above

'The children' and 'swallowed some peas'are the l' Cs of the sentence'

'The' and 'children' are the l.Cs of "The children"'

'sw3lloqwed'and'somepeas'arelhelCsof'swallowedsomepeas"some'and'peas'and
the l. Cs of 'some Peas'.

,The,, .Children,| ,swallowed,, ,some, and .peas, are called the ultimate conStitute of the

sentences.

Refer to Form Classes.

We are restricting our analysis to the lexeme tevel lt we are extending the analysis to the

morphological level, we have to split some of the itmes to thier morphemic levels as shown in the

diagram)

The residues in which no further cuts be effected are the ultimate constitutents

ln an l C. Analysis the word order is never disturbed For instance"swallowed' is always

'swallow and ed'and never 'past' + 'swallow' ln an l'C Analysis the cuts are always binary At

everycutlwosegmentsareborn.Theyalwaysshowhierarchy(i.e.,thelevelsofconstruction).
euestions are sutjected to DISC9NTINUouS l.c. Analysis. we shall be ignoring it in our discus-

s ion.

Now we will attempt to identity and lable the constituents at the different hierachies (layets)

so that we know better about the organization, where form classes appear and in what order etc'

Broadly,therearetwowaysoflabelling(1)Categoricaland(2)Functional,Acategoricallabel
tells us aboui the category or class of the item and a functional lable tells us about what role of the

item is in the structure i.e., noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc. in the category lable and subject'

object,modifier,complementetc.inthefunctiontevel.Nowletustakeoursentencegivenabove.

S= The children swallowed some peas

The children swallowed some Peas

The ch‖ dren

Chldren

swallowed--some Peas

somO peas
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The chilren swallowed some peas

"r,,",rJi"I Xil".fricat 
tabeiling. The irems rhat make up rhe senrence are ,articte, 

noun, verb,

-" #:a::irfJ:.to 
attempt a functional labelling. ln fact' in strucrurar srammar rhis occupies

structural grammarians ide.ntity FlvE types o, construclion relating tot he function otconstitutents. They are given below:

1. The structure of pRED|CATION (subject + predicate)
2. The structure of MODIFICATION (modifier + head)
3. The structure of COMpLEMENTATION (Verb + complement)
4. The structure of SUBORDINATION (subordinator + dependent unit)5 The structure of cooRDrNATroN (independenr unit + coordinator + independent unit)
we shall take each of the above one after another to illustrate.

1) SUBJECT + PRED|CATE

∧
articles        noun

Snakesl llle

Some snakesl

is lnot true

NOTE: THE LENGTH OR COMPLEXITY OF THE SENTENCE DOES NOT AFFECT THE I.C CUTS
The above can be represented in a branching tree diagram.

subject

I

Snakes

Some snakes

predicate

I

bite

bit6 deep

is note tru6

Some ot these snak€s do not bita deep at all
Thal som6 o, these snakes do not bite at all

do not bite deep at all

That some of these snakes do not bite at all

Sentence
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Snakes

Some snak6s

some ol lhese snakes
'That 

some of thsss snakes

do not bite ai all

SUB」 ECT

bite

bite deep

do not bite deep at a‖

is nottrue

PREDICATE

We may use brackets too to represent the hierarchies'

|
||

|

We may use any one of the above options to rePresent the structures

2) MODIFIER + HEAD

The word ,modilier, is self -explanatory; it modilies and the 'modified' may be a noun, an

adjective, an adverb, a verb, a 
"1.u." 

oi a sentence. The item that gets modified is called

'HEAD' Remembering that the cut is always binary, let us try the following'

lady 」 匝

All th6se aristocrattic ladies

modifier       head

[you W°
rk hardl

modifier

3)VERB+COMPLEMENT

(NOTE:No disttncJon iS made between obiect and complement here)

in severa:cases a distinction is to be rnade between complement and rnodifier.Consider

the fdloWing

」 l nCh

modili€r head

an aristocratic lady

The‖ ladv

modilier head

subject

Ｗ
ｈｅａｄ

Ш
仙

０ｍ

」 1蔀証認 監aristocratic

modifier

modifier

subject

lsaw llan | | eldarlvl lPerson

I ll ll -.,aitiet treadI lffir"' t"*I _Jr--
lvelb complement

predicate

ll:lelbe-
v6rb complement

head

head

you will pass the examination

head

predicate

verb
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1) The boy is in the room

2) The boy stept in the room

,"TPHl IHE*!hft#,
subjocr prodicato

The boy I Islept | | in the room
I vo,p m.rdin.r

rn (1) the phrase'in the room' rs essentiar to complete the sentence and so it is acomplernent; in (2) it is an adjunt and not obligatory. Accoroingty, white labelling the items we haveto ientify them as such.

4) SUBORDINAToR + DEPENDENT UNIT

Consider the two NpS which are related to each other as shown below:
The man in the moon & The book on the shelf

皿靱
modrer

勒
Now consider the complex sentence which is given below:

5)lNDEPENDENT UN:T,cooRDiNATOR+:NDEPENDENT UNIT

d∝eぶ鰍蹴愧1::器譜::」l「∫:&:‖tl∫ ::聯詰鼎:「

n…t aα C∞dmbttsa

」aCkl国 Ш

鵠 綿 鼎 騰 mm
lrang up severa1lm堅」L聖」世聖re Was no rep y

Ｂ̈‐ａｃｋ‐‐コ̈

ｉｎ
　

　

　

　

　

　

　

ｍ

r'c. Anarysis has severar rimitations. No amount of r.c. anarysis can exprain why the twosentences (1) John is easy to please, and (2) John is eager to prease are different.
However, in many cases structurar ambiguity can be tackred with the herp of r.c. anarysise.g.

My Papa's Waltz can be (1) My (papa,s wattz)

conrd indepondent unir

was going home I stepped on a snake

劇 国 睡
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(2) MY Papa's waltz)

My child's fingers may be (1) (My child's) fingers

(2) MY (child's fingers)

'Stop drinking after midnight' may be

(1) (Stop drinking) (after midnight)

(2) StoP (drinking after midnight)

This is as far as written expressions are concerned On many occasions situation and

surprasegmental features like pauses, intonation and juncture can help in disambiguating

expressions. Recall "My French teacher" which can be (1) My'French teacher or (2) My French

teacher where stress comes to our help.

only structural ambiguity can be resolved partially this way Semantic ambiguity cannot be

tackled. using a branching tree diagram I am disambiguating "l washed the car in the garage"'

(1) (l washed the cao (in the garage) and (2) (l washed) the car in the garage)

in the garage

washed the car in lhe garage

was h ed

car in the garage

Unit-lll

SEMANTICS

,semantic,s is a major branch of linguistics. lt is devoted to the study of meaning of words

and sentences in a language. The term is also widely used in philosophy and logic, but not with the

same range of meaning or emphasis as in liguistics.

There is an overlapping field called .semiology' (o/ gemiotics,). ,semiology, is the term favoured

in France following the swiss linguist

Ferdinand de saussure; 'semiotics'; is preferred in u.s.A. following charles Peirce. The root

of all the three words is 'sema' meaning sign (Greek). ln ract, semiology had a denoyed birth in the

present century and both Saussure and Peirce felt that it should exist. The discipline stands for

ih" tn"ory o,. 
""iunce 

and analysis of sign and sign systems and their meanings, specifically those

involved with communication between human beings in different societies and cultures' We have,

by the way, study of animal communication systems called zoosemiotics'

⌒
washed         'he car

S

I washed the car

the car in the garage

●
    .

S
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of language as well as other semiotic systems'

'Seme' (sor sememe). (cf' phoneme, morpheme' lexeme' toneme' grapheme' tagmeme'

glosseme etc' etc) corpon"ni"i "n"fyti" 
i" an approach favoured by some semanticists

irn"iJvl"ri""r items are ai"tingri.h"u 
"nd 

defined'by sets ol inherent distinctive features (or

components, or semes' o, "o.J,""f fossibly common to all languages linguistic universals)'

It is less commonly known ". 
ii"*i""ii""orposition'. lt was lirst developed in anthropology in

the 1950s lor the study of f<instrlp "y,t"" 
although an interest in components' especially in

;;;;;y, was aeveloped in Euiopl bv the Prague school ol Linguistics'

Thefeaturesareusuallyanalysedintermsolbinarycontrastse'g+/.(plusorminus)
concrete, +/- animate, *l- nrr"n, *i- male, +/- adult' +/. countable etc' etc' This is no easy task

at all, since no end may be visible to these binary contrasts'

Nonetheless,semanticfeaturesmightusetullyexplainourintuitionsaboutcompatibility
and incompatibility which li""l;hi;; ;;i"phor and perionification. Selectional restrictions will

;;r;]itil;ii 
"orn" 

,.rr"a uy i 
"on"r"t" 

and + animate.Ieatures to be subiects with certain

relevant verbs e'g. walk, 
""t, "i". 

Sin"" only concretes and animate things can walk or eat' We

cannotsay..Thatmanis.wiaow,.u""au"","nwithitsmasculinefeaturecannotbelinkedto
ana elu"tea *ittr widow with its--'masculine features' On the contrary' That woman is a. widow'

;;;;6L b"""r"" uotn ,wom"n, and widow have the same - masculine feature. similarly,

we cannot say't!vo petrot"'as petrol is - countable, but we can say two litres of petrol or two

gallonsofpetrol.Wecannotsayeverygirlsbecauseeveryhasthefeatureolsingularitywhile
ii;[;;". th" feature of pturatiiy. tn tautJs anatairy tales.we see animals and birds speaking to

one another. we say that tnJv 
'"r" 

p"rronilied. This is an instance of coleridge's 'willing

"r"p"n.i* 
of disbelLf. "We can better illustrate this idea as lollows'

A table has four legs. ln spite of the four legs it is not a quadruped' lt cannot walk' lt is

because the label ,tabl6,is inalimate. The very fact that a table has lour legs is metaphorical

(just as we have 'the 
"y" 

ot . n""At"', The mouth ol a cave' 'The hands ol a clock' etc') A cock

;;;' it;.". not smile o, t"rgh. ih" 
'"""on 

by now is obvious a cock has not the human

feature, only humans are capable of laughter or smiling'

Meaning is normally conveyed as follows'

Speaker
Hearer

Message

__+
_-

medium

hearer
Speaker

a word has more than one meaning; we

The speaker thinks, encodes his thought in language and delivers the message in the form

of sound which are transmitteJovei the riedium l"a,, airl and which are heard by the hearer'

decoded by him and uno"r"t*0. ihi" pro"""r is reversed and it is endlessly repeated. The

"i."i",it," ""a" 
(the phonic suistarice, syntax, meaning etc' etc) are the same-for the.members

ot one particular sp"""n 
"o.rrnlty. 

Anytning that standi in the way oI communication is relerred

to as 'noise'.

Thefollowinggives.alistolthingsrelatedtosemantics.Thelistisjustindicativeandnot
complete.

l. Plurality ol meat :ng is called Polysemy' When

call it polysemy'

ExamPles:

BAY

1. as in the BaY of Bengal

2. as in the baY horse

,
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3. space between two columns, timbers
4. laurel tree, bay leaves

5. (Spenserian) to bathe

6. the second tine of a deer's horn

FLAG

1 . to drop, to grow languid and spirifless

2. an irls, reed grass

3. as in national flag, Flag day, flagstaff etc.

4. a stone that separates in slabs, a flat paving stone

Iry
1. as in lock and key note

2. as in keyboard, key note

3. a low island or reef

4. a set of answers to problems
. 5. vital, essential, crucial as in key person

IISYNONYMY

Words having sameness of meaning are said to be synonymous. Synonymy is a matter of
degree. Absolute synonymy is very rare.

Examples:

1. large, big, huge, enormous, great, gigantic, mammoth.......

2. small, little, tiny, wee, teeny - weeny, micro, minute, minuscule.

3. rich, wealthy, prosperous, moeyed, plutocratic........

III. ANTONYMY

\^/hen words have somewhat opposite meanings we have antonym. Absorute antonym is rare.
Examples:

hotxcold,richxpoor,bigxsma[,badxgood,uglyxbeauflfur,ordxnew,iflxwert etc. etc
IV. HYPONYMY:

This refers to calss inclusion, For example,

1. Flower, rose, lilly, jasmine, pansy, etc. etc.

2. Red - crimson, scarlet, russet, incarnadite etc. etc.

3. Animal - cow, sheep, fox, lion, horse, etc. etc.

4. Chronometer wristwatch, clock, timepiece, etc. etc.

V. HOMONYMY

This refers to words which are identical in both spelling and sound.
1. meet as in meeting and suitable

2. sole as in sole heir and shoe sole

3. grave as in grave business and digging one,s grave

4. bear as in grizzy bear and bearing children

VI. PARTIAL HOMONYMY

(also called heteronymy or homography)

This refers to words with the same spelling but different pronounciation.

0
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1 . lead (pron, 'led) - the name of a metal

-as in leader of men

2. bow - as bow and arrow

-as in bowed head

3. minute - sixty seconds

-small

VII. HOMOPHONY

words v/hich have the same pronounciation but different spellings are said to be

homophonous.

1. Pale and paii. 2 meet and meat 3' dear and deer' 4 bare and bear' 5 key and quay'

6. red and read (Past tense)

VIII. AMBIGUITY

When an expression has more than one meaning' it is said to be ambiguous

The sentence "The policemen were ordered to stop drinking after midnight' has several mean-

ings and so it is said to be ambiguous

BUttheabovesentenceisstructurallyambiguous'thefollowinghassemanticambiguity'As
for me tomorrow, thou, Shalt find me a graveman' .grave,can mean (1)serious and (2) the pit where

dead bodies are Put.

Apart from the list given above, we have denotation' connotation and sennotation- The d-eno-

tativemeaninglsthereferential'lexical,cognitiveordictionarymeaning;theconnotativemeanlng'
as the name suggests (co-notaiive) is the sense, the figurative/metaphorical one with all the asso-

ciativeideasthatcrowdintoourmindandthesennotativeoneistheemotivemeaning(howmean-
ing affects us emotionatly). Denoiative and connotative meanings are also called extensive and

intensive meanings respectively.

Regrettably, all these can be grasped properly only on application in the proper contexts'

Unit-lV

GOMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY

TheendofthelShcenturysawthebeginingofanew,importantfar-reachingdevelopmentin
theStudyoflanguage.lnlTE6sirWilliamJones'oftheEnglishJudicialserviceinlndiamadethe
following celebrated statement.

The Sanskrit language, whatever be its antiquity' is a wonderful structure; more

perfect than the Greek, more copious than the Latin and more exquisitely refined'

both in the roots and verbs and in the forms or grammar than could possibly have

been and produced by accident; so stgrong' indeed' that no philosopher could

examinethenallthreewithoutbelieVingthemtohavesprungfromsomecommon
source, which, perhaps, no longer exists'

This observation sowed the seeds of comparative philology. Throughout the 1gth cdentury

reconstruction of the lndo-European ancestor language was pursued with enthusiasm; the lan-

guage of Europe were suulectJ to comParative stuoy anO shown to be genetically related in the

sense that they had att sprung from this common source' The primary concern of comparative

philologists is to mrk" 
"tat"m"lnts 

comparing the characteristics of different languages or different

historicar states of a ranguag"-ao.puring a set of forms taken from cognate languages inorder to

determine whether a historical relationship connects them'

Let us note the following:

There are thousands of words in English and Sanskrit which closely resemble one another'

for instance,



つ
ι

‘
υ

English Sanskrit

(approximate spelling and pronunciafion)

divine

serpent

brother

sister

lather

mother

trigonometry

devah

sarpam

bhratah

swasah

pitah

matah

thrikona....

anc」lil「1譜;:f:鼻llTよξ111はllll][ti」]冨li:茫linguagesarederivedfromacommon
Let us nOw cOmpare a few wOrds from cognate languages.

Юm北龍螺寵ivfhe Endthvαbbぴ h vabus hnguages計 Og市en bdow nae me

Sanskrit Lithuanian Greek Gothic Latin

lll Person Si
istestiesti

I Person
lrn枷一　ｓｍａｓ

esm! e:m: sum
| esme esmen sumus

帥d辮島縄‖:珊常:獅雷婦黒蹴灘
dn sanSkrtttd Europeanlmwages

Sairskrit G reek 01d Church

SalvOnic

Old lィ ish Old English

phrater bratru brathir

pitah

(Skt)

pater

(Lat)

pater

(Greek)

padre

(ltalian)

padre father

(Eng‖ sh)
(Spanish) (French)

Honey and an intoxicating drink made fro, n*"yl[lndoEuropean melit
Greek
Latin

Old Engnsh

Sanskrit

Greek
Dutch

Old Eng‖sh

meli
mel
milisc (honey sweet)
madhu
melhu
mede
mead -

medhu
melissa (bee) ,

mildeaw (honey dew)

Now let us take the number system. Many ale definitel;y derived from a common root.
Eng Dutch German Gothic Lithurn

three    dtte    drei     thrl

SeVen    20Ven   se!ben   sibun

t‖

septyni

tri

secht

thrl

sapta

tres

seplemhepta
艤　呻Now look al lhe word ,night

Spanish Saskrit English

nacht notics nuklos

est

CeltiC   La"n Gk

talian

notte
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The foregoing account shows that there are a large number ol languages today'which

have a common ancestor. in" p"opr" who spoke the language migrated to dilfe.rent

geographic areas for variou" olt;ii'"i"""ons and gradually lost contact with one anolher'

This accounts for the differences. These differences are not haphazard' Jacob Grimm'

Ramus Rask, Carl Verner 
"na ""r"r"i 

ottter philologists were able to study and establish

il;;;;;;.;;; inrougn wnicn *" "t"ng"" 
came abJut'.it.is the studv ol these and similar

ininis tt,at are coveied in comparative philology for which'

written records
internal reconstruction
study of loss in languages
lexico statics
borrowings
and such things are used.

STRUCTURAL LINGUISTICS:

structuralism is a term used in linguistics to an intellectual discipline which. gradually

g"th;;d .;;;um in the 
".tty 

p",t otitti" cenlury influenced by lormalism and the Prague

School of Linguistics. ft i" "'"J""i"r"d 
particularly with a group ot Fren!! sc.holars/

p t'iioroptt" tJinrhropologistsih istorians iike claude Levi Strauss' Boland Barthesand

Michael Foucault.

Thetermimpliesconcernwithstructures(forms)oflanguagesandothersystemsol
r,"o*i"ig" "nJ 

Juiturat uetravioui. lt o*"" great deal to Ferdinand de saussure in Europe

"^U'd"pii, 
S;". ana eloomtietd in Ar"ti"" 

"iA 
they are referred to as structuralist linguistics'

Uo*"r!r,'toarV structuralisi iingri"tir" ir attribut;d more to Leonard Bloomfield and Post -

Bloomfieldians than to others.

Structural Linguistics relers to any approach to the analysis of language that pays explicit

,tiention to the wiy linguistic leatures can be described in termlot structures and systems'

STRUCTURE
lnthiscontextthetermappliestothemainabstractchalacteristicofasemioticsystem.

A l";g;;;; i. a structure t" tv"i"nl or systems) in. the.sense that it is a network of inter-

related units, the meaning .tii" p"tt" being specilicable only with reference to the whole'

More specifically the term i" ,""i t" refer ti an isolatable section of this total network, as

in the discussion of tne structure of particular grammatical area' (e'g' tensos' prono.uns)'

where structure 
"no "yrt". "i" 

distinguished: *" ."y t"lk of the 'structure'of a particular

system....

However,thisapplicationolthetermtoparadigmaticrelationshipsisnotaswidespread
as the syntagmatic 

"onception 
oi 

"iru.trr". 
u"r" a-particular sequential pattern of linguistic

elements is relerred to ", 
. 

"tr*trr", 
delinable with respect to one ol the various structural

levels recognizeO in a tneory e.l. phonological struciure, semantic structure, sy-ntactic

.structureetc.etc.Forinstance,clause,structurecanbedefinedintermsolstringsof
elements such as 

"rui""t, 
u"i-U,'oli"tt or NP and VP; syllable structure.can be deiined in

terms of vowels and consonants (Co3-V'Co's)'

The term ,structuralist linguistics' has a restricted definition referring to the Bloomfieldian

emphasis on the Process oi J"o,"ntino tnd.classifying the physical fe.1]ul:: of utterances

i;;"iii.a "naty"i"1 
1ruo".'C-iifrt[[Llls them surlace structures) with little reference to

theabstractunderlyingstructures(Chomsky,sdeepstructures)oflanguageortheirmeaning.
Ir is this emphasis ttrat cno-nisff lit""X"a. Strr"trralist linguistics is frowned upon by'T'G'

people because it is iust taxonomic) '

Weshallnowattemptadescriptionofwhatstructuralistlinguisticscandoanddoes.

ltoffersadescription,analysisandsetofdelinitionandlormulaebasedconsistently

●
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and firmly on the eartiest,."lg 

"t:o the most objective, aspect of tanguage - FORM.Lingulstics may fight over whether 'butcher's in ," irrcn"r," knife is nominal or adjectival,whether 'butcher's and 'knrfe' are one word o, t;;;;;;r and so on, but a, can see that'butcher' is spert with 's' and hear it pronounced ,.; 
"tt 

,r-iii"gru" that the word is sandwichedbetween'a'and'knife'AIcansaythatimportantthingshappenwhenthephraseischanged
to 'a' butcher's 'knifed' 'a' 'butcher' knifing and/or ," o?ct er knife,, even if they do not knowwhat the words mean and have never heard of such functions as modifier, subject, attributivegenitive, connector, auxiriary, participre, head, predicate etc. etc. They may not be abre to goany further' though a, wi, agree on the utterances too. But in the absence or .rii.t""torytechnical vocabulary, they will not be able to describeihem.

when a grammarian rooks at Engrish as a scientist does i.e., objectivery, he finds thatit conveys meanings by two broad devices: tne oenoiations and connotations of wordsseparatery considered (rexicar. mean ings) and the significance of word forms, word groups,and arrangements apart from the rexicar meanings ot"trre woros (structurar meanings). sincelexical meaning is the business of the texicogrlpher, ano also the semanticist. structuralmeanrng is the business of the structurar ringuist (or grammarian). structurar meaning is veryoften overooted. ordinary peopre think tn"i tnu ,n"Jning of an utterance is the totar rexicar

::T:[i;,"":r::#,,"Ji.r.,n"t 
make up the utterance. i"nis rarraciou" notion can o" ersiry

( 1) The young man killed the venomous snake.
(2) killed young the snake venemous
(1) is perfecfly understood as its structure is wefl defined i.e., wer ordered; (2) is notunderstood properly?s its structure is disorderty. (Z) gives only a gagu" lO"a *;i;iii;;",clear idea' thanks to its structurar (and formait'tlatures. rn short, stfucture organizesmeaning.

The second point that comes to right is it uses four main devices of form to signarstructural meaning (recall form classes).

1) Word order-the sequence in whici.t words and word groups are arranged.
2) Function words - words d,evoid of rexicar meaning, which indicate rerationships amongthe meaningful words along with they appear.

3) rnfrexions - arterations in the forms of words themserves to signar changes inmeaning and relationship.

4) formar contrasts - in the forms of words signaring greater differences in function andmeaning These courd arso be considered infrex-ions, 6u"t i",or" conveient for both thelexicographer and the grammarian to consider ihe, ,"p"rrL,V.
rn every utterance severar ofthese are found simurtaneousry, but they can be separateryillustrated using contras ng expressions involving rln;rrr r"ri"tion.
The importance of word order can be illustrated as follows;
(1 ) Girl seeks father. (The tifle of an exceltent Russian fitm)
(2) Father seeks girt.

Though words ar" ,O"nr,:1,-,1l:lr.?1.d t:xicat meaning, the two sentences mean totalydifferent things and the ditferences are attributed to word orier. (rn an infrected ranguage rikeLatin' sanskrit or Marayaram this word oro"r 
""n 

o" oia-pi"o. nry *ord order give the samemeaning.)

Let us now compare the following sentences:
( 1 ) That cat is a pet of this famity.
(2) Any cat is a pet of that famity.
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ln the above the lexical (items carrying full meaning) are cat, is, pet. and family. Their

presence in the sentences is in the same form and order. The difference is in the insertion in

(2\ of "any" for "that" and 'that' for "this". However, these small words which are function

(grammatical) words become responsible for the total difference in meaning of the two

sentences. At the same time, in isolation the function words have little meaning.

Now let us take another pai

1) The cat is fond of the child.

2) The cats were fond of the children.

ln both (1) and (2) the words are the same, the order is the same with the same function

words in the same position. what we have done here is to change the "form" of the lexical

items:

cat -) cats; was -+ were; child -+ children

These plural inflexions are responsible for the change in meaning similarly consider

1) The cat's friend arrived

2) The cat's friendly arrival

Here the changes are from "friend" to "friendly" and from "arrived" to "arrival". The changes

of form (i.e., formal changes) result in a change of function: subject to modifier and predicate

to head - noun in an NP. These changes are like inflexions, but because they produce words of

different lexical meanings, classifiable as form classes (something like the part of speech in

traditional grammar) it is desirable that we refer to them as formal contrasts. That is to say, it

is logical to look upon "friendly, friendship, friendless and befriend" as different words related

by formal and semantic similarities. The categories of grammatical description are not

sacrosanct. They are for conveience of description.

Besides the above, there is fifth which indicates structural meaning - the suprasegment
phonemes coming under juncture, stress and intonation (in Malayalam duration is a supra

segmental phonemen in English it is not).

Conside

l. (a) Tom, the dog is dead

(b) Tom, the dog, is dead.

or the most famous examples of Charles Hockett

ll. (a) What are we having for dinner, mother?

(b) What are we have for dinner, mother?

The pairs of sentences in I and ll are exactly identical in words, word order, function

words, inflexions and word forms. Nevertheless they are marked different in meaning - which

surface on speaking them aloud with the appropriate, but different intonation patterns.

In I (a) Tom is addressed and informed that the dog is dead; in (b) the name of the dog is

Tom.

ln ll (a) Mother is addressed and asked about what is for dinner in (b) it is cannibalistic:

is it mother that they are having for dinner?

To some extent the intonation pattern is indicated with punctuation marks. lt is very

imperfect, though.

The above gives an approximate picture of the several structural devices in English which

signal meaning. However, in a gives sentence two or more of these are found to signal

meaning. when there is an insufficient number of such devices the result is arnbiguity.
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The folrowing exampre from c.c. Fries is enough to prove the point. ship sails today.

The sentence is ambiguous because there is nothing in the sentence which tells us
what is what. ls ship a noun or a verb? ls sails a noun or a verb?

lf it is a telegraphic order to ship sairs todav? ship is verb; sairs is a noun. lf, on the
other hand, it is a telegraphic message a declarative sentence informing about the departure
of a ship. ship is a noun and sairs is a verb (the singular present tense form of sil,', meaning to
Fet 9?il, to beinq the vovaqe. lf it ends with a rising intonation on.today,,, there is turtn;
trouble, as it becomes an intonation question on, a kind of enquiry.

lfthere are no function words in the proper places, the sentence is ambiguous. The full
stop indicates the intonation; the capital letter in the begining indicate the start of the sen-
tence, too.

Similarly, other devices too help in disambiguating the sentence

The sh ip saits today

Ship the sails today

Ship sailed today

Ship to sail today

Ship sail today

Shipping sails today

Ship sailing today

Sail shipment today

ln short, a sentence with the required devices is not ambiguous and its structurar mean-
is clearly understood.ing

structural linguistics looks upon the'phoneme'as the unit of phonology and the ,mor-
pheme'as the unit of grammar; the latter consicts of one or more phonemes in strings in an
orderly manner. Language is supposed to be made up of morphemes arranged in sequence
and morphemes can have alterants (i.e., a omorphs) e.g. the prurar is marked in English by s,
z, iz, en, ren, zero, vowel change etc.

book-books: bug-bugs: bench-benches: ox-oxen:
mouse-mice etc.

ch ild-ch ild re n: s h ee p-s h eep:

The past tense may be realized, similarly, in various ways.

walk-walked; thinkthought; take{ook; sing-sang; cut-cut; love_loved

So also the degrees of comparison with ,er, and ,est, as in rich-richer-richest
Morphemes, with or without changes, are ordered in rinear sequences. The sequencrng

is governed by order and selection. lt ls this arrangement that is brought out in l.c analysis
e.g. some old dogs with bones chased the wicked boy with the red cap. Make it easier.

we are also effecting cuts to the ultimate constituents at the morphemic stage. The branching
tree diagram is given below.
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bones chased the wicked boy with the red cap

chased the wicked boy with the red cap

晟 鼈

1) Take Gray to London

1) The sons raise meat

1) nitrate 2) nye trait

structural grammar totally ignores meaning because meaning was not ob.iectively

verifiable. This was another serious drawback of structural linguistics. Bloomfield thought that

present human knowledge was immature to discuss semantics and kept it apart from

structural domain. He called it the content side. The structuralists, therefore, gave all

attention to the expression/ structure side. How was this done?

ln the analysis of the expression side the linguist has at his disposal a corpus of

recorded sentences. They could be from texts, telephOne conversations, actual interpersonal

face-to-face dialogues etc. etc. An utterance is a stretch of speech before and after which

there is silence. (from zelling Harris, one of the most important exponents of structualism and

the number one student of Leonard Btoomfield and the teacher of Noam chomsky) in

approaching his corpus the structuralist assumes

(1) Utterances are tokens of underlying system

(2) Given a set of carefully defined procedured (formulated in terms of such notions as

distribution, environment, equivalence, contrast, substitution, differential meaning, sameness

of meaning, difference in meaning and so on) underlying system i.e., in the grammar of the

w"h

boy

ハ
red    cap

But structural linguistics, however ingenious it might be in l.c. analysis fails to explain

sentence like the following famous examples.

1) flying planes can be dangerous

2) Visiting relatives may be a nuisance.

3) Everyone loves his mother

4) (a) John is eager to please. And (b) John is easy to please.

5) (a) lt is likely that John will leave. And (b) lt is probable that John will leave

This is where structural Linguistics fails and T.G. Steps in. The problem gets aggravated

when sentences which have identical pronounciation arrive on the scene. ln the written form

they can be analysed but in the spoken form they remain ambiguous.

∧
靡

2) Take Greater London.

2) The sun's rays meet

3) night rate

Some old dogs- with bones

bo nes

wicked

the wicked boy
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language under analysis, can be discovered by processing in data.

(3) No constructs may appear in the grammar so established which are not direcfly
warranted by the physical data.

From the above it is clear that a structural grammar of a langage received a physiologist
antimentalist interpretation. At no point of analysis is any appeal made to the mental pro-
cesses which might be operative in the mind of the speakerwhen he is actually producing the
ulterances which constitute the data of linguistic enquiry. So the structuralists regarded their
discipline as an objective empirical science. Hence their rejection of meaning.

One of the most important concepts in a structuralist grammar is that of classes (recall
from classes). Hence chomsky is caling structuralist linguists taxonic linguists.

Now the taxonic model may be represented d iag rammatically in approximately the fol-

....... . Sentence as made up of constituents and constituent classes
Morphemes and morpheme classes

phoneme and phoneme classes
Physical data (utterances - corpus)

The grammar has four majour components (levels of analysis): phonology, morphology,
morphophonemics and syntax. The arrows pointing upwards indicate the important principle of
analytical undirectionality away from the primary data. phonological analysis should precede
and be independent or morphological analysis should precede and be independent of syntac-
tic analysis.

The first step in the analysis of a language is to determine the phonological system
underlying the physical facts. To accomplish this task the linguist applies a set of discovery
procedures (contrastive distribution, complementary distribution, free variation, pattern con-
gruity and principle of economy) to define the phonemes.

The second step is the morphological analysis. The output to this is sequences of phones.
By applying to these the appropriate set of procedures, the linguist defines the morphemes
i.e., the classes of sequences of morphemes. Morphemes are those units which make con-
tact with the content side: they have meaning.

The phonological and morphological levels of structure are sometimes referred to as the
first and second articulations (articulators) of a language. what is meant by this is simply that
all languages make use of a very small set of pnonemes to form a much larger set of mor-
phemes; from a small finite set of phonemes of a language millions of morphemes can be
made. English has 44 phonemes, but millions of morphemes. The phonemes are, therefore,
continually recurring units. ln themselves they are meaningless, they have strong associate
values which are not analysable. They have differential meaning in the sense that they can
distinguish palrs of morphemes of widely different meanings. For example, consider the list of
morphemes given below; (ignore the spelling and consider the pronounciation)

peat, pit, pet, pat, put, part, pot, port, pert, put. All these morphemes are different in
meaning, though the same phonemes sandwich the nuclear vowels which are different.
In otherwords the differences in meaning is attributable to the difference in vowels.

Similarly Compare

beat, bit, bet, bat, but, bart, boat, boot, bert, bait, bite, bit, bid, bin, big, bilt, bitch, biff,
pit, bit, kit, tit, fit, hit, sit, wit, tit, shit, chit, knit, writ

ln short, the principle of double articulation (quality of patterning guarantee variey with
extreme economy.
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The morphophenemic component (morphophological or morphonemic component) of the

grammar has as iis domain the explicaiion of the compositional structure of morphemes in

termsofphonemes.lnotherwords,itisconcernedwithrelatingthefirstandthesecond
articulations in a systematic manner.

The input to the syntactic component is sequences of morphemes By the application of

the relevant set of discovery procedures, the linguist establishes the constituents i e" classes

of sequences of morphemes, of which sentences are made u p lf wecarry outlC analysisto

the morphemic level the structural organization is revealed'

It will be apparent that a structural grammar is essentially an inventory of units

established at the various levels of analysis and suitably classified with respect to a set

procedurally defined classificational constructs'

Unit - V

TRANSFORMATIONAL GENERATIVE GRAMMAR

Transformational Generative Grammar takes off from where structural grammar left off. lt was

in 1957 that the T.G. revolution in linguistics started and Noam Chomsky is the father of this

revolution. The following 
"""ornt 

rn"i". a feeble attempt to introduce the elements of T.G.

Grammar to You.

THE CREATIVE/PRODUCTIVE USE OF LANGUAGES

Except for ritualistic sentences which are oft repeated' very few menbers of a corpus are

used more than once. This finding leads to the following'

(a)AnycorpusofrecordedSentencesisanimperfectrepresentationofalanguage,sinfinite
number of potential sentences.

(b) The primary meaning of the utterances 'A speaks" is that the person A has ability to

Droduce and understand n"* Jtt"r"n""" in language L all the time without reflecting at all about

what he is doing. This is the same as saying Acan use L creatively/productively'

lnstructurallinguistioscreativitywentunnoticed.lnT.G.itiscrucial,creativitydetermines
the form a grammar must take and the way in which this grammar is interpreted with respect to the

speakers of L.

AN INFINITE SET OF SENTENCES

From (a) above it becomes quite clear that the number of sentences in a language is very

very large. Now the question is : is ianguage finite? or is language an infinite set of sentences? As

toni asihe word exists and Lls spoken newer and newer utterances will be produced without any

limit. There can obviously be no empirical evidnce which can help answer the questions'

Consequently,theclaimthatLisaninfinitesetofSentencesmustbejustifiedbythetheoretical
considerations. To illustrate this take the following sentences'

(1)ThisisthecatthatchasedtheratthatatecornthatlayinthehousethatJackbuiltonthe
plot that lay neat the pond that the neighbours used for watering the fields that" '

(2)Johnknowsthemanwhoownsthecarthatlostthewheelwhichkilledthedogthat
chased the cat that killed the rats that ate the corn that Jack kept in the house that stood at the

end of the street that.........

From the above we learn that the length of a sentence and its structural diversity are not

synonymousterms.Thefirstpart..Thisisthecat....'and..Johnknows,theman.....',ofthe
sentencesismainclauseandtheremainingareSuccesslvelyaddedrelativeclauses.i.e.,the
MATRlxsentenceandtheembeddedsentences.ThisisRecursionofthesamepatternandcan
proceedendlessly.lnotherwords'theoreticallyspeaking'thereneedbenolimittothenumberof
embededSentences(clauses,ifyoulike).However,inactualsituations,therearelimits,butthe
limits are dictated by such grammatically irrelevant factors as restrictions on the capacity of the

human memory, facts about life span etc' etc'
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A grammar, therefore, of Engrish is theory of the sentence in Engrish and it must amount forsentences like ( 1) and (2) for which it should include in it the principle of recursion. As recursionenables an indefinitely large number of sentences there can be no limits to the recursive power ofthe grammar. This is the same as saying: the grammar specifies (1) and (2) as being potentialy
infinite (and, more generaly, each sentence in Engrish). This Leing the'case, tti"'gramra,'necessarily defines an infinite set of sentences.

THE TERM; GENERATIVE

Agenerative grammar is a special kind of grammar. A transformationalgenerative grammar isa special type of generative grammar. lt follow; that a generative grammaineed not riecessarityincorporate the notion of transformation.

The word 'generative' has been borrowed from mathematics and it means, in ringuistics, topredict, to state/define explicifly to specify or to enumerate,.

. A generative grammar for L consists of a finite set of symbols and a finite set of rules which,by manupulating the symbors, generate (in the sense a'efinea just auovel air 
"nJ 

onry nusentences in L (whose number is infinite)

ALL AND ONLY

The phrase stands for all the syntactically well-formed' and only the syntactically well formed,sentences. That is, they ought to have been grammaticar. Any arbiirary concatenation ofmorphemes cannot be well-formed.

THE GRAMMAR PREDICTS

. - 
This means that the grammar has a predictive power imprying that its output incrudes the setof English sentences which have never been observed or recoided. This means that linguisticshas

to go far beyond and outside the finite set ofsentences called the corpus.
structurar grammar is a corpus contained and data cataroguing device. grammar is not rookedupon as rule systems.

THE GRAMMAR IS EXPLICTT

Essentially, this means that each step in the generative process must be incorporated in aprecisely formulated casual chain. Nothing must ne ten to the imagination or intettigence ot fireuser ofthe grammar.

THE GRAMMAR DEFINES

The grammar does not merely enumerate sequences of words (properly combined). ltautomatically assigns to each sequence i.e., each sentence a structural description wtrichspecifies all relevant information about the sentence.

THE GRAMMAR IS A FINITE SYSTEM

A generative grammar is berieved to reflect the mentar capacity of the speaker. The speaker
uses a finite grammar to produce an infinite number of sentence (e.g. recursion). A grammar
generates; a speaker produces. ln the book ,Linguistics and Engtisir dr"r."r, eLrrJn prt. itsuccinctly.

Generation does not, therefore, mean the physicar production of sentence. The ratter isaccomprished by some other instrumentarity a man or a machine - operating with agenerative grammar. Generation is the identification of sequence ofwords as a senience ona language. A grenerative grammar does not generate one sentence now, and another at
another time. Rather it generates all the sentences it is capable of a times. The mere factthat the grammar exists is sufficient for it to generate. A gr".r", is a speciar kind ofdefinition, albeit a very complex one, rather than a machine.

we shal demonstrate this using mathematics. rf we know the murtiprication tabres upto andincludlng gxg-81, then' we can appry that finite knowredge to herp us murtipry any numbers withany numbers, howsoever large they may be e.g.
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6789x9876=67048164

6789

9876

40734

47523

54312

61101

67048164

TheaboveisexactlyliketheapplicationofafiniteSetofrulestoproduceaninfinitesetof
sentences.

MENTALISM

The predominant characteristics of structuralist Iinguistics in the United States was

antimentalismandPhySicality(recallwhymeaningwaSkeptouioflinguisticanalysis).Thecharac.
teristicswaSattributabletobehaviourism'(StimuluS.reSponSe-reinforcement)BehaViourlsmresults
in a deterministic philosophy of language. beterminism is opposed to creativity. Every speaker of L

is creative and creativity leads to a;ewconception of the relationship between the speaker and his

L. The key word to this is knowledge; a generative grammar is viewed as device which the speaker

must be assumed to be in posses;ion in- order to be abte to produce and understand an indefinitely

large number of novel sentences. Furthermore, the use of this knowledge in the actual use of L is

neio to be independent of any external stimulus in a speech situation. Hence, in the above respect

Chomsky'sgrammarismentalistic,thisgenerativegrammaraimsatprovidingatsymbolicrepre-
sentation of the speaker's unconscious linguistic knowledge. This takes the form of a deductive

calculus: there is an axion which an infinitJ set of theorems (sentences) are derived by symbo!

manipulating rules ( a few of which are recursive) since the goal of grammar is to provide an explicit

account of the speaker's internalized ling.iuistic knowledge, the most important heuristic available

to the linguistic scientist while constru,iing a grammar is the judgements made by the native

speaker iintuition) about such issues as relations between sentences' grammatical versus

ungramatical sentences, ambiguity etc., etc. ln other words, the question is : what exactly is it

that the speaker of a L knows about his language?

We shall try to answer this question as follows Consider the set of sentences

(1) Peter owns the horse.

(2) Peter owns the horse, doesn't he?

(3) Peter does not own the horse, does he?

(4) Peter does not own the horse?

(5) Does Peter own the horse?

(6) The horse is owned bY Peter?

(7) ls the horse owned bY Peter?

(8) Who owns the horse?

(9) What does Peter own?

(10) What Peter owns is the horse?

(11) lt is Peter who owns the horse?

(12) Peter is the owner of the horse?

ThespeakerknowsthatallthetwelveSentencearerelatedtooneanotherinasystematic
way. Suppose we ask the speaker to produce a similar set of sentence after giving him another

sentenceofthe above kind, hewill be able to make the set without any reflection However' to
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descrihe this knowledge the linguist will have to use technical notions like declarative, negative,
inte,og€tive, tag question, passive, crefting, pseudo crefting, etc. simirarry giving the speakeiother
kinds.of sentences and asking him to produce related sentJnces will resutt'in reieating his intuitive
knowledge of various aspects of sentence production. Vvhat is most important in th]s context isthat he need not have studied his L in any schoor or university. pure and simpre introspection riesbehind this abitity.

COMPETENCE AND PERFORMANCE

ln Generative Grammar competence is defined as the 'native speaker,s knowredge of hislanguage' and 'performance' as'the actuar use of ranguage in concrete situations, comp6tence isan underlying mental system: it underlies actual behaviour and is thus not available to direct
empirical study. The term 'speaker-hearer' impries that the speaker can put to use his knowredge in
two ways: he can use it to produce utterance or he can use it to recognize (or perceive) utterarices.
The investigation ofthe rerationship between competence and performance therefore, ,."quir", 

"model of speech production and a model of speech recognition. This can be illustrated as iollows.
(1) Speech recognition
Linguistic competence (specified in terms of generative grammar which is neutrar with

respect to speaker hearer)

(2) Speech production
Lltterances (performance)

Theoreticar Linguistics is concerned primariry with deveroping an adequate theory oflinguistic competence. competence, ret me repeat, is inowredge of ranguage, and it is excrusiverylinguistic and it incrudes knowredge of the vocaburary (Lexicon), otlnonotogy, syntax and ofsemantics. Though performance.is actual use of language in real life situation, in-speating neaiing
and understanding it, is dependent in part on one s c6mpetence and in pardon. Non-iinguistic
knowledge of an encycropaedia or curturar kind, as wefl as on extraneous factors such as mood,
tiredness the ambient noise, drowsiness, absent-mindedness, memory and the rike.

.. .. so far I have been using the terms of 'utterances' and sentences inter changebry. Now r mustdistinguish between the two. utterances are produced by speakers and berong tothe performance
domain' Under ideal circumstances they will be the same. But in actual situations on account ofextraneous factors risted above there may be wide gaps between them. Any tape-fecorded
conversation will bear out this point.

GRAMMATICALLY AND ACCEPTABILITY

Grammar berong to the domain and rever of competence acceptabirity to that of performance.
we may define a grammaticar sentence as an abstract object which is sjecified by ihe grammar
as being syntacticaly wel-formed. rn contrasr we may define an acceptabre sentence as a
sequence of words which, though it may be ungrammaticar, provides (rerativery) easy access to theunderlying grammatical structure. Both grammaticaly and acceptability are gradable. A casual
dialogue or speech is row on the-scare of grammaticirity and high on tire sca]e of acceptabirity.
This is because perormance is affected by extraneous factors.

LEVELS OF ADEQUACY

Chomsky argues that the minimum level a grammar should aim for is that of observational
adequacy which is attained by any grammar that gives a correct account of the primary ringuistic
data" such a one for most speakers of Engrish wourd record exact information with iespiect tovocabulary, grammaticality of utterances and meaningfulness of utterances.

DESCRTPTTVE ADEOUACY is a higher rever adequacy at which a correct account is given
not.just that of the primary ringuistic data, but arso of the native speaker,s intrinsic compet-encethat is, his linguistic knowredge. A grammar attaining this rever wourd provide a moder of thespeaker-hearer's own internalized grammar.

when ther is more than one observationaly and descriptivery adequate grammar, there
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would be a universal theory of language containing an evaluation measure which helps to

select the best of the lot. such a universal linguistic theory containing an evaluation measure is

called by Chomsky an explanatorily adequate theory.

PHRASE MARKERS

Recall l.c. analysis. we attempted to give a structural description in the form of a branching

tree diagram (chinese boxex, brackets etc.) A branchinq tree diagram with labelled nodes is called

a phrase marker or simply; a P-marker. For example

The nice scouts who were camping in the wood have gone home (We are using Letters and

Numerals for the sake of convenience)

Phrase markers explicitly specify the hierarchial structure of sentence at the various stages

of their derivation and analyse them into a linear sequence of morphemes or formatives.
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Let u6 use the following notatlons:

F1- Iunction of lefl branching constituent from a 0iven node 18_F1

F2- function of righl branching cohstituont a given nodo

C- Class/Conskuction 17'F1

23-F1' SUBJECT. F2. Predicate, C-Predacation 18-F1-

22-F1-nominalheadF2_Postmodifier,C_NounPhrase 15-F1_

21-F1 Pre'modilier F2-Nominalhead C-Noun Phrase 14_F1_

2O-Fi Subiect F2-predicate. C'Relative clause 13-Fl-

19-F1 Predicate head F2-Adverbial moditier' C_Predicate phrase l_12_

Phlasg governor (preposition), F2 Prep....1 obioct C'Pr€p

PhraSe

Predicate head F2-Adverbial modifior C'Pr€dlcate phrase

Premodilier. F2-nominal head, C_Pr€p....ph€se

V€rbal premodifior, F2 verbal head, C_Verb phras€

5am6 as 16&21

sam6 as 15

specification ot word classes

PHRASE STRUCTURE GRAMMARS

NoamChomskydiscussesinhisSyntacticStructures(1957)PSgrammar.ltisanillustra.
tion of a generative device. PS Grammars contains rules which are capable not only of generating

strings oi linguistic elements but also providing a conslituent analysis of the strings' They 
-are 

not

as piwerfulis Generative Grammars. The Phrase Structure Component of a T.G specifies the

hierarchical structure of sentence, the linear sequence of its components and indirectly, through

dominance, some types of syntactic relations.

The main difference between PSG and LC. Analysis is that the former is formalized as a

Systemofgenerativerulesandaimsatavoidingtheemphasisondiscoveryprocedures.lntheir
oiiginal for-mulation pSGs took the form of a set of rewrite rules such as given below We are using

the sentence "John washed the car in the garage'.

1. S...........................NP + VP 5. V = washed

?. VP..........................V + NP (PP) 6. N = John' car, garage

3. NP.........................Det + N (PP) 7. Det = the

4. PP...................... .Prep + N 8' Prep = ;n

The following branching tree diagrams show the two hierarchical structures (recall that the

sentence is structurally ambiguous)
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John washed the car in the garage
The inadiquacy of phrase structure rules;
Consider the following very famous utterances:
1. The shooting of the hunters was terrible
2. lt is too hot to eat.
3. (a) John was difficult to leave. (b) John was reluctant to leave
4. (a) John is eager to please. (b) John is easy to please

Helen 
5' (a) John expected the doctor to examine Helan (b) John compelled the doctor to examine

6. (a) lt is rikery that John wiil reave. (b) rt is probabre that John wiil leave
7. The children are ready to eat.
8. what disturbed John was being disregarded by his friends
No amount of r.c. anarysis can disambiguate sentences (1), (2), (7) and (8).

"r, " 
J!!,?'XT:L3), 

(4), (5) and (6) have exactly identicat structures, but on paraphrasins they turn

1. Some one shot the hunters. lt was terrible.
The hunters shot someone (or something). lt was terrible.
2. The weather is so hot that we cannot eat.
Thefood is so hot that we cannot eat.

t

|

the

Ｖ　　　　　　　　　　］

I
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We are so hot that we cannot eat.

3. lt was difficult for them to leave John

John was leaving; he was reluctant to do so

4. John is eager to please others.

It is easy for others to please John

5. John expected Helen to be examined by the doctor

John compelled Helen to be examined by the doctor

6. John is likely to leave.

John is probable to leave.

- 7. The children are all set to have their food.

The shildren have been got ready for others to eat (them). (Cannibalistic)

_ L Something disturbed Hogni it was being disregarded by his friends

John's friends disregarded him; it disturbed John

The above show that PS rules are not enough to explain why they are ambiguous, why a few
'misbehave'on paraphrasing, etc. etc. lt is here that T.G. comes in and helps.

TRANSFORMATTONAL RULES (T-RULES)

Consider (1) Peter is here and (2) ls Peter here? (3) John is ditficult to leave (4) John is
reluctant to leave.

Rules which can properly relate pairs like (1) and (2) and account for the grammatical rela-
tions in (3) and (4) which become it is ditficult to leave John and 'John leaves reluctantly' respec-
tively are called T-Rules. ln other words, A grammar which aims at descriptive and explanatory
adequacy must contain both PS rules and T-rules.

DEEP STRUCTURES AND SURFACE STRUCTURES

AT-rule has a general form which follows:-

A+B
ln the aboveA and B are P-makers and the double-shafted arrow means 'transformed' into'.

AT rule converts a P-maker into a new derived P-maker.

. The Ps-rules generate an infinite set of base markers. A base marker constltutes the deep
structure of sentence. This is converted into a final P-marker by the operation of one or more T-
rules. The P-marker constitutes the surface structures from its deep structure, there will be a set of

. intermediate P-makers, Schematically, the derivation ofthe surface structure is as follows.

DEEP STRUCTURE

Ps Rules

J
deep Structure Base P- marker

T-Rule-1
.t

lntermediate P - marker - 1

T-Rule-2
J

lntermediate P - marker 2
T-rule-3

J
Final P - marker
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SURFACESTRUCruRE

No sentence can be generated without the operation of one T-rure (infact, there are probabry
no cases in which one rule would suffice)

From the above it must be clear to you now that Deep structure is the output of the ps rures
and the lexicon and the input to the transformations and the semantic component of the ,,standard
Theory" of r.G. and surface structure is the output of the transformational subcomponent of the
syntax and the input to the phonological component. ln some versions of T.G surface structure ts
also available to rules of semantic interpretation.

WHAT RULES DO

ATG. provides a two-stage anarysis of sentences, as opposed to the one stage anarysis of
traditional and structural grammars. the first stage is the deep structure analysis which provides
part of speech information about the individual words but also shows the way words are related to
form more abstract units e.g.

hunter shot the elephant
The finished product of the second stage of analysis is called the surface structure. ln the

above sentence both the deep and surface structures are almost the same. But suppose it is the
passive sentence thatwe hear, then the structure undergoes the passive transformation and emerges
as

The elephant was shot by the hunter
For which we may (1) add new elements

(2) delete etements
(3) substitute elements
and/or

rearrange elements
so that the surface structure emerges as different from the deep structure.

e.g. The hunter shot the elephant
1 . The elephant was shot by the hunter?
2. Did the hunter shoot the elephant?
3. The hunter shot the elephant, didn,t he?
4. Who was the elephant shot by?

一一
　

〓Ｐ
　
Ｐ

Ｓ

Ｓ

Ｖ
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= The hunter shot the elephant

…   …… …   NP + vP

V  + NP

Det

N

Det + N

Shot

the

hunter elephant

The
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By whom was the elephant shot?

5. What was shot bY the hunter?

6. The hunter did not shoot the elephant, elc. etc.

Consider the following sentence:

'l . The mother gave up the child fE The mother gave the child up

2. Peter looked up the word fE Peter looked the word up

3. You will shut the door ,E Shut the door or Shut the door, will you?

All the above can be schematically represented using diagrams and step-by-step transfor-

mation. But it is not sttempted here, for it takes too much space'

ATRANSFORMATIONAL GENERATIVE GRAMMAR CAN BE REPRESENTED AS

Before we conclude I shall give a few more examples to show how a T.G. grammar wofks

(Note:After..Syntacticstructures,,(1957)Chomskywrote,.AspectsoftheTheoryofSyntax
(1965).ln1972,.Aspects''(knownasthestandardTheory)wasconsiderablyimproveduponand
pubtisired as the ,Exiended Standard Theory' (EST). Thereafter it was further modified and released

as Revised Extended Standard Theory (Rest). Besides Chomsky several other brilliant linguistics

have contributed substantially to the growth of T.G. Grammars. what we have attempted here is

ridiculously stupid introduction to T G. grammars).

PASSIVE TRANSFORMATION

Peter Saw the snake -) The snake was seen by Peter

NPIVb NP, NP, V,o NP,

tense
N (Prop)

|

Sing

|

PastSng   O鰤 mり

Main V
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a snake past see Peler
a snake past see by Peter
a snake past be on see by peter

a snake be past see en by peter was seen
-+A snake was seen by peter

QUESTION TRANSFORMATION

1. The man brought the botfle + Did the man bring the botfle?

man Bot e

1. Yes-No question switch rule
Past the man bring the bot e

2. Do insertion rule - past do the man bring the botfle
3. Affix switch rute - do past the man bring the botfle

did

-+ Did the man bring the bot e?
2. You knew the President -+ Did you know the president?

1. By yes-no question switch rule

Past you know the president

2. By do -insertion rule

Past do you know the president

3. Particle switch rule (affix Do past you know the president hopping or flip rule)
did

-t Did you know the president

By Passive transformation

1. NP switch rule
2. 'by' insertion rule
3. be+en-insertion rule
4. Affix hopptng

(flip-flop) rule

ｔｅｎｓｌｉ
ｌ耐

Ｎｕｌ
詢
ｌ
ｏ

ｔｅｎｓＩＩ
Ｉ
耐

Ψ
義
ｌ
ｏ

Ｗ

ｙ
ｌ
ｕ

DEt

o"J",,

I
The
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WH . QUESTION TRANSFORMATION

You saw something + What did You see?

(what)

What

Past you see what

Vvhat past You see

What past do You see

What!lgPe:.t You see

did

What did you see

NEGATIVE TRANSFORMATION

The woman has finished her lessons -> The woman has not flnished her lesson

Ｘ
　
　
　
　
　
　
　
”

Ａ
　
　
　
　
　
ｔ

you past see what

1. By yes-no question switch rule

2. By question word switch rule

3. By do - insertion rule

4. Affix switch rule

Ｖ
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finish her lesson s
lesaons

1 . By g1!!1591[9n rule
I

The woman pres have not en finish her lessons

2. By the affix switch rule:

The woman lSygiIE not finish en her lessons

has finished

-+ The woman has not finished her lessons
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Unit _ Vt

ERRORANALYSIS

. .The 
term 'error anarysis' is serf expranatory. But in psychoringuistics the term is used torefer to mistakes that occur in spontaneo;s spe""i or riiiing. Error is attributabre to some sort ofmalfunctioning of the neuromuscurar commands rro. or"in. rt is thus quite distinct from ourtraditionar notion ofe,orwhichwas based on the ranguage users auitity to conform and adhere toa set of standards, rear or imaginary, of expression. ihy;horinguistics has recognised quite a fewtypes of error speaker's errors which involve difficulties wittr ine timing or sequence of commands,will lead to addition, deretion, orsubsrit0tion of sornato, ,orit 

"res. 
we are famiriar with the kindin the traditionar form of 'srips of the tongue' (tttougt\ siii"iiv, !p""r.ing they are ,srips 

of the brain,)There are arso the 'farse starts' 'pausei', t'i,rit"it torr" ino nonttu-encies 
"t "ri vlrv "p"""t.

"::ififf[:: "re 
especia,y noticeabte in tansuase 

""qri.iii"^, 
as wnen a crrito mL;;;ty:;. 

".
e.g. Adult: She,s got her hat on?

Child: Vvhere,s her hat on?

rn the history of ranguage,new forms of expression emerge owing to a reanarysis (metanarysis)
glgld-" s: n napron + anapron (Middre Engrish - n"pron ; oto irun"h - naperon) a nadder = anadder(Old English - naddre)- which are products of errors.

The distinction between errors of production and errors of reception is not easy to make .Error in this sense is very different from tie errors w" ,"" i^ plo"g"gy.
ln language learning and teaching.error analysis is widely used. It is a technique which helpsin identifying, crassiffing and methodici[y and ,v"i"rn"ii""rri interpreting the unacceptabre formsproduced by someone who is rearning a roreiin r"ngrrg; lsecond or target ranguage) usinglinguistic principres and procedures, Eror. 

"r-" "r.,ir"i1o refrect, in a systematic way, thecompetence acquired by a rearner. They are ditferent f;m mistakes which berong to theperformance domain. (competence and performance from T.G or langue and parloe from saussure).
\y'Vhen we observe learners trying to learn a foreign language, say English, by speaking that

lllsuase and/or attempting to write thit tangu"g" *"iinJih-"i those who have the same mothertongue make the same mist.kes of pronoun-ciatilns, 
"p"Iing, 

grammar and vocaburary. Furtherinvestigations wifi show that th-e mistakes .". 0", iL Ii"rgl extent, traced back to the mothertongue. ln other words it is chiefry the mother tongue interteience tnat causes the misrakes (Herewe are treating errors and mistakes arike). The leainer is influenced by not onry the sounds but arsotheir distribution and phonorogicar_..':tr. 
ln 

*,. ,oit'"i iong;e. In the earry stages of rearning aforeign language the learner refuses to realize that the roreigi Lnguage is different from his mothertongue and therefore superimposes on the foreign ranguag"e tne teatures of his mother tongue.
This can be better irustrated fo, our purpose using Marayarees trying to rearn Engrish. Firstlet.us.trke phonorogy. There are quite significant a"pJrtri"l t o. the standards as far as thearticuration of phonemes is concerned which is because many uatayatam phonemes are quitedifferent from their presumed counterparts in Engrish and vice versa. The foflowing is just the tip ofthe icenerg. Only a few examples are given.

Though the long vowel in the.English wcr.ds,heap,, leap, ,seep,etc. 
is present, Malayalam,the shorter one in 'hip"rip' 'sip'etc. is absent in the ratter,'aslie one rn Marayaram is quaritativerydifferent from that in Engrish, because the ratter is somewhat centrarized. so Marayaree speakerssubstitute their vowel and get it wrong in English.

., The vowel in ,cat,, ,bat,, ,fat,, hat, €tc. is absent in Malayalam. Many Melayalees substitutethe vower in 'ask' in its prace. Thus'have' -i.a '""p""ity; caiie nearo wifir the vower in ,ask,.

The Engrish vowers in 'cut' and 'cart' , 'hut' and 'heart,are both quaritativery andquantitativery.................. each other, whereas Marayrt"" af""x"r. treat the second as if it is just
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quantitatively twice as long as the first one. They do not recognize the qualitative diflerence.

Similarly, the English vowels in 'shot' and 'short', pot, and 'pori' and 'spot' and 'sport, are
both qualitatively and quantitatively different. For the Malayalee speaker the second ls iust
twice as long. The English vowel in 'foot', 'good', 'could', ,should,etc. is absent in Malayalam.
Malayalee speakers of English consider it to be the shorter form of the vowel in'food', 'goods',
'root', 'shoot' etc. Many of the diphthongs in English are ditficult for the Malayalee speaker. For
instance, thq dipthong in'pay', 'day', ,say,, 'way, etc. ls usually heard amongst Malayalees as
the longer lorm of the vowel in 'pet', 'set', 'met', 'wet' etc. similarly the English dipthong in 'no,,
'so', 'go'etc. ls somewhat the longer form ol the one (vowel) in 'pot', 'hot'etc. for the Maliyalees.

The allricates in'church'and'judge,and,try'and,dry,, the fricatives in ,thick, and ,this, the
lasl cosonants in'mirage', alive and'bottle'the lirst ones in 'red'and 'wed' are all absent in
Malayalam' So the Malayalee speakers use the nearest parallel sounds in their places which
results in faulty pronunciations, for example, the Malayalam retroflex sounds of the,t,family
are substituted in the place ol lhe alveolar sounds 't' and 'd'which have not retrollex in English.

Since all Malayalam words have vocalic ending, Malayalee speakers tend to end English
words with vocalic endings too. This interferes with pronunciations and a large number of Enilish
words are getting the central vowel at their ends with Malayalee speakers. For instance, let us
take the English words like car, bus, watch, book etc. ln Malayalam these words are made
disyllabic with the addition of the central vowel represented in Malayalm with the notation of
the crescenl. The aspiration as we lind an pot and spot, kill and skill, car and scar, respectively
bewilder Malayalee speakers, for whom the pairs are the same.

ln the foregoing account we have just mentioned some common errors in the domarn
pronunciations. Similarly every area of language activity can be studied and errors noted.

. Errors are found in spelling, word order, intonation, accent, in short, everywhere. The
following findings were actually made by me in the answer scripts of university examinations
during centralised evaluation.

つ
‐
〇
◆
【
いヽ
く
０
「
卜
Ｑ

』
つ
０

Duck Orsino

taprikard

Banard Shoe

Olyzes

micrope

suppernatural

first well

atta bom

angles

amrny

night in girl

maud Gonne

fart tail

The Rape of Lucrece

solder, solider, soldyer, solger, soljer for soldier

for Duke Orsino

for tape recorder

for Bernard Shaw

for Ulysses

for microscope

for supernatural

for festival

for atom bomb

for angels

for enemy

for n ightingale

for mad, ginni, mod, gonneri

for fertile

for The rope of Lucrece

lor she was a T.B.patient

for Miss Gees is modemballad

for Miss Gee is modemballad

Ior she lay on her mat.

She was a T.V.patient

Miss Gee is a moden badly

Miss Jee is modem balled

She lay on her mate
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There are tens of thousands of mistakes and errors of the above kind which result from
various causes like faulty pronounciation, lack of visual memory, wrong association, sheer
interference, mind wandering etc. Wrong intonation, wrong stress patterns and the like are
observable during speech. Where there should be a rising intonation, we hear a fall and Vice

versa.

Word order plays havoc with Malayalee speakers of English. Sometimes no order is
found at all. The following example illustrates an extreme case where the learner is trying to
impose Malayalam word order on English sentences; he translates word for word and uses
Malayalam word order:

King kirneedam yes. Woman kirneedam no.

(The king has a crown. The woman has no crown)

Perhaps grammar - translation is behind the following sentences:

John Stevenson was first discovered in a steam engine.

Obviously the learner wanted to swrite.

George Stephenson first invented the steam engine.

I guess that the single Malayalam meaning for'invent' and 'discover' is behind the above.
However, this does not explain several other features. ln between and amongst the various
kinds of errors so many things happen and it is truly mind-boggling. A careful analysis of
similar looking errors may throw some light on the causes of errors. Once the causes are
known, remedial measures can be initiated. However, many errors defy decoding and remain
puzzles. Error analysis helps in second language learning and teaching. lt provides some

insight into the entry behaviour of learners which helps us in desingning a proper bridge
programme to help the learners avoid errors in their language.

Recent studies have shown that juxtaposition of language systems (mother tongue and

second/fo reig n/Target lang uage) could lead to a new supersystem which combined features of
both systems or intersystemic interference. lt is that has given rise to contrastive analysls.

There is a positive side to error-making. lt has been hypothesized that errors should not

be viewed as problems to be overcome but rather as normal and inevitable feature of indicating

strategies that learners use while trying to learn a new language.

Errors are attributable to causes like language transfer, intralingual interference,
sociolinguistic situation, modality of exposure to the target language and that of production,

learner's age, succession of approximate systems, learner's personal and natural difficulties,
especially those relating to memory, aptitude, motivation, etc. and the length of utterance,
sound systems, deprivational complexities embedding and transformation etc. etc of the

seco nd lang uage.

Once errors are identified, they should be accounted for and then remedied. This is
where remedial programmes come. This calls for systematic curriculum design to make it as

fool proof as possible.

Unit - Vll

STYLISTICS

stylistics - the word suggests an area where language study could be of value: the study

of literature. Literary language is generally taken to be the most powerful and complex form of

language developed by a community. lt is characte ristically evocative. The meaning of a work

of !iterature defies definition. The range of its subject matter comprehends and transcends the

whole of h uman experience. The language of literature is an extremely tough thing to examine

because of its ambivalent statuS: on the one han d, the language of a work is central, in that it

is the medium of the message and the only means the author has of commu,niqating his/her

ideas; on the other, it is not central in that it is but means to the more important end of
unserstanding the author's intention. But if it were possible to devise technique of language

,
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study,which,whenusedsensitively,couldilluminatethe.meaningofaliterarywork,thenitwould
inde;d be a justification. This is where stylistics comes in'

stylistics is one of the several branches of linguistics. lt studies the features of situationally

distinciirie uses. (i.e. varieties) of languages. lt trieJto establish principles capable of accounting

toiin" p"rt6rf"r ihoices made by individials and social groups in their use of language' Stylistics

itself has several branches.

I. GENERALSTYLISTICS

This deals with the whole range of (or repertoire of) non-dialectical varieties encountered

within a language.

2. LITERARY STYLISTICS

This deals with the variations characteristics of literature as genre and of the style of

individual authors

3. STYLOSTASTICS

This is also calted stylometry; it deals with the quantification of stylistic patterns- field which

usually studies the statistical structure of literary texts.

4. PHONOSTYLISTICS

This studies the expressive or aesthetic function of sounds in a literary composition.

5. SOCTOSTYLISTICS

This studies the language of writers considered as social groups e.g. The university wits of

the Elizabethan period; pamphleteers diaryists or fashions in language:

6. PEDAGOGICAL STYLISTIGS

Because of the eclecticism of stylistics, stylistics has increasingly come to be used a teaching

tool in language and llterature studiea for both native and foreign language speakers. This is what

pedagogical stylists means.

Apart from the above, slrc may generally refer to features like formal/informal, literary/

colloquial etc.etc. which we encounter everyday.

The choice which an author makes from among the possibilities available to him in the way

of syntactic frame work and lexical elements is the subject matter of stylistics. The style of an

author is his finger print, his face, his identity. Stylometry can establish the uniqueness of every

writer and every-composition. Stylistics tries to investigate how two or more utterances in the same

language which can convey appioximately the same information differ from each other and explain

its findings in bothe quantitative and qualitative terms.

stylistics in the present century replaces and expands on the earlier stury of ELECUTIO in

Rhetoriq Fo owing the publication of a two volume treatise on French stylistics by Bally (1909), a

pupil of the Structural Linguist, Saussure, interest in stylitics gradually spread across Europe via

ihe wotk of Spitzer (1928 and 1948) and a few others. lt was in the 1960s that it really began to

flourish in Britain and the U.S.A given impetus from post -war development in descriptive liunguistics,

grammar in particular, stylistici has gained ground in recent times. However, traditional literary

critics were suspicious of an objective approach to literary texts'

ln several respects stylistics is close to literary criticism and practical criticism. By far the

commonest kind of material studies is literary. Attention is text - centered (especially the Classics,

thanks to F.R. Leavis). The aim of stylistics is not simply to describe formal features of texts for

their own sake, but to show their functional significance for the interpretation of the text; or relate

literary texts to linguistic causes where these are felt to be relevant. lntuitions and interpretative

skills ire importana in stylistics and literary criticism; however stylisticians want to avoid.vague and

impressionistic judgemints about the way formal features are manipulated. As a result, stylistics

draws heavily on the models antj terminology provided by whatever aspects of linguistics are left to

be relevant. Transformational Generative Grammar, Discourse Analysis, Pragmatics, Reader

Response and AReception Theories - all have influenced modern stylistics'

Style may be looked upon as a function of the ultimate selection and combination of words
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(l must add and sounds) and since words mean, styre and meaning are inseparabre (rike form andcontent, shape and sense, corours and countours appearance and make-up etc. etc.)an authorcommits his feerings, thought, idea or experience to writinj- tne feering etc. may be common tomany, and so common prace, but the expressive side of it by'different auihor. *iril"*Nlv ,"rv *they individuaIy serect and combine wordsand sounds to eipress tnat teering, experience, thoughtor idea. That is to say, the percdeption of each author is iifrerent and so it is different to eachreader too. rt is these differences that constitute styre. The rayers may be phonorogicar, syntacti_cal, or semantic or overrapping of these; trans sentence rerations courd be onu oi tt 
"'rfni".g.features: one and the same thing can be expresseo in manf ways and the ways become manythrough style.

To understand what style can do, we shall attempt a few exercises. recalt the bedchamberscene where Hamret and Gertrude (his mother) have their confrontation with each other; poronius
gets killed and Hamret gives vent to his intense hatred of craudius (Act. n sc. iv. Lines 97- 103).

Hamlet: A murderer and villaian

A slave that is not twentieth part of the tithe

Of your precedent lord, a vice of kings,

A cutpurse of the empire and the rule,

That from a shelf the precious diadem stole

And put it in his pocket

Queen: No more

Hamlet: A king ofshreds and patches.....

The lines above have a prolification of the aspirated plosives
(the 'p' and 'k' sounds). The fury and hatred of Hamret exprode in the shape of fireworks and

his exertion of craudius is best reveared, through the choice of the aspirated prosive sounds. you
will notice the sounds if you read the passage aloud as it should be.

_ Now I sharr take the poem prescribed for your study in American riterature by Theodore
Roethke titled 'My Papa's Waltz'for a stylistic analysis. the following is the text:

The whisky on your breath
Could make small boy dizzy.

But I hung on like death.

Such waltzing was not easy
We romped until the pans

Slid from the kitchen shelf
My mother's countenance

Could not unfrown itself
The hand that held my wrist
Was battered on one knuckel;

At every step you missed
My right ear scrapped a buckle.
You beat time on my head

W,th a patm caked hard by dirt,
Then waltzed me off to bed

Still clinging to your shirt

we have reffered to the choices a writer has before him. Natura y, he serects the best, orwhat he thinks best, out of the severar options. we have in the first riner,e word ,whisky?,rf he

,
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had chosen 'brandy' it would havb alliterated with 'breath'and lhe metre would not have been
disturbed as both 'whisky' and 'brandy' are disyllabic. That is to say 'brandy' would have been
a better choice. Yet, why has he selected 'whisky' and insisted on it? So there must have been
a reason, a good reason and good explanation, We have to find out what il is. lt is'whisky on
your breath'that marked 'the smallboy dizzy'The word'whisky' strongly reminds us of 'wheeze'
which means 'to breathe with a hissing sound; to breathe audibly or with difficulty, the audible
breathing or breathing with difficulty could be due also to the'waltz, (note the consonance with
'Whisky') which means'a German dance performed by couples with a rapid whirling motion,
dance in which couples go round and round.

The word/'whisky' reeks ol'whisk'which means to move quickly and lightly. To sweep
rapidly, 'whisk'also happens to be the earlier form of 'whist', a cardgame from which the meaning
'the rapid sweeping action of sweeping cards off the table in a game of cards' originated. At the
end of the poem we have'Waltzed me otf to bed still clinging to your shirt' where 'waltzed me
off'strongly suggests 'whisked me olf the floor.

That the father's breathing is loud and clearly audible ('wheezing') is brought out by the
prolification ol the fricatives used in the poem, especially the /s, z/ sounds. Out of the twenty-
eight fricatives eighteen arc ls, zl.lf the poet had chosen brandy instead oI 'whisky' all the
associations would have been lost. lam even tempted to articulate the word as'wheeze-key'
when almost a miracle happens 'key' means in music scale of notes, definitely related to each
other and based on a particular noto called 'keynote'. His breathing is tuned to the pitch of
'wheezing'. Nevertheless, my temptation is justified, because Roethke does introduce tho notion
of music in.'

You beat time on my head

With a palm caked hard by dirt....

Where 'time'is realized through the repeated't and d'sounds, reminding us ot the ticking
ol a clock. And music dance go together. Though the lather and the son are Waltzing, the
music is at 'wheeze-key' and the beat is kept by 'a palm caked hard by dirt', not the usual well
manicured, solt and slender lingers moving ovsr piano keys.

The waltz is unique-which is indicated in the ambiguity of the title: My Papa's Waltz. (1) I

am the gwner of Papa's waltz (2) Waltz of my papa. lf the title had been, say,'Waltzing with
Papa'or'Waltz with papa', the ambiguity would have been lost.

Now let us take another example. This time from Hopkins, I am taking the lines.

Till a lioness a rose breasting the babble.

A prophetess towered in the tumult, a virginal tongue told.

I presume that you are thoroughly familiar with the poem, why has Hopkins chosen 'lioness'?
He could have gone for'tigress'or simply priestess'. The tall Franciscan nun is indeed a
priestness. Besides, lhe metre would not have been affectsd at all. This can be explained as
follows.

If the lion is the king of the forests, the lioness is the queen of the forests. Christ is the
Lord, the king, later relerred to in the poem. The nun is the bride of Christ, so she is the queen.
'Tigress' which is in tact better qualified than 'lioness' in several ways lacks this association.
Opposing enemies bravely is the bounden duty of the king (or the queen) which is referred to in
breasting' (meaning 'confront' face, besides, broast feed). Towers form part of lortresses whose
owner occupant is Lord/King/Master etc. Thou mastering me God.....Sway of thee sea..) ln
short, the word'lioness'is the most appropriate term in the context. (l have concentrated all my
attention on just the word'lioness'. There is a lot I have lelt unsaid),

You must be familiar with Frost's 'Stopping by Woods.................. Have you noticed that
Frost has used the /s.z/ sounds 37 times in iust 16 short lines and that these sounds are also
seen and heard in words like 'ice, snow, frost, ,reeze, glacier, mist, sleet and eskimo'? All lhe
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listed words have lslotlz sound and remind us of intense cold. Have you noticed that the lines
ofthe poem are all statements showing only the present and future and no past at all? Also,
there are seven possession vvords and all ofthem at focal points. stylistics tells you why it is
so.

Stylistics discusses sounds, words, syntax, rhetorical devices, figures of speech, rhyme,
metre, rhythm, intersentence links, in short, everything that is relevant. lt may make an
inventory of such things which on consolidation reveals the style of the author or the work or
art. For instance, one can measure the amount of metaphorical content in a text and refer to
it as the metaphor quotient. One can measure the % of the various kinds of constructions and
quantify them. The studies are quite illuminating, for instance, stylistic studies reveal that
whereas Keats uses more of adjectives Shelley uses more of adverb. So we may say that
Keats is a poet of description and shelley is a poet of action. The musical qualities of rennyson
and Swinburne are attributable to their penchant for alliteration, consonance and assonance,
Pinter's plays have exploited the stylistic features of everyday speech unlike any other
contemporary playwright.

Units Vll

CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS

Contrastive analysis indentifies a general approach to the investigation of language,
particularly as carried on in certain areas of applied linguistics, such as foreign language
learning and translation. ln a contrastive analysis of two languages the points of structural
differences are identified and these are then studied as areas of potential difficulty in foreign
language learnings. Contrastive analysis is always synchronic, Analogous contrastive studies
of two states in the history and evolution of a language is grouped under historical or
comparative linguistics.

The stimulus to contrastive linguistic studies was provided in 1957 by Robert Lado with
his book; 'Linguistics Acros Cultures'. ln this book Lado was able to bring together a large
quantity of evidence to show 'mother tongue interference' in foreign/second language learning.
For nearly two decades the book controlled the domain of foreign/second language learning
and teaching, the substance is as follows. The errors and difficulties that occur in our learning
and use of foreign languages are, to a very great extent, due to our mother tongue. Whenever
the structure ofthe target language differs from'that of the mothertongue, difficulty in learning
and error in performance can be expected. One trying to learn the target language is in fact
learning to overcome such difficulties and to avoid errors. where the structures of the two
languages are the same, no difficulty is anticipated and teaching is not necessary. Exposure
to the target language is the needed requirement. Teaching concentrates on those points and
areas where structural differences exist. The bigger differences, the greater the difficulties. lt
follows that the difficulties of various groups of people learning, say, English as a foreign
language will vary according to their mother tongues and since teaching is to be directed at
differences between languages the teaching itself will vary according to the mother tongue of
the learners. lf a contrastive analysis of the mother tongue and the target language is carried
out the differences between the languages can be discovered and it becomes possible to
predict the difficulties that the learners are likely to have. This in turn determines what the
learners have to learn and what the teachers have to teach.The results of the contrastive
analysis are built into the language teaching materials, syllabuses, tests and research.
Different teaching and learning materials will have to be produced for each language group. In
short, the purpose of contrastive analysis is to predict the likely errors of a given group of
learners and thereby to provide the necessary linguistic input into language teach ing/learning
cou rse materials

We shall borrow Lado's words from'Linguistics Across Cultures' and 'Language
Teaching' which are pioneer works in error analysis and language teaching.

' . ... ..lndividuals tend to transfer the forms and meanings and the distribution
forms and meanings oftheir native language and culture to the foreign language and culture both
productively when attempting to speak the language and act in the culture and receptively when
attempting to grasp and understand the language and the culture as practised by natives

,
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(Linguistics Across Cultures).
,Problems are those units and patterns that show structure differences between the first

languageandthesecond'..,.Thestructurallyanalogousunitsbetweenlanguagesneednotbetaught:
m# piesentation in meaningtul situationiwlll suffice. Different emphases in teaching are required

for the different language backgrounds" (Language Teaching)'

,,A comparison telts us what we should test and what we should not test'. (Linguistics Across

Cultures).

The word ,transfer' is used by psychologists to refer to the fact that present learning is

affected by past learning. Faced with a new learning task, the learner will make use of whatever

knowledge and/or skilli he already possesses to facilitate and ease the process of acquisition'

While leirning a foreign language, the learner transfers, or at least shows a strong inclination to

transfer, what he posses""Jfroir his mother tongue. The transfer, what he possesses from his

mother iongue. Tire transfer is positive when it facilitates tearning and negative when it impedes

learning ani the latter is called lnterference. We have also nil transfer when, because there is

nothinjat all in common between the mother tongue and the foreign language, no impact is seen'

Lot us try illustrate the Point

ln Malayalam when the verb is transitive, the word order in Sentences is Subiect. ob.|ect.

verb - Transitive (NPl - NPr- Va). (l). ln English when the verb is mono transitive, the word order is

subiect - vern transitive - ooleli 1rle, - v,,l NPr)' (ll)A Malayalee learner of English is inclined to

transfer word order (1) to engtistr airo iJ tir"{ to adhere to the pattern unless he is taught the

"contrast' between the two word orders i.e.' (l) and (ll) Malayalam has an elaborate system of cElse

endings for nouns - which makes, the syntax very flexible. since English has 'visible' case endings

indicaiing only the plural and the pos;essive, ihe word order is rigid. This aggravates learning

difficulty. By pointing out the "contrast", learning can be facilitated

There is .near total, correspondance between writing and speech in Malayalam i. e., it is

wlitten as it is spoken and spoken as it is written. ln English, it is not so, the spelling and the

pronounciation d; not seem to have the same degree of correspondance as is seen in Malayalam.

Hlghlighting this contrast can help learners of English'

Erroranalysiscangoalongwayinestablishingcontrastingfeaturesinvariouslanguages
and the results can be used in teaching methodologies'

Unit ' Vlll

ESSENTIALS OF PANINIAN PHONOLOGY

Aswealreadyknowagooddealofthespeechmechanism,wewillconfinetoonlythose
areas where ancieni Sanskrit grammarians and Panini recorded their findings'

Study the picture accompanying this carefully'

Airfromthelungsrushingoutofthepassagecalledthewindpipecausesthevocalcordsto
vibrate and the vibrarion is heJrd as a distinct sound called voice ords (erig Eftq - q( *T1)i.e. the

third and the fourth sounds ofthe consonant groups. when the passage is wide open to.keep the

vocal cords apart, air from rhe lungs passes th;ough without any vibration of the vocal cords But an

audible sound is produced owinjtosome obstru-ction in the mouth, the second being called 3rds

litg ro"fa $ i... The first and the second of the consonant groups. The obstruction may be total

or p;rtial. ln the event of total obstruction, breath stopsfor a shortwhile and on release produces an

,explosion and we get the 'pl65iys3" i.g qftfiq a-6r g{ sounds. when the obstruction is partial' the

sirstreamfromtheluingsexperiencesfrictiononaccountofthenarrownessofthepassage
between the active and the passive articulators and we get the fricatives (or spirants or sibilants i'e

6EIUT

ln the case of the q{ sounds (plosives) the contact may occur in any part of the mouth(the

infinite flexibility of thetongue is the reason) and so we can have a large variety of sounds ln
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Sanskrit we have five grOups:飾 q・ ,●爾 and面 are primary classes and面andて,l are derivativeciasses

ぷ蝙 ]}II栖器i網陽i讐欄総』需轟ξP酬盤概ξr織驚
ピ∬‖『『:lwl轟 :「 1■ξ:鶴:『&慨還管』i:譜i:甜↑糖ξrt籠1期ξ島W景inasals are voiced

CLASS:FICAT:ON OF SPEECH souNDS

渥‖舗盤熱幡耐 wi雇
榔摺甦i耐難肺計

sultfrom a partial closure are ca‖ ed the fricatives

distinct

There are a few vOwels which sOund llke cOnsonants(Or COnsOnants which sOund ilke

vowels)and we ca‖ them semivoweis oike the Eng‖sh sOunds/w/and/1ノ ie Y)

There are special conditions under which a consonant could pass as a semivoweltr'and'|

are"Liquids's as they Often assume the value of vOwels Thus we have in Sanskrit●
て。■ Buthey tte consonatts whch becomttke vowds::::rri器

11:¶ ュ i黒 葛

°ng ttndenwto confuse betweenェ and■ in Aryan languag

h讀 7nttsζ l:r:」籠:ぶξ
.J:::哩

|‖よ調品ょ:F:翫盤「猛ど」刷t鶏:f麗articulated

Similarly,the nasals'm,and'n'too can be like 'sOnantst thOugh in Sanskrit they have

become'a≒ ln Proto― indo‐ European this was very cOmmon ln Latin the feature is sti‖
seen

CLASS:F:CAT:ON OF VOwELS

Vowds cOnanり can be dasJled accOrttT縄

星llLttTttt::蠍輩電li脂fl月
depends On the time taken for articulatiOn Tim

鞘囃鶴認麗ζfI器楡畿:琺踊幾熙鷲I瀾恣器
樋認 備器げ躙 服 i塊¶

鮒
手
冊 w]]蛸聯 藉野雷器Iw驚ょょ:`FTT‖[綿:∬1

ソ:縣躍ml出躙詰』輩麟
i擬

I幽y郡打聯駆;:跳islarroWerand rounderwe gdul andhe

VVhen the mouth is Opened the widest, the vOwel is ca‖
ed偽可可when it is Opened the

narrOwest,we ca‖ itて¬ぼ,using this idea,we can attemptthe fo‖ 。wing chart

'othave been more monophthong‖
ke than diph
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From the above we get two vowel series the lront and the backvowels and each series is

associated with a semi vowel and a long diphthong.

mixed

::
血“Iノ:

half closed

e

hall open

0

ε ＼     /0

u: 
マ5

Back
vowels

lront vowels

OPen

Front (or e-series): i i i (e (ai). ai (ai)

Back (or o-series): u. u. u. o (au) (au)

'e' and 'o' are strong 'Ior in Sanskrit

'i' and 'u' are weak river.on in Sanskrit

'ai' and 'au' lengthened - d< in Sanskrit

qfi" and'!"I are associated with accent

and dsqr"rc with lack o, accent

CLASSIFICATION OF CONSONANTS

Consonants may be classified on the basis of various criteria.

(1) The kind ot articulation- with respect to voice, breath, or aspiration,

(2) The extent of openness of the passage between the articulators at the time of articulation.

aspirants, plosives, nasals, liquids

(3) Place of articulation i.e the point - at which stopping, lriction etc. take place- soft palate,
hard palate, dome ol the palate, teeth, lips. The sounds produced at these points are velars

" (gutturals) palatals, cerebrals, dentals, and labials in Sanskrit qE-dc, nrnq, Artrc, <dq and siqre in
that order.

. Gutturals (velar Plosives) : k kh g gh- mo-a<

Dentals: t th d dh <, q

Labials: pph b bh -i{Iqq

The above three are primary

Palatals: c ch j jh - arra-<

Cerebrals/Retroflex: t th d dh - 1tr<r

Nasals:nnmnn
qlrq !t

and the erlran I0 and the :rgkc m

Liquids :'r'.'i'
Semivowels :'v'. 'w'

s I tl s

Aspirate : 'h' and ghe fnrt

●

＼

＼
u
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The above account shows how deep an understanding the ancient sanskritgrammarians had in phonology. panini's'Ashtadhyaya" (Eight chaplers) is a crassic in every
respect. But the bulk of it is devoted to sanskrit grammarand word iormition given in ,aetrua,
(threads/ which are precise. what he has done ii to accept the grammatical discription of the
language.and its underlying theory implicit. The phonetic description is more or less taken forgranted. However, he has ordered the sounds in sequences that ale both phoneticaly andmorphologically relevant to his grammaticat rules. Actual phonetic statments in panini are
very few.

THE KARAKA THEORY

one of the most important features of the rndo European Famiry of ranguages is the
case system which has ariseb in two ways: (1) in connection with the veib and (i) th-rough the
connection with other nouns. sanskrit is one of the off shoots of the lndo european ramiiy ano
in it sanskrit grammarians speak "karaka". The term 'karaka, should u" ,es"rreo ror. oniy'sucn
cases as have connections with the verb in the sentence. Karakas rvere classified Ly the
dlfferent types of relation between the action or process reffered to by the verb anO ttre oenLtata
of the nouns. Agent and 'object were two of ihem, but karakas are not to be equat;d with
cases, as normally understood. The sanskrit possessive in its most general use is not
considered to express a karaka, as it relates to nouns as its main grammitical function, not
nouns to verbs. The verb inflected for person, number and tense was taken as the core of the
sentence. other words stood in specific relation to the verb, and of these the most important
were the nound in their different case inflections.ln order to understand the idea behind the
karaka theory let us study a few modern English sentences.

consider the sentence 'The tF.acher advises the pupir". ln this we have two Nps (noun
phrases) and one.vG (verb group). Both the Nps are connected with verb group. tnoujn ttre
connections are different in each case, the verb is monotransitive

No attemptis made here to describe the above as the descriptions are exactly simiiarto

those in English phonology.

The teacher advises the pupil

NPl VG Np2
NP1 is thje 'actor/doer/; Np2 acted upon/the done to'ln English. This difference is

indicated with the help of word order i.e. the relative position of theiwo Nps with respect to
the VG. ln sanskrit, word order is secondary. A difference in 'pratyaya, (i.e. case ending) is
enough to indicate relationship. That is to say,in the place of tlre rigio', inilexible, unalteri'ble
word order in English, in sanskrit we have considerable ftexibitity-in syntax. wL can iay or
write the above sentence in six different ways whereas E ng lish permits just one:

English : The teacher advises the pupil
Sanskrit: 1 Guruh Sishayam upadessti.

2. Guruh Upadesati sishyam
3. Sishyam Upadesati Guruh
4. Guruh Upadesati Sishyam
5. Upadesati Guruh Sishyam.
6. Upadesati Sishyama Guruh

●
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ln other words, the case endings of the noun phrases indicate the relations between

them and he verb group anO so wori irOer has little iole to play except with respect to style,

ir"qu"n"y and pro-priety Now let us take another example

The teacher gives the PuPil a book

HerewehavethreeNPs.Theyare'theteacher"'thepupil'and'thebook'Theverb'give'
is a ditranstive verb. The 

"onnu"ti6* 
ire, obviously, different here. The NPs'the pupil'and

,the book'are connected, too. Wnen something is bjing given' there ought to be a fecipient'

because the idea is fundamental to the not'ion ot giving. ln English this can be better

illustrated with the help of preposition'

The teacher gives a book to the pupil 'To show who the recipient is' though it is

absolutely unnecessary the word order of the first is quite enough ln Sanskrit we refer to it as

sarpt"oan" karaka' to show which we have different case ending

Guruh sishYaYa grantham dadati

Here again whatever the word order be, the nature of relation between (and amongst) the

constituentsisbroughtoutunambiguouslywiththecaseendingoftheNPsandtheirrelation
with the verb. Now we shall take another sentence'

The teacher

NP1

gives      the pupll    a book

NP2      NP3

from the library

NP4

is retained in fact in
language uses its own
is one such in Sanskrit.

Lessons prePared bY

RamaKrishnan (Rtd.)

PrePositional Phrase'

We have here four NPs, the last one being part of a prep phrase The f:"tl :l:,t-::-l:
relateJ to tne verb. The prepositional phrase from the library is translatable as'pustnaKalayar.

ItisquiteobvioustfratttreprepositionalphrasehasstrongerbondingwiththeNP'theb-*k,.Sg
ii i. noi 

" 
x"rrr," in the strictest sense of the term Hence we have 'library book' in.English

ffip:-"d|e|t; this,pusthakataya giantnam, in sanskrit, the tatter being quite unusual in good

Sanskrit.

We may sum up thls by saying that cases (nominative' vocative' genitive' dative' accu-

sative, ablative,, possessive, fol"t*"1 indicate connections of nouns in a sentence with the

verb in the sentence or with othei woios lmainly nouns) in the sentence. though 'karaka' is

always verb centered connection.

Nevertheless even cases by themselves will be inadequate to-convey ideas precisely'

we will have to make use of other devices for the sake of p:ecision' consider the lollowlng:

Robinhood killed the boar with an arrow'

Robinhood walked the boar Ydlh3n 3!!9U

Robinhood came out ot the castle yLL[iS-Llensl

All the three sentences have a prepositional phrase begining with the prepositi".l.,Ylt-n'

tf we parapnrase ttrem in engi;h iisetf,'we might be able to bring out how they are different

from each other. ln Sanskrit we can render the above as

Robinhood killed the boar using an arrow

Robinhood walked to the castte in the company of his friend

acconPan ied bY

and

Robinhood came out of the castle carrying a sack to wheat

The preposition 'with' inicated accompaniment lf thrs idea

Sanskrit, it wilil lead to poor translation and delivery' ln short every

Oevices io indicate lexical relationships wiihin sentences and'karaka'

Pro G.S.

Trichur

`
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Unit - tX
DIAMENSTONS OF LANGUAGE CHANGE

lntroduction

. . .A]l of us agree that language is a sophisticated means of human communicauon. Animalsand birds arso have their own ways of communicating ,""""gur. The barking of the dogs and carsof birds are examples. But the teim. r"g r"g" 
". 

u;;ii, rrrgr[ii*, the scientific study of ranguagehas a very rimited sense r, r"f"r:.t: i"ng-uugu rit" ur"i"v""r* Engrish, Hindi, German, French,Russian' sanskrit etc. rt does not incruie a-ny "in"r.vi[r'", communication such as animarcommunication and communication through g".trr"r oii";i"r expressions. we sometimes usethe.term natural languages to refer to tt "irr"n r"iguagl-;"mentioned above. communicationsystems like the Morse code and Shorthand inventei an"Jievetopeo by us are cared artificiar
'1191"ru 

The term ranguages has been defin"o lv ""i.* r,.suists emphasizing different featuresof it. Some of them are given below,

. . 
"Language is a purely human and non-instinctive melhod of communicating ideas motionsand desires by means of a system of voluntarifV prJu""O ,VriOof..,

Edward Spir: Language
"A language (is a) symbor..system..... based on pure or arbitrary convention.... infiniteryextendabre and modrfiabre accordin! to the ctranging ,"Jol "* conditions of the speakers.

R.H Robins:
R.H. Robins: general Linguistics:

An lntroductory Survey
"Human ranguages are unrimited......(an unrimited set of discrete signars).... have greatstructural comprexity... structured on at reasi two r"r"rr.- iir.," rearning tast is considerabre).....are open - ended ..... allow for the transmission of information.
Ronald磯_Langacker:Language and its structure

"A language is a system of arbitrary
co-operates".

Btoch & Trager: Oufline of tinguistic Analysis
Alr the above definitions of ranguage seem to stress the function of ranguage as means ofcommunication. ranguage is a powerfir .i"n. oiinoiraJlias "w"rr 

"s "oci"r 
i"t6*.i.r. i"rg;"g"rs essentialty a controled behaviour, shared in rrrior" a"g,":"'ov rir t 

" 
pi"pi",ffi;,;"T:#:",community As David crystar has pointed out ;r"6*s"i;;;nd 

idiosyneracies or pecuriaries ofan individuar in a speech community. society ooEs n"oi ioJ"i-tu too much idiosyncracy, too muchoriginality, in ranguage. thus ranguage may be regarded 
""rhurrn 

vocar noise, (or the graphicpresentation of this noise in writing) urla 
"y"iurritriiy Lv 

" community for purposes ofcommunication. (David Crystal).

Human language has been ?h"lqilg constan'y, both in each person,s diatect and in theusage of the speech community. nouerti n"afl i. nir u"'& rrii"iuctory Linguistics says as folows:
"The structure of lanouage. in constanfly changing throug_hout time, in the usage of everyindividual, some minute chino-e takes prace Jvenlr#"0"v io'0"v, as he rearns new word. newforms, new pronounciations aid artowsoroer habiti to i"'ir i,'nto o"""rtification. when taken in theaggregate over the centuries these minute innovations-aiJ'ip to major changes in the habit ofentire speech communities". The.Engrish ran!;"s";iil;y"L very different from that of KingArthur's or even chaucer's time. rt i" nitrr"r inJt riring;;;;;;'g;" n""",. hord stir. .Every ranguageis the product of change as rong as it is spoken". tionriJW.-Lrngacker). These cting"i ,iyescape our attention as they occur since. However orer. a span ot 

"""nirri"J,r,"iiJ""ri'rft,.il""iifu
I. BORROWNG

a) Lexical Borrowing

one way of ranguage change is by the infruence of other ranguages. we borrow rexical

vocal symbols by means of which a social group

一
●
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items from other languages. Here is an example' the English word patio' was not at one time part

of the Engtish vocabutary. Today itL ine aauition ot tnis word to English vocabulary_constitutes a

change in the linguistic sys,", ti tt J t'ng'age even though it is a minor one' English speakers

did not create that word. tt was a spanish iori prior to its use.as an English word. The addition of

Patio to English vocabulary results from the influence of Spanish'

AtfirstthosespeakerswhoWerefamiliarwiththisspanishtermstartedusingitinEnglish.
Its use spread, and in course oitir" ii become a well established word of English language. ln

short the word 'pato' was borrowed into English'

Borrowing is very common linguistic phenomen-on Speakers of all languages must have

had contactwith tne speafer ot som"?ner tangrage. Thereiore no language is completely-free of

borrowed forms. At tne same time ianguages airter iaoically with respect to the proportion of lexical

items in their vocabularies that can u6 attriruteo to borrowing.lt is said thatAlbanian has so many

borrowed words in its lexicaon tnat only a few hundred nativewords remain. compared toAlbanian'

English has borrowed mucn tess.-ititl English is often cited.as a language that has borrowed

heavily from severat otner tangua!"". it n".-0""n pointed out that over half of English lexicon is of

foreign origin.On the otner nanOimerican tndian ianguages of Athabaskan family have borrowed

relatively little. Th" ,r,n ,"u"ona rrhy languages diffei inthis regard are historlcal and.cultural than

ii.gri"iil. aoiro*ing 
""nnot 

ue regaioea-as i linguistic necessity because it is possible to modify

thJexisting lexical items to meet newly arising communicative needs'

LoantranslationaSaphenomenonisaninterestingvariantoflexicalborrowing.Hereare
someillustrations.TheEnglisnexpression'Thatgoeswithout'sayingisaliteraltransitionofthe
French expression, ,c, ," a"ni Jii",. Here the Enllish speakers have borrowed a pattern and not

actuallexicalitemforcomblningthemfigurativelytoexpressacertainnotion.TheFrenchterm,
;;;tt""i; and the spanish 'ras-cacielosi which mean'sky scrapes' have been borrowed from

Engiisrr. rne metaphor of'scraping' the sky has been used.in English to convey the idea-of a very

tall building. Langacker points out it 
"t 

tnu C"rran 'Wolkenkratzer' is ditferent only in that the form

for clouds'occurs instead of the one for sky'

(b) Syntactic and phonological Borrowing

Borrowing of lexical items takes place relatively freely. But though not so frequently changes

in the syntax or phonology ot a tang,ag" also resuli form borrowing lt is not easy to say to what

extent ianguages can affect one Jnotier with respect to syntax and phonology But there are

e*amptes ior t-ne existence of this kind of influence. The languages of the Balk€n Peninsula, such

asAlbanian,Balgarian,GreekandRumanianaresyntacticallyalikeTheinfinitivalclausesare
highly restricted in their use. some of the Balkan languages lack infinitives entirely' lnstead of

""iing 
"rh" children want to leave" They would say something like 'The children want that they

leave'.

ManyoftheselanguagesarerelatedonlyVeryindirectly.Soitisquiteclearthatthecommon
syntactic trait is due to mutual borrowing'

BorrowingintherealmofphonologyiSevidentintheAmericanlndianlanguagesofthe
pacific Northwest. Many tanguages in th[-area have glottalized consonants, the percentage of

glottalized consonants i; theae la'nguages is much higher than that in other languages throughout

the world. yet the tanguages displiying glottalized consonants are not all related Glottalization

must have spread among the tribes in tn-eirea ttrrougn borrowlng. Phonological borrowings can be

seeninmanyofthelndo.Europeanlanguagesoflndiathathaveretroflexconsonants.Theyare
articulatedwiththetipofthetongue-againstthepalate.Thesesoundsdevelopedinthe
lndo-European underthe influence oi the Dravidian family of languages. The Dravidian languages

are spoken in lndia and they employ retroflex consonants'

Causes of Borrowing

The main cause of lexical borrowing is the need to find words for new obiects' concepts and

places. Borrowing an existing term from inother languages.is easier than making up one' Some

examples are giien below. 
-A 

number of place names in the North American continent were

taken from lndian languages. Mississippi, Michigan, Chicago' Dakota' Oklahoma' Kentucky'

`
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Manhattan and Waukegan are some of them. The words totem, Wampum,Moccasin, toboggan andtomahawk were words borrowed from the ranguage ot the American rndians arong with the itemsthemserves' The words Kangaroo and wombat were borrowed from the aboriginar ranguages ofAustralia. The word ,,Gnu,, was borrowed from the Bant, f"ifr"g". ofefri"".
To a certain extent the paths of borrowing herp us to understand the paths of curturarinfluence. For exampre, a large number of Arabic words in Engrish were borrowed from the fierd ofscience' zero, cipher, zenith, archemy, argebra, nadir, atcotrot, oismutn and arkari are some amongthem Arabic influence in science and mathematics during the earry medievar periods is weI known.These borrowings to English came through spanish. siiritaity tne tong tist of ttalan loan words,nEngrish was the resurt of the importance of rtarian influence in music and other arts. opera, tempo,adagio, soprana, piano, sonata, schezo, virtuoso, sonnet, fresco, miniature, direttante, barcony,cornice, corridor, coronnada, mezzamine, parapet and niche are words berongoing to that domain.
A rarge number of French 10an words came into Engrish after the Norman conquest ofEngrand words beronging to such areas a government, the miritary, raw and rerigion borrowedduring that period refrect the fact that the 

-Norman 
Frenctr, as the conquerors exerted majorinfluence in these areas. Crown, power, state, reign, country, peer, court, duke, duchess, prince,realm, sovereign, minister, chanceror, councir, auirrority, paitiament, baron and nations are someof the governmentar terms that came to Engrish. The boriowed words beronging to auxiriary mattersare battle, army, war, peace, lance, banner, ensign, officer, Iieutenant. vessel, navy, admiral,soldier, sergeant, troops, arms, armour, assault, siege, enemy, challenge, gallant, march, company,guard, force, and danger. English legalvocaUulary ttas Ueen enriched by such words as jury, judge,plaintiff, accuse, crime, iustice, privilege, damage, traitoi fetony, summon, defendant, sue,attorney, session, fee,pread, suit and property, seierar terms of rerigious and morar significancealso have been borrowed from French i.e. mercy, cruel, vice, nature, blame, save, pray, preach,angel, religion, virgin, saint, tempt, grace, pity, trinity, service, savioq relic, abbey, cloister, clergy,parish, baptism, friar, altar, miracle, sermon, sacrifice, virtue, charity, chaste, covet and lechery.

since the French constituted an upper crass, being the conquerors, the use of the Frenchwords in Engrish conversations became a common praJtice because of the air of prestige thataccompanied them. on the other hand the French peopre did not feer that pressure to irasterEnglish words. The flow of roan words from Engrish to French was very much rimited. Aftera[,English was onry the tongue of the masses in thoie days. No doubt the prestige, factor was a verycommon cause of rexicar borrrowings. Among the upper crasses of czarist RuJsia arso the prestigeof French curture was fert. As a resurt of this Fiench expression found their way in Russianconversation. Modern Russian contains severar expressions borrowed from French. Toiay the power
and importance of American throughout the worrd has red to the borrowing of American Engrish byditferent linguistic groups. Thus the number of English loan words in modern French is incleasingday by day. As a resurt of this modern "Angromania", Engrish expressions such as snackbar,selfservice, parking, check list, deep freeze, pullover, turing,(triring room) expressway, pinup, whisky,sandwitch, weekend and dancing (night club) are commonty useO by the French.

During the Middre Ages, ratin and Greek had enjoyed prestige in the worrd of schorarship,Ever since the Renaissance, Greek and Latin have Leen rinoing their way into Engrish, oftenthrough, French, to other European ranguages. such words are sometimes caled rearned words.Learned words are mosry found in the vocaburary of the sciences and other schorarry disciprines.Even the names of these disciprines are borrowed from the crassicar ranguages e.g. sociotogy,psychology, anthropology, philosophy and biology. Apart from these hundreds of words ofeveryday use starting with the Latin morpheme ,ex, . ,oui of from,can be found in Engrish, e.9.exacl exaggerate, exalt, exasperate, excerpt,exclude, excrete, excursron, execute, exempt, exert,exhaust, extend, exterminate, extinct, extort, explain, explicit, explode, explore, export,extend' exterminate, extinct and exude. sometimes Latin morphemes are prefixed to Germanicforms. Eg. Ex-husband and ex-wife. simirarry the Latin suffixes are arso combined with Engrish
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roots. ln the fooling words the able/ible suffix is confined with native words. Answerable, eatable,
berabel, laughable, and saleable.

Effects of borrowing

The borrowing of lexical items can have an important impact on the phonological system of
language. Normally when a word is borrowed it is made to fit the phonological system of the
borrowing language. To cite an example let us take the English word Edgw!-s.lt is borrowed from
French but it obeys the phonological principles of English. lt is pronounced with the English (r), not
the French one. The first vowel is non nasal, although it is nasalized in French

But the loan words are not always assimilated completely to the phonological system of the
borrowing language. Sometime the original pronounciation of French words are persuaded by the
English speakers who borrow them for the sake of prestige. ln such case the loan words may
function as a phonological Trojan horse sneaking new sounds into the inventory of sounds used in
the borrowing language. Thus the voiced fricatives (v,z) worked their way into English from French
e.g. loan words such as very, veal, zeal,and zest.

Another result of heavy borrowing is the partitioning ofvocabulary on the basis ofthe behaviour
of the words with respect to phonological rules.

Unit-X

INTERNALGHANGE

Borrowing, in all its forms brings about changes by the influence of other languages. Since it
results from extended liguistic inlluence, it can be called external change. Changes in the linguistic
system that do not happen through borrowing can be called internal chanqe.

lnternal change affects individual lexical items as well as general rules. lt occurs in the
semantics, syntactic and phonological systems of a language. The addition and loss of lexical
items is the simplest for of internal change. Words can drop out of common use. Eg. ln English
there was a time when words such as the English verb cere (wax), maument (idol), congree (agree)
and neat (cattle) were current. The word 'neat' mentioned above is different from the modern English
word'neat'which is borrowed from French. Aword does not become obsolete all on a sudden. lt is
a gradual process. Certain words fall into disfavour or disuse and they gradually disappear over a
period ofdecades or centuries. Words such as Lo,behold, verily etc are words which are not used
now a days as common words. Similarly we do not use Zounds! or Egad! without humorous intent
today. Even proper names are subject to the ebb and flow of linguistic fashion. Today American
parents do not name a child Egbert, Bertha or Percival.

There is constant need for new lexical items in a technlcally, advancing and complex
society like ours. Borrowing will not always serve the purpose. So new terms are to be made up
from scratch to meet the new need. Sometimes existing items are combined to form more
complex ones. They are in some way descriptive or appropriate. A third way to obtain a new
term is to extend the use of an old one, making it applicable to the new situations. Generally
people tend to readapt existing lexical material, rather than create new material. New images
are frequent in giving trade names to nes products. Even here most terms are somehow related
to existing lexical items. Most trade names are taken either from proper names (eg. Ford,
Edsel, Johnson, etc) or from other already existing morphemes (eg. Rambler Thun derbird etc)
Several others are clearly modelled after existing morphemes. The terms such as Vg!.,!9.I]_Eg!
etc., bear strong resemblances to velvet, luxury and fabulous. Slang expression also form a
powerful source of linguistic inventions e.g. hip/heo, mooth, fink, moola nd barf.Linguists
combined previously existing lexical items into more complex ones for use for use as technical
terms. Ihe word hippie for example,is not an entirely new creation. lt consists of the diminutive
suffix y/ie added to the older morpheme hip. ln the same way new words such as beatnik,
peacenik, and Vietnik were made by adding the morpheme'nik'. Thus sutfix entered English
as part of the Russian loanword Sputnik. The word hamburoerwas fonned ftomthe placename Hamburg.
The English language analysed it as ham + burger. The lexical item burger was its result. This
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Many ol the existing lexical items are extended to new situations. This involves both the
metaphorical side of the language and semantic change. usually metaphorical extensions
occur in such areas as scientific terminology (eg. Electromagnetic wave, radiation belt, solar
storm); marketing (eg. Plymouth Fury, Spring cigarettes) and slangs (eg. LSD trip, to snow a
professor, to squeals to the cops). Some times certain terms are sued to label new products
because of their lavourable cannotation. For example, True and Lucky strike are names of
cigarettes, the choice of the term Pure oil is because of propagandist reason. There are also
examples for arbitrary choice. (Shell lor a particular brand of oil)

Many of the lexical items change their meanings over a period of centuries. For example,
the wo.d'meat'once meant; food. Today its scope has been narrowed up and it designates
only one kind ol food. ln English nice used to mean loolish and silly had the sense ,happy,

blessed, innocent. "Bead" once meant prayer. people used to keep track of their prayers on
what we call the beads of rosary. All the above examples show that a lexical item undergoes
changes with respect to its semantic representation, similarly though not so common, the
syntactic or phonological representations, of certain lexical items also undergo change. ln
modern English the morpheme friend has under gone a change in its syntactic iepresentation.
The expression, I am friends with suresh' is adaptable today but not I am enemies with suresh,.
This expression is related to suresh and friends by syntactic rules. when a morpheme is
extended to a new syntactic class it acquires a new meaning.

lndividual lexical ilems are also subiect to change in their phonological representations,
sometimes il happens under the influences of spelling. For example, the woro-, often is now
pronounced with a (t) by many people. Formerly it was not pronounced. often, the phonological
changes that morphemes undergo are of a morphological nature. To cite an example the p]ural
of brother used to the brethren. Now it is brothers. The plural of ox is not oxen to some
speakers. They say Oxes.

III. CHANGES IN RULES

changes in the rules of a language are more important than the changes in the properties
of individual lexical items. Changes occur in the rules of both the syntactic as well as phonological
system of languages. since they apply to the whole classes of lexical items and to unlim-ited
sets of sentence structure, its effects are widespread.

ln modern English the negative form not can come direc y after some verb words but not
others. while senlence like she cannot write she has written. she is not writing and she does
not write are grammatical sentences like She writes not or She likes not muuon are ungrammatical
Formerly not could lollow any verb.

ln English there are several mistakes in which change has occurred through the additions
or loss of phonological rules. once English was a highly inflected language. lt wa; characterjzed
by changes in the endings of words to distinguish case, gender, nuirbe-1 person, tense and so
on. For example, the word Scip (ship) had various endings depending on the grammatical
lunctions in the sentence. The word is used as much in the nominative and accusaiive singular
form. scipes was the genitive singular form scipe, the dative singular. The conesporiding
three torms in the plural were scipeu. scioa and scipum. ln modern English nouns have only a
plural and a genitive possessive ending, both of which are (z) in most cases. The inflecting of
verbs and pronouns has been very much simpliried. similarly the inflection of adjectives fiad
been eliminated excep.t {or comparative and superlative degrees. )e.g. bigger, biggest).

ln the evolulion bf Latn into modern French the stress rule had been modified. The iule
in modern French is that the lasl vowel of a word is stressed.

IV. HOW LANGUAGES CHANGE

Human language i:: always subject to change. lt is changing constanfly both in each person,s
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dialect and in the usage of the speech community. The phenomenon of language change brings

about increased linguistic diversity in a community of speakers,unless there is enough

communication and mutual linguistic influence with in the groups to offset this tendency. Since the

bulk of changes that occur within a group gradually spread to all its members, generaly it will

remain relatively homogeneous from the linguistic point of view. The dialect of the community in

wuestion may change radically over a period of the centuries, but the changes will be uniform within

the group itself. When the changes are not coordinated for all speakers of the group they will lead

to increase diversity. Then the linguistic system of such subgroups will develop independently.

Changes of language system may be regional, temporal and social.

Unit -Xl

DIALECTS : REGIONAL
TEMPORAL AND SOCIAL

There is not always a clear-cut distinction between language and dialect. Mutual

intelligibility is one of the most important characteristics of language. ln other words in a particular

linguistic community or language group, everyone understands everyone else. AThey speak the

same language. ln the adjacent community ifthe speech is so different languages. e.g. France and

Germany, the United States and Mexico, Greece or ltaly or Korea and china. Sometimes there will

be subgroups who speak the common language, but with difference in pronounciation, vocabulary,

or other linguistic components, especially when it is large. But as long as the different subgroups

can understand each other, their language, variations are called dialects.

The distinction between language and dialect is not so simple. Mutual understanding
depends on such factors as intelligence and education. Culturally and emotionally conditioned
attitudes towards 'outsiders' result in lack of understanding. The ancient Greeks called non-Greeks
'barbarians'. lntense intertribal hostility conkibuted to communication barriers. As a result of this

and the geographical barriers several dialects ofthe same language have developed in course of
time into mutually unintelligible languages, For Example, there are about a hundred language in

New Guinea, as lsland of thick forests, mountains and valleys.

A dialect is a language variety in which the use of grammar and vocabulary identifies the

regional or social background of the user. The systematic study of dialects is known as
dialectology or dialect geography. A regional dialect conveys information about the speaker's
geographical origin. Likewise a social dialect gives us information about the speaker's social

status, class, occupation, educatlonal background etc. The dialect of those living in the
countryside are called rural dialect. Similarly the dialects of the city dwellers are known as urban

dialects. Sometimes the term 'dialect' carries sense of belittling. Many people have the feeling

that dialect is an inferior brand of speech. This is not true. Any dialect is perfectly honourable and

correct so long if serves the purpose of communication.

STANDARD DIALECT

It is observed that one dialect in a speech community of two or more dialects, becomes
the dominant dialect or the official speech for that language community. lt acquires the
status of the standard speech of that community. For example, there were several dialects of
English in England during the fourteenth and fifteenth ienturies. When London became the
centre of power and influence, the centre of trade government and educational institutions the
London dialect gradually became the standard speech of Englnad. ln the same way the
dialect of lle-de-France gained prominence over Norman, Picard and Champensors French in

France. ln ltaly the Turcan dialect became standard ltalian over the dialects of Sicily, Lambracy
and Bologna. The dialects spoken in peking, the capital of China to mandarian. lt is the
official or standard Chinese language. Though the different dialects of the same language will
have certain vocabularly difference and certain rhotorical difference, the speakers are able to
undersbnd each other, somehow Sometimes among some of the olderpeople, cerEin deelings of pride or
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class distinction as other social attitudes establish a communication barriers and that the two
dialects in effect become two different languages. lt is not correct to say that one dialect is more
correct than the other.

Even within a dialect it is possible to see several sub dialects. Each will have its own regional
accents and, grammatical and vocabulary differences. ln many countries linguistic atlases have
been made to classify and localize the subordinates. The linguistic experts record the speech
items which characterise a particular region. Then they draw lines on a map to indicate where one
of speech item ends and another begins. such lines are known as isoglosses. To cite an example,
the southern DialectArea in the United States is subdivided into the Northern, the Northern Mid-
land, and the Southern Midland dialect areas. ln the Northerns dialect most speakers say, .She
isn't to home, for' He isn't at the home, and 'dove' for'dived'. A'bucket' is a ,pail, in the Northers
area. A 'pail' is a'bucket'in the Midland areas as well as in the Southern.

CULTURAL AND SOCIAL DIALECTS

Blending and fusing of regional dialects and sub dialects take place because of several
reasons especially in a large nation like the United States. The transfers of employees from one
location to another is one reason. children adjust to the speech habits of the area in which they
find themselves. The prevalence of television and movies also contribute towards such blending
and fusing of various dialects and subdialects. But there are still certain other forces such as the
differences in levels of education, wealth,social position, job or profession or even the speakers
home locations which maintain communication barriers. Cultural background and national origin
also make an impression on speech pattern. For example, Black English is a cul;tural dialect in
America. Though it was once thought of as a 'broken' English developed by illiterate slaves, now
dialectologists say that it has got a very formalized grammar and the native speakerc of that Negro
dialect follow its rules intuitively. Modern researchers hold the view that the greatest difference
between Black English and Standard American English lies in pronounciation.

The ability to comprehend a dialect other than that of one's own is heavily dependent upon
individual intelligence, emotional attitudes and sophistication. A person with reasonably normal
intelligence can understand a strange speech sometimes, than a highly educated person who
might try to analyze the structure of the utterance. The substance of the message is more impor-
tant than structure of the sentence. ln the case ofeducated persons, ifthey have a wide vocabulary
they might be able to make out fairly well the words in other languages which are a kin to their own
through a cognate familiarity. To quote an example an American who knows that 'paediatrician' is a
doctor who 'treats Children' might recognize the words 'paids' in Greece as meaning 'Child'. The
emotional attitude mentioned above is an important factor in comprehending I strange or alien
speech. A sympathetic person would strain for the sense of the message more than for grammati-
cal structure. Of course there should be sufficient sophistication. lt is evident that, a person with
wider contact with other cultures and their speech system will be in a better position to understand
an alien speech.

REGIONAL AND SOCIAL DIALECTS

ln Britain there are numerous dialects of English; the Laneashire dialect, the Scottish dia-
lect, the Yorkshire dialect and so on. This is true of American English also. All these are mostly
regional. Some dialectical variations are determined by the social hierarchy too. The aristocrats in
London, for example, use one variety of English and the lower class another. The Cockney dialect
is dialect of the lower clasS. Apart from the regional and social difference the dialectical difference
may be phonological, morphological syntactic or lexical. One of the differences between the Gen-
eralAmerican English and the Standard English (Received Pronounciation of England) is that the
GeneralAmerican has/ aelwhile R.P Has/a:/ e.g. the first vowel in the following words show the
differences as shown below

Word R.P

last /la:sU

dance /da:"s/

class /kla:s

GeneralAmerican

/laesV
/dae ns/

/klae s/
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DIALECTS AND LANGUAGES

WesaythatEnglishandFrencharetwodifferentlanguages'SimilarlyweknowthatHindi
and Punjabi are different languages. At the same time we say that Bhojpuri and Malawi are two

dialects of Hindi. What helps us io, make these distinctions? The question cannot be answered

vdery easily. the concept of mutual intelligibility provides a partial solution. Thus we can say that

when oialeits uecome mutually unintelliginle they become different languages lf two speakers can

understandeachotherforthepurposesofdaytodaycommunicationwecansaythattheyare
using the same language. lf not their languages are different. This criterion is not always

dependable because some amount of mutual intelligibility exists among languages which are closely

related.Eg'HindiandPunjabi.similarlydialectsofthesamelanguageneednotinallcasesbe
rnutualiy intelllgible to the speakers. For example Pekingese and cantenese are two dialects of

chinese. But the speakers of each find those of the other unintelligible to a great extent.

We are discussing language and dialects. We have to acquaint ourselves with one more

term in linguistics in this connection.

It is idiolect. lt is nothing but the linguistic system of an individual speaker/idiolects are

'personaldialects'arisingfromthewaypeoplehavelearnedslightly'differentusuagesin
pronounciation, grammar, vocabulary and style.

Unit'Xll

STYLE AND REGISTER

1. STYLE

StylisticsisthestudyofanySituationallydistinctiveuseoflanguageandofthechoices
made by individuals and social groups in their use of language. Alternatively it is the study of the

aesthet; use of language, in all iomains of linguistics. Each of these notions may be referred to as

style. Applied stylistics is the study of style, especially when there is an emphasis on the use of

.tytein titerary ai well as nontiteraiy texts. ln its literary application, it brings together the insights

and methods of ling uistics and literary criticism. A contrast is often drawn between literary stylistics

and general stylisics. The first one is the study of the linguistic characteristics of literature as a

genr! and of the style of literary practitioners. ihe second one is the study of the whole range of

nondialectical varieties of a taniuage. Stylastatistics of Stylometry is the qualification of stylistics

patterns. Phonostylistics is the;tudy of the espressive or aesthetic function of sound'

Asingtespeakermayemploydifferentstylesofspeechofditferentcircumstances,Thestyle
one uses vihen being interviewed for a job differs considerably from the style one uses in

conversation among close friends.

2. REGISTER

lnstylisticsociolinguisticsregistermeansavarietyoflanguagedefinedaccordingtoitsuse
in social situations.

We can see the same person using different varieties of a language depending upon the

situation. Thus the kind of language a lawyer uses in the court of law is not the kind of language

that he/she uses in the ritcnei. rie perso; uses the register of law in the court and the informal

registerinthekitchen'Thuswehavedifferentregisterssuchastheformalregister,theinformal
re;ister, the register of religion, the register of science' the register of iournalism and the like'

Sincevariationsofregistersdependonthesituationsorcontacts,itispossibletorelate
different kinds of register variations to different aspects of the situation ln which the language is

used. Register variations are mainly conditioned by

1. The field of discourse or the subject matters or topic

2. The mode of discourse or the medium used for the communication Communication

u"r"lty talEffi-itn"r through the spoken or the written medium and

3. L!q9lyl9-91-dfs!9Clge. This depensa on the relationships between the participants of
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the discourse. the style of a father's letter to his son and that of an employer writing to his
subordinate will not be the same. ln other words, the register variafion is conditioned by the
relationship between the speaker and the listerner (s) or the writer ands the readers (s). very fine
example for different registerers can be found in Randolf euirk's book, use of Enqlish.
ll. Bilingualism

Bilingualism is a speech situation where an indivisual or community controls two (or more)
languages. Polyglotism is not the term used for such a situation usually even though the term
polyglot means someoine who speaks several languages. very rarely a situation wheie a speech
community or an individual makes use of several languages as in Switzerland or Belgium is called
plurilingualism or polyglotism. Sometimes it is known as multilingualism too.

There are two types of bilingualism. The first is known as Simultaneous bilingualism in which
two languages are learned at the same time. The second is called Sequential bilingualism. This is
a situation in which the second language is acquired after the first has been established. The term
bilingual education refers to the use of two languages for instruction at some point in a student's
career. This term is also used to mean the use ofeducational programmes designed to promote
bilingual skills among students. today most people in the world are bilinguals. oxford Advanced
Learner's Dictionary defines bilingual as one who is able to speak two ianguages equally well.
Because of historical reasons bilingualism exists in several countries of the world even today.

ln lndia in 1951, it was found that 945 ditferent languages and dialects were spoken. when
lndia became independent the Union government designated Hindi as the official national language.
But only less than one-third ofthe people in tndia spoke Hindi. so the government aesignaLd ine
fourteen major languages ofthe country as the otficial languages of lndia. Even that did not provide
sifficient basis of communicationj, since a great majority of the educated people spoke English,.
that language was given the status of Associate Official language along with Hindi. ln addition to
the tongue or the language of the state, rndian children learn at reast one more language.

Ethiopia, the northern province of Eritrea was the ancient seat of government and culture.
The natives ofthat province are the speakers of Tigriniya. The modern capital of Ethiopia isAddis
Abbaba in the south central part and the lineage of the King is Amharic. So the officiat language of
the country becameAmharic. Under the current bilingual, education programme in the north sc-hool
children are taught in both dialects.

Robers A Halr Junior points out that biruiguarism is, however. rarery (if ever) perfect, any given
speaker almost always has a better command of one of his two languages than he ooes oJ tne
other. 'This has been observed repeatedly with the biringuarism of successive generations of
immigrants to the America. The first generation speaks ihe new ranguage (engtisn, spanish,
Portuguese) quite imperfecfly and with strong accent. The second generaiion sh6ws onry some
traces offoreigners and the third and successive generations are completely, native like in t'h" ne*
language.

of late considerabre attention has been given to probrems of bilingualism of bilingualism by
linguistic analysts, psychologists and educationalists, with attention especially to theielation of
bilingualism to intelligence. Some hold the view that bilingualism is beneficial and others consider
it harmful especially to a growing child who has to learn more than one language and the regular
school subjects arong with them. lt is apparenfly a help to intelligent p"r"on. to have more-than
one way of symborizing what they know and rearn. But peopre of ress intefligence and more
economic and other troubres wiI have their own dimcurties in mastering more thin one language.
Devaluation ofa person's mothertongue is very harmfur. Every person's ego is urtimatery bound up
with his or her native speech.

lll Pidgin

Pidgin is not the native ranguage of any person. rt emerges when two mutua[y uninteIigibre
speech communities attempt to communicate. rt is often caried reduced grammaticar strucLre,lexicon and styristic range. usualy it emerges in the context of the eipansionist period of
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